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First off …a very big thank you to all our 
loyal Boating customers.
Your support has made the “Boatworld” 
boats brand grow and grow, we are adding 
to the range and tweaking it all the time to 
make boating affordable .
So what’s new and cool for 2019 ??
Well after exhibiting at the Southampton 
Boat Show we took on board the feedback 
from customers for more Tender sized 

boats, so to that end we have added 4 new 
Tender sized boats with all the davit points.
Speaking about the Southampton Boat 
Show put the dates in your diary now 
13th-22nd Sept, we will be showing our 
boat and outboard range again.
We also have a new fishing boat the 
360 Fisher Pro, a solid alloy floor boat with 
9 factory fitted Borika mounts, allowing you 
to fit rod holders, fishfinders, anchor locks, 

The Inside Story

New 2019 boating highlights...

“A” frames and much more.
Borika from Ukraine…Wow check this 
immense range out. All you need is to fix 
the Borika mount and a whole world of 
possibilities opens up to adding function to 
your boat.
We are the UK Distributer for Borika so 
Trade enquiry’s are most welcome.
Also from the Ukraine is Elling Boats an 
awesome inflatable fishing boat.

Come and see us at our huge warehouse with showroom. Open: Weekdays 9.30am-5pm. Weekends by appointment. 
DIRECTIONS : Leave M1 at Junction 29, 
take the A617 towards Chesterfield. 
At the first roundabout take the 4th exit on to the A61, 

go through two roundabouts and on to the A61 towards Sheffield. After a few hundred yards 
take the slip road towards Unstone/Dronfield. At the end of the slip road turn left onto 
Broombank Road, then continue straight on to Carrwood Road, 
turn left onto Smeckley Wood Close and follow until the mini roundabout 
at the end of the road - we are just across the roundabout. Plenty of FREE parking.

Visit us!

How to order CARRIAGE CHARGES
Small items, eg sunglasses, phone cases etc. will be sent by Royal Mail 48 hr tracked service £4.50.
Large items, eg wakeboards, skis, tubes, covers, etc. will be sent by next day delivery service. 
The price will vary depending on the size of the order for next working day delivery. 
Large items from £7.95. Skis Zup wakeboards & kneeboards £15. 
Wakeboards towers from £20. Inflatable boats/Outboard engines and Bic & Walker Bay boats 
- please see website for detailed shipping prices
All these rates are for mainland England.
For Scottish Highlands, Northern Ireland, offshore islands and Europe please ask for a price 
and estimated delivery times.
EUROPE CARRIAGE CHARGES
We ship European wide and offer a wide range of shipping options. Typical cost of shipping a 30 kilo 
box is £20-£30. Offshore Islands and shipping of Wakeboard Towers £60.00 per box.
Call us for an exact shipping quote. Superyachts in need of super fast delivery we offer DHL airfreight.

We are proud to ship using DHL & Royal Mail 
Tracked Services for a hassle free experience.

PayPal and major credit and debit cards accepted including:

BY PHONE: 0870  043  4942 or 01246 452275 or 01246 453815
Quote your credit card number for the value(s) of product(s) required, adding the carriage charge,
or ON-LINE: www.boatworld.co.uk or E-MAIL: sales@boatworld.co.uk

Boatworld, Unit 2, Smeckley Wood Close, Sheepbridge Trading Estate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S41 9PZ

Xcite Sports Ltd is a broker and not a lender and can introduce you to a limited number of lenders, who may pay us for introducing you to them. *Interest Free Finance available via Pay Pal Credit for items over £150 with no deposit and 4 equal monthly payments. The minimum payment 
due still applies to 0% offer balances. Any remaining balance due after the 4-month promotional period or any transactions under £150 will be charged interest at 17.9% p.a. (variable). In order to maintain the 0% offer, you need to keep up monthly repayments and stay within your 
credit limit. Credit subject to status. Terms and conditions apply. UK residents only. PayPal Credit is trading name of PayPal (Europe) S.à r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. Société en Commandite par Actions Registered Office: 22-24 Boulevard Royal L-2449, Luxembourg RCS Luxembourg B 118 349.

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

Welcome to Boatworld Boating 2019    

Check out the Patented Triboat KB350, 
its unique hull shape enables it to reach 
speeds of 30 mph from only a 6HP !!
Our ever popular range of Orca outboards 
go from strength to strength and our old 
favourites Honda Marine, Walker Bay 
Boats and Bic boats. 

See you out on the water 

Team Boatworld

BOATWORLD 360 
FISHER PRO BOAT - PB8

BOATWORLD 
SLD BOAT RANGE - PB5

ELLING KB 350 
TRIMARAN BOAT - PB10

FASTEN - BORIKA BOAT 
ACCESSORIES - PB11 to B13

ORCA 15HP OUTBOARD 
WITH ELECTRIC START - PB16

REDESIGNED OUTBOARD 
ENGINE TROLLLEY - PB17

FISH FINDERS &  VHF 
FLOATING RADIO - PB18

BOATWORLD 250 
VEE AIR DECK BOAT - PB9
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Looking After You, Your Passengers & Your Engine

Our engine saving Blu Thru range of products are on page B30

Rescues Engine!
Terra Nautica, based in Javea on the Costa 
Blanca in Spain, has been a trade customer of 
Boatworld now for the last 3-4 yrs. Terra Nautica 
is well known in the area for selling, servicing and 
repairing customers’ boats. It also offers boat 
storage, IYT training courses and 
launching facilities.

The company is run by Paul Devenish who has 
years of experience in the marine business, selling 
and servicing boats. Paul is from an engineering 
background and has spent a lot of his time working 
on both outboard and inboard marine engines.

Paul bought some Blu Thru last summer from 
Boatworld, a little sceptical but curious as to 
whether it might help maintain customers engines. 
September last year he had a chance to use it. 
Paul takes up the story: 

We now are using Blu Thru regularly on customers 
engines. We store and winterise a lot of boats 
and now we flush them all with Blu Thru. We also 
now incorporate it as a routine with all engine 
servicing. Recommend it.”

 “A customer brought in an old Mercury 15HP 
outboard .To be honest it was in a right state. We 
managed to get it to run but there was no tell tail 
at all and the waterways were seriously clogged 
up where the salt water had crusted it up. On 
inspection it seemed to be blocked around the 
powerhead where it was awkward to get anything 
down the channels to clear it by hand. Now I 
would normally have told the customer at this 
stage that is wasn’t worth bothering with, but then 
I thought let’s try this Blu Thru stuff. So we ran it up 
with Blu Thru in the tank, stopped it and left it to 
soak overnight. Next day ran it up again and to my 
surprise there was a small dribble of blue water 
now coming out of the tell tail!! It still wasn’t 
enough at this stage so switched it off and left it 
for a couple of hours. But next time I started it, it 
soon went from dribble to a healthy stream! 
I can honestly say I was surprised by that. 

Scan for 
information 
video

Your personal life guard
The corded kill switch is rarely used as it ties you to a very limited space onboard. 
With MOB+ Wireless Man OverBoard System you regain freedom 
– without losing safety.

The xFOB is your personal safety guard at sea. Being placed in the accompanying 
xBAND or xTAG, the xFOB unit does not inhibit any movement or motion. 
Should you fall into the water the engine(s) will stop in just one second.

Install the MOB+ 
xHub then attach a 
xFob to you, 
your passengers and 
your pets to keep 
everyone safer!

FELL TECHNOLOGY 
MOB+ BASEPACK 
MULTI FOB 
72380116. Wireless system stops engine if you fall 
overboard. Use alarm only or alarm/stop engine
Connect up to 4 FOBs at the same time. xHUB easily 
mounts on or near console. Intuitive one-click user 
interface. Includes : MOB+ xHUB. Connection Cable. 
External Antenna. 1 x MOB+ xFOB. 
Four butt splices for cable 
connections. End Cap. 
User Manual.

£199.99

FELL TECHNOLOGY 
MOB+ xTAG 
72380401. MOB+ xTAG is a 
complete kit for carrying the 
xFOB... around your neck, on 
your belt or on you st. 
With the MOB+ xTAG you get 
a package containing the 
Silicone Tag with a garment and 
life vest Clip-on and the MOB+ 
Floating Lanyard. 
xFob not included. Red.

£24.99

FELL TECHNOLOGY 
MOB+ xFOB 
72380117. For use with the MOB+ Wireless 
Man-Overboard System, the xFOB is an additional 
wearable unit that communicates with the xHUB to 
stop the engine when the xFOB is submerged in water 
or is beyond range of the xHUB. The xFOB can be worn 
on your wrist, in your pocket, around your neck, or 
clipped to your life jacket, using either the xBAND or 
xTAG accessories (sold separately). The waterproof 
xFOB is powered by an easy-to-change standard coin 
cell battery with more than 300 hours of battery life.

£39.99

FELL TECHNOLOGY 
MOB+ xBAND 
72380303. MOB+ xBAND enables you to use the xFOB 
at your wrist, always on – never intrusive. The xFOB is 
your personal safety guard at sea. Should you fall into 
the water the engine(s) will stop in just one second. 
xFob not included. Black, red, yellow, blue or pink.

£19.99
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SL
Boatworld Slatted Floor Inflatable Boats

BOATWORLD 230 SL 
INFLATABLE BOAT  
XCSIB230. The most affordable of the range 
of inflatable small boats, this rugged boat 
is ideal as a Yacht Tender fishing craft or 
lake cruiser - whatever takes your 
fancy.
• Colour:  Vivid Yellow
• Floor: 3 wooden slats 
• Quick and easy to 
 inflate and stow
• Inflated Size: 235cm length 
 135cm Width
• 35cm dia tubes  • Weight 22 kg.
• 2 Air chambers  • Sliding alloy seat
• Halkey Roberts quick 
 inflate/deflate valves
• 1.2-2.5 HP outboard recommended.
• Rated 4hp max
• Rubbing strip all round comes 
 with channel for cover hem.

What’s in the box? 
• 230 boat  • 3 floor slats  • Alloy sliding seat 
• Bow grab handle  • Sponsom grab ropes 
• Alloy oars and rowlocks 
• Carry Valise (Bag)  • Foot pump  • Repair Kit 
• CE RCD Serial Plate  • Cat D 
• Free 3 metre long 6mm Mooring Line 
• Boxed size 96 x 50 x 24 cm

£259

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

What is a Cat D boat? 
Category D - Sheltered: Designed for voyages on sheltered coastal 
waters, small bays, small lakes, rivers and canals where conditions up to, 
and including, wind force 4 and significant wave heights up to 0.3m.

Boatworld Boats... 
Quality Boats at Everyday prices!

What is a Cat C boat?
Category C - Inshore: Designed for voyages in coastal waters, large bays, 
estuaries, lakes and rivers where conditions up to, and including, wind 
force 6 and significant wave heights up to 2m .

The SL Range 2.3- 3.3m
The Boatworld SL range is the ideal boat to be used as yacht tender or for recreational use. SL denotes the floor has wooden 
slats that create a rigid floor area. The number of slats vary between 3 to 5 slats. The SL range is compact and ultralight and 
efficient, perfect for a tender. Inflate & stow by a single person in minutes. 0.7 mm cloth 1000 denier in weight.

BOATWORLD 
330 SL 
INFLATABLE 
BOAT 
XCSIB330. This rugged inflatable boat is ideal 
as a Yacht Tender, fishing craft, lake cruiser 
-whatever takes your fancy. 
• Colour:  Vivid Yellow 
• Floor: 5 Marine ply slats 
• Quick and easy to assemble and stow away. 
• Size: 330cm length x 152cm wide. 
• 42cm dia tubes  • Weight 40 kg 
• 3 Air chambers  • 2 x Sliding alloy seats 
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves.  
• 1.2 - 6HP outboard recommended 
• Rated 15hp Max) 
• 2 x D Ring Bow tow points 

What’s in the box? 
• 330 boat  •  5 floor slats 
• 2 x Alloy sliding seats  • Bow grab handle 
• 2 x Transom Grab Handles 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• Alloy oars and rowlocks 
• Carry Valise. Foot pump • Repair Kit  
• CE RCD Serial Plate • Cat C 
• Free 3 metre long 6mm Mooring Line 
• Boxed size 102 x 57 x 26 cm

£369
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SLD
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

Boatworld Slatted Floor Inflatable Boats
The SLD Range 2.3 -2.75m
The Boatworld SLD range is very similar to our SL range with all the 
advantages of the slat floor but with davit lifting points on the 
bow and the transom. These boats all come in a heavy cloth 
of 0.9mm 1100 denier in weight.

BOATWORLD 230 & 250 SLD 
INFLATABLE BOAT  
This affordable small boat is ideal as a 
Yacht Tender, fishing craft or lake cruiser - 
whatever takes your fancy.
It has a slatted floor for easy assembly and 
is light weight. This boat is equipped with 
Davit eyes in the transom and Davit rings 
in the bow of the boat. It also has 3 x 
stainless steel rings on the outside of the 
bow for towing and lashing down.
With its transom board well up the 
sponsons, this is a very stable little boat.
• Colour:  Vivid White with light grey 

fittings
• Light grey rubbing strip
• Bow grab handle fitted
• Floor: 3 wooden slats 8” (20cm) wide.
• 3 x stainless steel tow rings fitted 

around the bow
• 2 x stainless steel davit rings fitted inside 

the boat on bow panel
• 2 x stainless steel eye bolts fitted to 

transom for davit attachment
• Quick and easy to inflate and stow
• Inflated O/A Size: 

 230 boat 230cm length 133cm width
 250 boat 250cm length 137cm width
• Inflated Inside size: 

230 boat 138cm long x 61cm wide 
250 boat 150cm long x 65cm wide

• 36cm dia tubes.
• Weight of boat 230 boat 22 kg, 250 boat 25kg
• 230 boat Ideal for 2 adults, 

 up to 250kg in total load weight.
• 250 boat ideal for 2 adults, 
 up to 300kg in total load weight
• CAT D Rated
• 2 Air chambers.
• Halkey Roberts quick 

inflate/deflate valves.
• Sliding alloy seat.
• 1.2-2.5 HP outboard 

recommended 
(230 boat 4HP MAX, 
250 boat 5HP MAX)

• Rubbing strip all round 
comes with channel for 
cover hem

What’s 
in the box?
• 230 boat or 250 boat
• 3 floor slats
• Alloy sliding seat
• Sponson grab ropes
• Pair of alloy oars and rowlocks
• Carry Valise (Bag)
• Foot pump
• Repair Kit
• CE RCD Serial Plate
• Free 3 metre 6mm Mooring Line 
• 230 boat boxed size 96 x 50 x 24 cm
• 250 boat boxed size 98 x 55 x 26 cm

BOATWORLD 275 SLD 
INFLATABLE BOAT 
SIB275SLD. This is a great boat as a tender for 
your yacht or a trip around the harbour.
It has a slatted floor for easy assembly and is 
light weight for its size. This boat is equipped 

with Davit eyes in the transom and Davit 
rings in the bow of the boat. It also 

has 3 x stainless steel rings on the 
outside of the bow for towing and 

lashing down.
This is a very stable and 

practical boat.
• Colour:  Vivid White 

with light grey fittings
• Light grey 
rubbing strip

• Bow grab handle 
fitted

• Two rear carry handles
• Floor: 4 wooden slats 8” (20cm) wide
• 3 x stainless steel tow rings fitted 

around the bow
• 2 x stainless steel davit rings fitted 

inside the boat on bow panel
• 2 x stainless steel eye bolts fitted to 

transom for davit attachment
• Quick and easy to inflate and stow
• Inflated O/A Size; 276cm length 137cm width
• Inflated Inside size 185cm long x 67cm wide
• 36cm dia tubes
• Weight of boat 24 kg
• Ideal for 3 adults, up to 362kg in 

total load weight
• CAT C Rated  • 3 Air chambers
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves
• 2 x Sliding alloy seat
• 1.2- 2.5 HP outboard recommended (10HP MAX)
• Rubbing strip all round comes with 

channel for cover hem

What’s in the box?
• 275 boat
• 4 floor slats
• 2 x Alloy sliding seat
• Sponson grab ropes
• Pair of alloy oars and rowlocks
• Carry Valise (Bag)
• Foot pump
• Repair Kit
• CE RCD Serial Plate
• Free 3 metre 6mm Mooring Line
• Boxed size 98 x 62 x 28 cm

230SLD 
SIB230SLTD 
£279

250SLD 
SIB250SLD 
£319

275 SLD 
SIB275SLD
£339



Check out our full range online: www.boatworld.co.uk
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PRO
Boatworld Alloy Floor Inflatable Boats

BOATWORLD 230 PRO 
INFLATABLE BOAT 
XC230PW - Ice White. 
XC230PB - Stealth Black. 
Our premier 230 model with 
nonslip alloy floor with inflatable keel. 
Ideal to get the 230 Pro on the plane quicker.
• Floor: Non-Slip Alloy floor with an inflatable keel 

for a “Vee” bottom hull shape
• Size: 235cm length x 135cm Width
• 36cm dia tubes
• 2 x alloy oars with threaded rowlocks
• Weight 25 kg.
• 2 Air chambers
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves
• Sliding alloy seat
• 2.5-4 HP outboard recommended.
• Rubbing strip all round comes 

with channel for cover hem.

Whats in the box? 
• 230 boat 
• 2 piece alloy floor 
• Alloy sliding seat 
• Bow grab handle 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• 2 x Alloy oars and threaded rowlocks 
• Carry Valise (Bag) 
• Foot pump 
• Repair Kit 
• CE RCD Serial Plate 
• Cat D 
• Free 3 metre long 6mm Mooring Line 
• Boxed size 97 x 62 x 28 cm

£359

BOATWORLD RANGE 
MASTER 400 
BW400. Our premier 400 boat model with 
nonslip alloy floor with inflatable keel, ideal to 
get the 400 Pro on the plane quicker. 
• Colour : Red 
• Floor: Non-Slip Alloy floor with an inflatable 
 keel for a “Vee” bottom hull shape 
• Weight 75 kilo 
• 180 cm Beam 
• 50cm Tube dia 
• 4 Air chambers 
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves 
• 2 x Sliding alloy seats 
• 2 x Padded seat bags 
• 15-30 HP outboard recommended 
• 2 x D Ring Bow tow points 
• Borika mount on the bow

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

The Pro Range 2.3-4.00m
Solid and rugged for any nautical adventure. Sectional alloy floor for a spacious and stable platform, great for fishermen. 
High pressure keel enables to get the Pro range on the plane fast and keeps the boat tracking in a controlled manner. 
These boats all come in a heavy cloth of 0.9mm 1100 denier in weight.

Whats in the box?  
• 400 boat 
• 5 alloy floors  
• 2 x Alloy sliding seats 
• 2 x Transom Grab handles 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• 2 x Paddles mounted to inside of tubes 
• Carry Valise 
• Foot pump 
• Repair Kit  
• CE RCD Serial Plate 
• Cat C 
• Free 3 metre 6mm Mooring Line  
• Main tubes pressure is 0.25 bar, 3.6 PSI 
• Box size 120 x 62 x 40 cm

£899

Boatworld 230 PRO  
fishing tackled up big time! 
Thanks to Bogdan G Florea  
from London for sending 
us this photo.
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330 PRO
Boatworld Alloy Floor Inflatable Boats

BOATWORLD 330 PRO 
INFLATABLE BOAT 
XC330PW - Ice White. 
XC330PB - Stealth Black. 
XC330PG - Fisher Green. 
Our premier 330 model with nonslip 
alloy floor with inflatable keel. 
Ideal to get the 330 Pro on 
the plane quicker. 
• Floor: Non-Slip Alloy floor 
 with inflatable keel for a 
 “Vee”bottom hull shape 
• Size: 330cm length x 153cm Width      
• 43cm dia tubes 
• Weight 45 kg 
• Cat C 
• 3 Air chambers 
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves 
• 2 x Sliding alloy seats 
• 5-15 HP outboard recommended 
• 2 x D Ring Bow tow points

Whats in the box? 
• 330 boat 
• 5 piece alloy floor 
• 2 x Alloy sliding seats 
• Bow grab handle 
• 2 x Transom Grab handles 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• Alloy oars and rowlocks 
• Carry Valise 
• Foot pump 
• Repair Kit 
• CE RCD Serial Plate 
• Cat C 
• Free 3 metre long 6mm Mooring Line 
• Boxed size 110 x 64 x 32 cm 
• Main tubes pressure is 0.25 bar, 3.6 PSI

£525

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

Boatworld 330 PRO  
resting on the edge of Loch Lomond. 
Thanks to Chris Ellery of 
www.darkcloudmedia.co.uk 
for sending us this photo.

Scan for incredible footage of 
the Boatworld 330 PRO in action!



Check out our full range online: www.boatworld.co.uk
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FISHER PRO
Boatworld Alloy Floor Inflatable Boats

BOATWORLD 330 
FISHER PRO PACKAGE 
XC330PG-Fish - Green. 
XC330PW-Fish - Ice White. 
XC330PB-Fish - Stealth Black. 
Our premier 330 model with nonslip alloy floor 
with inflatable keel, ideal to get the 330 Pro on 
the plane quicker. Our Pro Fish Package Model 
comes complete with 2 x Boatworld Fishing 
Rod Holders + 1 x Boatworld Fish Bag. 
• Inflated O/A Size: 
 335cm length x 152cm Width 
• 43cm dia tubes 
• Inside O/A size : 66cm wide x 210cm long 
• Weight 49kg 
• Cat C 
• 3 Air chambers 
• Halkey Roberts quick inflate/deflate valves 
• 2 x Sliding alloy seats. 
• 5-15 HP outboard recommended 
• 2 x D Ring Bow tow points

Whats in the box? 
• 330 boat 
• 5 alloy floors  
• 2 x Alloy sliding seats 
• Bow grab handle 
• 2 x Transom Grab handle 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• Alloy oars and rowlocks 
• 1 x Boatworld Fish Bag 
• 2 x Boatworld Fishing Rod Holders 
• Carry Valise 
• Foot pump 
• Repair Kit  
• CE RCD Serial Plate 
• Free 3 metre 6mm Mooring Line  
• Boxed size 110 x 64 x 32cm

£575

BOATWORLD 
360 FISHER PRO PACKAGE 
XC360. At Boatworld we have designed the 360PRO with the 
fisherman in mind. At 360cm long and with a beam of 175cm it’s 
gives you plenty of room aboard for 4 adults and kit. The 360PRO 
comes fitted with 9 x Borika FASTen universal mounts as standard, 
so you can mount a range of equipment outboard the cockpit. We have 
positioned these FASTen mounts so its also easy to fit a Borika A Frame 
on the boat should you wish. The FASTen mounts are also assembled with 
webbing grab lines between them and there are 4 further grab handles on 
either side at the bow. A nice touch is the stainless steel D ring fitted to the 
inside base of the bow tube to tether the end of an anchor line or boarding ladder 
too. The 360PRO is equipped with 45cm diameter inflatable tubes, aluminium deck, 
inflatable V shaped hull and CE Rated to take up to a 20HP outboard. This is a boat 
that can deliver great all round performance. 

Boatworld Fish Bag  
An amazing bit of fishing kit. The kit comes with 
6 attachment points that allow the bag to be in 
an open or closed position to keep your catch 
safe and contained. Great as bait bag too. 
Size: 70x25cm. 
Standard accessories: 2 aluminum poles, 
3 pairs of plastic clips and glue. 
Pole size L112cm x 2.5cm circumference.

Boatworld 
Fishing Rod 
Holder  
Do you want to 
relax while fishing? 
Then look no further. 
Just put your fishing 
rod in the holder, sit 
back and relax.
Fully adjustable for a variety of angles, with a 
lock and unlock feature.
Rod holder kit for PVC Inflatable boat's 
kits includes quality adjustable rod holder 
with quick release and blanking cover. PVC 
mounting patch and glue included. 
NOTE: Rod holders and the fishing bag are 
not prefixed onto the boat. Supplied 
as a kit with adhesive. You can 
decide where to position 
them! Picture gives 
a suggested 
position.

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

The Fisher Pro range 
From the same DNA as our pro range but with some extra kit and options for the serious SIB fisherman. 
The Fisher pro 330 has a removable fishing bag and 2 removable fishing rod holders. Other options include a swivel seat with gear caddy. 
The all new 360 fisher pro is the ultimate fishing predator boat. This boat comes fully loaded with 9 Borika mount points giving the proud owner multiple 
options to add anchor cleats, fishing rods, fishfinders, A Frame. Adjustable webbing lifeline points between the Borika mounts. 
Check out the Fasten-Borika range the ultimate boat bling system! These boats all come in a heavy cloth of 0.9mm 1100 denier in weight.

Check out the full range of FASTen 
Borika accessories you can attach 

to this boat on pages B11 to B13

Whats in the box? 
• 360 boat 
• 5 alloy floors  
• 2 x Alloy sliding seats 
• Bow grab handle 
• 2 x Transom Grab handle 
• Sponsom grab ropes 
• 2 x Inside tube mounted Oars & Rowlocks 
• 9 Borika mounts 
• SS Anchor D Ring

• Free 3 metre 6mm Mooring Line 
• Webbing grab lines 
• Carry Valise 
• Foot pump 
• Repair Kit  
• CE RCD Serial Plate 
• Boxed size 115 x 65 x 35cm
• Weight 55 kg.

£750
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VEE AIR  DECK
Boatworld Vee Air Deck Inflatable Boats

BOATWORLD VEE AIR DECK BOATS 
These versatile boats feature a drop stitched Vee floor 
and transom trim tabs for fast planing. 
Quick to assemble, light and fast. 
Available in 4 sizes from 2.7 to 3.6 m.
• 2.5m - Cat D serial plate  • 2.7m to 3.6m Cat C serial plate  • Oversized 42cm tubes 
• 1mm High strength PVC cloth in an attractive 2 tone colour way 
• Stainless steel Davit and towing points on the transom and bow 
• Reinforced grab handles in bow section 
• Grab handle on the bow and stern 
• 2 seats as standard on 3m model and upwards 
• Fuel tank retaining strap and fuel line velcro tidy strap 
• Double action stirrup pump for fast inflation complete with pressure gauge up to 20psi 
• 5 inflation chambers - 2 on the air deck and 3 on the main tubes 
• Nylon carry Valise case  • 1 pair of Oars 
• 1 Repair kit and valve spanner 
 
2.5m BWAF250  30 kg Max HP 5 HP £499 
2.7m BWAF270 33kg Max HP  10HP £525
3.0m BWAF300 36kgMax HP 10 HP £575
3.3m BWAF330  39kgMax HP 15 HP  £625
3.6m BWAF360  41kg Max HP  20 HP £799
 
Boxed size for all 5 boat sizes is 113x64 x35cm
Main tubes inflate to 3.5psi
AirDeck floor inflate to 12 psi

3.6m

2.5m

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

The Vee Air Deck
The Vee airdeck are a superlight high performance  boat due to its unique integral high pressure floor. 
When the floor is inflated with the supplied double action SUP pump to 12 psi the floor section takes on a deep Vee rigid floor shape. 
No need for heavy alloy floors to attain this . These boats have trim tabs projecting past the transom to enable early planning. 
5 Air chambers on all models and fuel tank tie down straps. Davit points standard on all size makes these boats ideal as Yacht Tenders. 
These boats all come in a heavy cloth of 0.9mm 1100 denier in weight.

Check out our 
Ocra Engines 
on page B16

Simon Woodham of Sheffield 
getting chauffeured around in his 
Boatworld Vee Air Deck!
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ELLING
Elling KB 350 Trimaran Boat
The unique patented design of this boat make it super stable and super fast. The secret lies in the floor section, a large central keel 
with trim tabs on the oversize 50cm tubes makes for a rock solid platform. In addition the large centre keel helps wash out and 
cavitation from the outboard. This patented feature allow this boat to reach speed of 30 mph with only a 6 HP, outstanding performance. 
Spacious inner cockpit size of 2700 x 700 mm gives amble space for 2 fishermen. Class leading payload capacity, 800 kg on this boat !! 
Standard equipment includes: 9 Borika mounts for endless possibilities for fitting fishing rods, bait table, A frame and many more. 
Webbing grab line on the deck, rope grab lines on the internal tube sides. Pressure relieve valve. 2 padded seats. 
Oars located on inside of tubes comes with Borika oarlocks. Metal bow handle tow point. Auto bailer. This craft is the ultimate !!

Elling Inflatable Fishing Boats
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

Endless 
possibilities for 

your boat with Borika mounts!

Specifications:    
• Weight : 40kg
• Length : 350cm
• Width : 170cm 
• Tube Diameter: 52cm
• Capacity : 4 People / 800kg
• Floor: Air Matt with a clever keel 
 and anti-skid treatment. 
 Extremely rigid floor unlike 
 most air matt boats 
• Material: 5 Layer PVC 1100D
• Seats: 2 Sliding Seats 
• Max Engine: 15hp
 
Standard Equipment:
• Aluminium oars
• Two seats 
• Foot pump
• Carrying bag
• 2 x Repair kit
• Manual
 
KB350 
£1295
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Add a Fasten mount and a whole world 
of possibilities opens up for your boat!
Borika from Ukraine…Wow check this immense range out.  We are the UK Distributer for Borika so Trade enquiry’s are most welcome.

Fasten - Borika Inflatable Boat Accessories
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

FASTEN - BORIKA 
UNIVERSAL SELF 
ADHESIVE MOUNT 
110 X 110 MM
FMS224. The Borika FASTen Universal Self 
Adhesive Mount is perfect for any PVC tubed boat 
or rigid boat. Easy to fit, no glue or screws!
110mm x110mm. Black . 

£24.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
UNIVERSAL MOUNT 
110 X 110 MM 
FMP224. This Borika FASTen mount kit is the ideal 
base mount for quick and easy installation of the 
whole range of Borika FASTen® accessories onto 
an inflatable PVC boat tube ( for hypalon or other 
materials please check with us). This Borika mount 
Mp224 PVC with its large pad is designed to be 
glued onto your PVC boat tube.
We recommend this is done using a 2 part 
polyurethane adhesive, as per our own product 
listing. 110mm x 110mm x 43mm 

£15.95

PVC/POLYURETHANE 
ADHESIVE 
IBS1. PVC/Polyurethane adhesives are suitable 
for all PVC/Polyurethane inflatable boats. As used 
by Major Manufacturers, service stations, MOD, 
etc. Shelf life unopened tin 18 months. Mixed pot 
life 2- 3 hours. This 250ml tin covers 0.25 sq. metre. 
Recommended for 
bonding Borika 
mounts to 
your boat. 

£11.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
UNIVERSAL MOUNT 
61MM X 61MM
FS219. This Borika FASTen universal base mount allows 
for a quick and easy installation of the entire range of the 
Borika FASTen® accessories onto your boat or kayak. 
The mount is made of tough polyamide. It is quick and 
easy to install, designed to fit onto a hard deck or surface 
using the 4 x self tapping stainless steel screws provided. 
Combined with the range of Borika special mounting 
platforms it can then be installed on a variety of other 
types of surfaces such as inflatable tubes, tubular rail 
or C-shaped track of yachts and boats ( see listings of 
special mounts). It can also be fitted using 3M double 
sided tape mount adaptors.. 61mm x 61mm x 35mm. Black. 

£8.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
REINFORCED MOUNTING 
PLATFORM SOLID BOATS
FFR444. This Borika FASTen universal base mount 
set is designed for installation on a hard deck or 
side of a boat or kayak. It is fixed and held in position 
using 4 x stainless steel self tapping screws 
(included). Once in place this FASTen base mount 
will allow you to fix equipment to your vessel using 
the whole range of Borika accessories. Black .

£19.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
MOUNT WITH PLATFORM
FMR132. This Borika FASTen universal base mount 
kit is designed to be mounted on either a 30mm or 
32mm tube . No drilling of the tube is required. 
See images for example of typical installation.
Once in position you can loosen the retention screws 
to move the mount along the 
tube wherever you need it 
without the need to remove it. 
Easy to adjust!
76mm x 70mm x 65mm.

£21.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TRIPLE MOUNT RAIL
GM350-3. This Borika FASTen Triple Mount Rail 
opens up a world of possibilities. It simply fits into 
the FASTen base mount on your boat (not included) 
to give you a further 3 mounts for a whole variety 
of Borika kit. See images below and on our 
website for examples of this. 
Dimensions: 350mm x 136mm x 65mm. 
Weight: 1kg . Black 

£56.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TRANSOM MOUNTING 
CLAMP 40MM 
FMK. This Borika FASTen universal base mount is 
designed to clamp onto your transom 
and seat. It will grip a transom 
up to 40mm wide. The design 
gives you the option 
of fitting it in 2 
different planes. 
This clamp is 
perfect for you 
to attach your 
fish finders 
transponder to 
your boat.  
Up to 40mm 
inside width.

£41.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
VARIABLE TUBE CLAMP 
FOR 19MM - 70MM 
FMC. The Borika FASTen mount and mounting clip 
make it possible to secure this on a tube, railing, 
handrail, mast or track without drilling. Thanks to 
the grooved rubber inner layer, the clip can clamp 
items of variuos shapes be it round, square or 
rectangular. The set includes a coupling bolt and nut 
to keep the clip closed and control the compression 
force. The clip has a provision for two FASTen Fs219 
mounts (one mount only is included in the set, the 
other one can be ordered separately). 
The mounting clip can adjust between 19 to 70 mm.
Size 128mm x 76mm x 83mm.

£39.99

Scan for easy 
installation 
video guide.
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Fasten - Borika Inflatable Boat Accessories
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

FASTEN - BORIKA 
ANCHOR LOCK 
MOUNT KIT
ALP002. This makes the dropping and raising of 
an anchor a cinch ! It works by locking off either 
anchor straps (up to 35mm wide) or ropes (up to 
10mm dia). The locking mechanism is strong enough 
to holds an anchor in a raised position up to 8kg 
without having to tie your line off !!  The kit includes 
a FASten mount and a pad for self  installation of the 
anchor lock on an inflatable tube.
Approx size 110mm x 110mm x 108mm. Black.  

£31.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
ANCHOR LOCK 
ONLY UP TO 8KG
AL002. Anchor lock for 
raising and lowering 
anchors on your boat. 
Takes up to a weight of 
8kg, holding your anchor 
so you don’t have to tie 
the line off. Will grip 
anchor strap (up to 35mm 
wide) or ropes 
(up to 10mm dia) .
Fasten mount base not included.  

£17.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
ANCHOR LOCK WITH TILT 
AL003. This fits into the universal FASTen® mount 
and is ideal for dropping and raising an anchor. It 
is suitable for up to 35 mm wide straps and  10 мм 
ropes, anchor weight up to 8kg max. The tilt feature 
allows you to adjust the anchor lock angle to suit. 
The locking mechanism holds the anchor in a raised 
position without having to tie your anchor line off.
Dimensions; 182mm x 81mm x 52mm. Black.
Fasten base mount not included.

£24.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
LONAKO PORTABLE WHITE 
NAVIGATION LIGHT
LW001. This LONAKO white warning light is an ideal 
compact light for a small vessel. This single light 
gives you a 360° white beam. The lithium batteries 
inside this light unit are recharged on solar during 
daylight and it can be switched onto a flashing 
light mode depending on conditions. The different 
functions can be selected using a switch on the 
light unit or using the remote control fob that comes 
with it. This light can be mounted on the Borika 
Lf1100 telescopic pole or the Lf001 holder, both of 
which fit into the Borika FASTen universal base 
mount. LONAKO lights are used worldwide on small 
ships, yachts, fish boats, life jackets etc
Size 70mm x 114mm x 114mm 
FASTen base mounts not included.

£152.95

FASTEN - 
BORIKA 
TELESCOPIC 
SWIVEL 
CAMERA 
HOLDER
This Borika FASTen Telescopic 
Swivel Camera Holder is a 2 stage 
telescopic extender (600mm / 23”). 
With the ability to tilt and swivel 
your camera you won’t miss any of 
the action.  
600MM (23”) NG600 

£52.95
This Borika FASTen Telescopic 
Swivel Camera Holder 3 stage 
telescopic extender (1100mm / 43”) 
is ideal for taking shots of your trip 
on the boat. With the ability to tilt 
and swivel your camera you won’t 
miss any of the action.  
1100MM (43”) NG1100 

£58.95
FASTen base mount not included 
on either size.

FASTEN - BORIKA 
FOLDING 
ALUMINIUM LADDER
FL032.This Borika ladder is fitted in two FASTen base 
mounts spaced at 305 mm centres. The design has 
swivel joints that enable the ladder to fit easily around 
the shape of the boat and to fold away for storage or 
transportation. Caution: To avoid tipping the boat, it is 
recommended to mount the ladder at the stern or bow. 
If both the ladder and an engine/motor are mounted 
at the stern, make sure that there is an adequate 
counterweight at the bow.
Folds away for easy storage. 1000mm Long .
Max load 140kg. Made from 32mm Dia tubing. 

£99.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
LONAKO PORTABLE 
THREE COLOUR 
NAVIGATION LIGHT
LC003. This LONAKO tricoloured warning light is an 
ideal compact multipurpose light for a small vessel. 
This single light gives you a 135° Sternlight (white), 
112,5° Starboard light (green) and 112,5° Port side 
light (red). The lithium batteries inside this light unit 
are recharged on solar during daylight and it can be 
switched onto a flashing light mode depending on 
conditions. The different functions can be selected 
using a switch on the light unit or using the remote 
control fob that comes with it. This light can be 
mounted on the Borika Lf1100 telescopic pole or 
the Lf001 holder, both of which fit into the 
Borika FASTen universal base mount.
LONAKO lights are used worldwide on 
small ships, yachts, fish boats, life jackets 
etc. Size 70mm x 114mm x 114mm 
FASTen base mounts not included. 

£169.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
MOORING CLEAT 
FC229. This Borika mooring cleat fits neatly into 
the FASTen universal base mount. It can be used 
to tie off a rope for say a fender or mooring line and 
is designed so you can also pass a snaphook or 
caribina through it as in image attached.
FASTen base mount not included.

£5.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TELESCOPIC LONAKO 
NAV LIGHT HOLDER
LF1100. This Borika FASTen Telescopic 
Nav light holder extends up to 1100mm 
(43”). Designed to attach to thr FASTen 
universal base mount. Allows you and 
your vessel to be seen on the water. 
See our range of Lonako lights to fit this. 
Adjusts in length and angle.
Light and Mount not included. 

£38.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
SWIVEL AND TILT HOLDER 
FOR A CAMERA OR 
NAVIGATION LIGHT 
NG002. This Borika FASTen 
system is designed to 
secure a camera or Navisafe 
portable navigation light 
into the FASTen universal 
base mount. The adjustable 
bracket has holes incorporated 
in it to tie off safety lanyards on 
cameras etc for piece of mind. 
Multiple positions can be achieved 
with adjustment in rotation and angle. 
See images for examples of this.
Size 212mm x 126mm x 87mm. 
Black.

£16.95
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Fasten - Borika Inflatable Boat Accessories
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

FASTEN - BORIKA 
SLIDING SEAT 
FISHING ROD 
ATTACHMENT
HTX213. This nifty bit of kit fits onto your boats sliding 
seat of your boat. Leaving more room on your tubes 
for more Fasten accessories. 

£44.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TELESCOPIC 
FISHFINDER 
TRANSDUCER 
HOLDER 
FT500. 
This Borika FASTen 
Telescopic Fishfinder 
Transducer Holder will 
work  for most fishfinders 
on the market. It is 
designed to fit into the 
FASTen base mount. 
This holder incorporates 
a skeg in the design to 
help it track in the water
and also protect the 
transducer from collision 
with underwater objects.
The Borika FASTen transducer 
holder is designed to be attached 
to the transom or side of your boat.
Size adjusts from 300-500mm.
FASTen base mount not included.

£43.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TELESCOPIC LEGS 
FOR THE BAIT TABLE
TM300. This Borika leg set are designed 
to attach to the Borika bait table Tm450 
(see separate listing) . You get 4 x 
adjustable telescopic legs that clip into 
the table for use on a hard surface. Ideal 
for camping out on a fishing trip. 
The legs are 300 mm long. 
Black.

£58.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
BAIT TABLE 
TM450. This Borika bait table is moulded in 2 parts and is 
held together by screws. The bait table is designed with 
pockets and features for holding fishing gear and tools. 
The table comes complete with a pair of mount to mount 
Ah264 short legs. These clip into the underside of the 
bait table where there are 2 FASTen universal mounts 
and then in turn into your FASTen mounts on your boat 
(not included). Additionally, on the top of the table are 2 
more FASten mounts for securing various additional bits 
of equipment should you wish to. As an optional extra, 
you can purchase the 300mm telescopic leg set ( 4 x legs) 
for this table, allowing you to stand it on the ground and 
use the table for camping. Very useful for those fishing 
trips! Size : 435mm x 350mm x 106mm. Grey. 

£79.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
FISHFINDER MOUNT 
WITH TRANSDUCER 
ATTACHMENT AND 
MOUNT KIT FOR A SIB
FTP600. This Borika Fishfinder Mount with 
Transducer Mount Kit is designed to be installed 
anywhere you want it off the inflatable tube of your 
boat. The adjustments on the link arms leaves you 
with multiple options on the angle and depth of the 
transducer. For example, it can be mounted in such 
a way that when in collision with an underwater 
object the transducer arm will simply deflect away, 
protecting the transducer from serious damage.
The set includes: Adjustable transducer arm mount. 
Adjustable link tube to the boat. The platform to 
attach your fishfinder onto again with an adjustable 
arm. The FASTen base mount to attach the whole 
assembly to the boat (for a PVC tube).
Fishfinder illustrated not included. 

£61.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
FISHFINDER SWIVEL AND 
TILT PLATFORM 
100MM X 100MM 
SLT223. This Borika Fishfinder Swivel and Tilt 
Platform can be used to mount 
fishfinders as well as mounting 
photo/video equipment. 
The platform is made 
of robust plastic - 
polyamide. It fits onto 
the Borika FASTen 
universal mount. 
The platform is 
designed to both tilt 
and rotate.
Size: 138mm x 106mm x 97mm. Black . 

£21.95

FASTEN - BORIKA 
FISHING ROD HOLDER KIT 
SOLID BOAT
HTP213. The Borika FASTen Rod Holder Kit is a high quality 
product and great value for money. With its adjustable base, 
it will hold your rod firmly in any position you choose. This 
kit is complete with the FASTen base mount to stick to your 
inflatable PVC tube. Rotating collar helps reduce ‘strike-
theft’. Rear gimble lock reduces rod rotation for compatible 
rods; lift to slide rods through. Fully adjustable 360° around, 
over 90° vertical. Easy access to reel when in position. 
Square-tooth adjustable tilt stops rotational slipping. Black. 
Borika FASTen PVC boat base mount included. Size 242mm x 
150mm x 200mm. For spinning reels, bait casting reels, boat 
reels, fly reels.  When you have finished fishing for the day, 
remove the rod holder from the universal mount and stow in a 
dry place, do not store wet. NOTE: We strongly recommend 
that you tether your fishing rod to the boat while in use.

£39.95

FASTEN - BORIKA INFLATABLE BOAT A FRAME KIT
The Borika A-Frame Kit can be used to attach a whole array of equipment to (eg lights, rods, flag, camera etc), helping to 
keep some kit outside of the boat and de-clutter. It can also be used as a handrail, awning holder, etc. It is constructed from 
aluminium tubing and polyamide swivel and tilt mouldings with angled support arms. The feet of the A-Frame attach to the 
boat using 4 x FASTen base mounts (not included) . The A-Frame comes complete with 2 x FASTen mounts on the tubing for 
quick installation of various bits of equipment. These 2 mounts can be moved wherever you need them on the tubing. 
Apart from mounting a range of equipment on it, it acts as a great support when standing in the boat and it looks great! 
Black. 2 universal FMr132 Borika accessory mounts on frame. FASTen base mounts NOT included.

800MM X 1100MM 
Fits on boat tubes between 125cm - 145cm. ST110.

£245
800MM X 1400MM 
Fits on boat tubes between 145cm - 165cm. ST140.

£255

FASTEN - BORIKA 
MOUNT KIT FOR 
FISHFINDER TRANSDUCER 
STM300. This mount kit for a fishfinder transducer is 
designed to be fitted onto the transom of your boat. 
See attached images for example of how this can 
be mounted. It consists of a FASTen universal base 
mount designed to be screwed onto your transom and 
an adjustable fishfinder transducer arm . Comes with 
fixing screws. Size 403mm x 240mm x 87mm.  

£34.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
6” WATERPROOF SMART 
PHONE CASE MOUNT
TP285. This is perfect for keeping your smartphone 
or GPS-navigator handy, safe and within sight. The 
case protects your device from moisture, dust and 
accidental damage while still allowing you to use 
the touch-screen. Caution! Do not leave the device 
in the case for a long time when it is exposed to 
direct sunlight or heat sources.
For phones up to 6” (15cm). 
Fasten mount base not included. 

£45.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
UNIVERSAL TILLER 
EXTENDER 
46.01. This is used to control a boat motor/engine in 
a situation where one needs to shift the centre of 
gravity closer to the bow of a boat. 
600mm long. 

£19.99

FASTEN - BORIKA 
TORCH HOLDER AND LOCK
LH130. Adjust to multiple angles. It is designed to 
lock into the FASTen base mount and can be used to 
grip a number of items as well as torches. 
30mm diameter
Black .

£14.95

FISHING 
ROD 
HOLDER 
ONLY 
HTP213-FR. 

£23.94
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Rigid Dinghies & Accessories

WALKER BAY 8 FOOT RIGID DINGHY 
WB8S. Weighing only 71 pounds(32kg), the Walker Bay 8 rigid dinghy is easy for one person to handle in and out of the 
water. It’s lightweight and innovative features, like Wheel in the Keel, make it perfect for people who want a boat they 
can transport easily. One piece HIMC hull. Integrated motor/tiller mount. Wheel in the Keel™. Stainless steel 
bow eye. One way drain plug. Add-a™ Tube ready. Sail kit ready. Oars not included.
£749

WALKER BAY 10 FOOT RIGID DINGHY 
WB10F. It’s lightweight and innovative features, like Wheel in the Keel, make it perfect for 
people who want a boat they can transport easily. One piece HIMC hull. Wheel in the Keel™. 
Integrated motor/tiller mount. Stainless steel bow eye. One way drain plug. 
Add-a™ Tube ready. Sail kit ready. Oars not included. Weight 57kg 126lb. 
£1095

WALKER BAY ROWING 
KIT 6’5″ OARS AND 
OARLOCKS
WBRK. Pair For WB8 and WB10 
195cm/6.5” Hydrocurve removable 
blades with plastic collars and oarlocks.
£169 per pair

Package Deal Walker Bay 8ft Boat 
with Ocra 2.5hp Outboard Engine 
Only £1125!! 

Package Deal 
Orca 8ft Rigid Boat Dinghy 
with Ocra 2.5hp Outboard Engine 
Only £875!! 

Package Deal Walker Bay 10ft Boat 
with Ocra 2.5hp Outboard Engine 
Only £1450!! 

BOATWORLD ROWING KIT
WBRK-BW. Boatworld rowing kit including original 
Walker Bay Rowlocks and 195cm varnished selected 
timber oars.
£99.95 per pair

RID BREEZE TUBE KIT FOR WALKER BAY BOATS 
Row, motor or sail the RID does it all, while adding safety and stability to your Walker Bay 
boating experience.
8 ft model 
RID275BREEZE 
£399
10ft model 
RID275BREEZE 
£450

WALKER BAY ROWING 
BOAT COVERS 
Polyester overall cover to suit 
Walker Bay boats. Adjustable hem and 
hull tensioning straps
8ft x 4ft 4” beam size. 
XCWBBC-8ft 
£59
10ft  x 4ft 9” beam size 
XCWBBC-10ft 
£69

ORCA COVE 8 FOOT RIGID BOAT DINGHY 
XC-ORCD. The Orca Cove dinghy is constructed from super tough Polyethylene, but still has the 
traditional lines of a clinker rowboat. Measuring 257cm (8ft) in length. 112 cm Beam. 38 Kilos in weight. 
Capable of taking up to 3.5 HP Outboard motor. 2 seats as standard. 
Stainless Steel Bow eye. Rowing kit optional extra.
£499

NEW FOR 
2019

#1 Rigid Boat Mega Deals
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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Free 
Carry Bag 
with this 
engine 
worth £50

Honwave Boats & Honda Marine Outboards

HONWAVE 
SLATTED FLOOR 
INFLATABLE BOAT
HWSLF. 

 T25 SE (2.5m) 
£679

 T20 SE (2m) 
£629

HONWAVE 
AIR V FLOOR 
INFLATABLE BOAT
HWAD. 

 T27IE (2.7m) 
£949

 T32IE (3.2m) 
£1099

T24IE (2.4m) 
£899

 T38IE (3.8m) 
£1249

HONWAVE 
ALUMINIUM DECK 
INFLATABLE BOAT
HWAF. 

 T30AE (3m) 
£929

 T35AE (3.5m) 
£1099

 T25AE (2.5m) 
£829

 T40AE (3m) 
£1249

Call now for 
deals on 
Honwave 
boat and 
engine 

packages

All Honda Engines come with a 6 Year Warranty 
and are PDI’d and tested by our local engineer.

HONDA 2.3 HP OUTBOARD
BF2.3SCHU. Reliable and quiet, the 
ergonomic carry handle of the lightweight 
BF2.3 allows the Honda experience to be 
enjoyed anywhere, anytime. 
4-Stoke forced air cooled. 
Dry weight 13kg. Rated power PS 2300.

£699

HONDA 4 STROKE 
SHORT SHAFT 
OUTBOARD
BF5SHNU.  Compact, portable 
and easy to use, this range 
of marine engines are packed 
full of the very latest Honda innovation. 
So it’s not just clever engineering, it’s 
Engineering For Life. Dry Weight 27kg  
4-Stroke single cylinder.

4 HP £1059
5 HP £1159
6HP £1259

Free with these engines!

HONDA 
4 STROKE 
OUTBOARD
BF10SHU. 
The BF10 are renowned for 
offering superior reliability and 
economy, with responsive power 
and performance. And all this comes 
in a compact and portable design. 
4 -Stoke Water Cooled. 
OHC 2-Cylinder. 

10HP Dry Weight 42 kg £2210 
15HP Dry Weight 46.5 kg £2460

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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with FREE 
Carry Bag

Electric Start

Ocra 4-Stroke Outboard Engines

NOTE: All outboards have been bench tested and run in our own workshop in the UK prior to shipping 
with the correct bottle of 4 stroke oil. We are then confident you will have a trouble free experience, 
as we are not in the business of just shipping you an untested engine.

2 YEAR WARRANTY ON ALL ORCA OUTBOADS

ORCA 2.5HP OUTBOARD 
WITH FREE CARRY BAG
OR2.5. The Orca 2.5hp is the 
smallest outboard motor in the 
Orca four-stroke range. The Orca 2.5hp 
utilizes a single cylinder, Water cooled power unit 
that is extremely compact in its design.
Only 15 kilos in weight, it is easy to carry with you 
using the Orca Carry Bag provided FREE with 
every engine.
The inbuilt fuel tank on this motor means it can go 
with you on any adventure and its light, easy to 
carry design makes transporting and fitting this 
engine a breeze.
Easy starting. Carry handle. Smooth and quiet 
operation. FREE Orca Carry Bag. Smoke-free 
running.
1.0L Inbuilt fuel tank. Manual starter. 
Short shaft. 15 kg in weight. 
360 Full Pivot Steering. Spline prop shaft. 
72 cc. 2.5hp @ 5000rpm. 1 Cylinder.

£399

PRICE 
BUSTER!

ORCA 9.8HP 
OUTBOARD
OR9.8. If you’re looking for 
the winning combination of easy 
handling and great control, look no 
further than the Orca 9.8hp outboard.
Versatile twin-cylinder, 4-stroke engines,they 
combine power and responsiveness to 
deliver an always-smooth ride. 
Standout fuel economy also means that they’re 
kinder to the environment, with exhaust emissions 
cut to a minimum.
2 Cylinders. 209cc. 9.8hp @5500 rpm. CDI Ignition. 
Manual Starter. 15” shaft. 40kg. 
Comes with fuel line and 5 gallon fuel tank.

£1095

PRICE 
BUSTER!

ORCA 6HP OUTBOARD
OR6. These 6HP 4 Stroke Outboard 
Engines from Orca, with their smart, 
stylish looks, are light and easy to 
handle. The Ocra 6hp is convenient to store 
and use, offering the power you need to hit the 
water with confidence.
The Ocra 6hp has a compact size, large carrying handles 
and a built-in fuel tank of 0.9ltr capacity, enhancing its 
portability. It will switch between the built-in fuel tank 
and a separate fuel tank (not included) at the flick of a switch. 
Engine design gives you low fuel consumption, simple controls and 
low noise and vibration levels, along with Orca Outboards reliability 
promise. This is a 17” short shaft model.
For families wanting to get on the water easily and cheaply. Perfect 
for SIB’s, Dinghys, Tenders or anything else that needs a small 
outboard engine.
1 Cylinder . 139cc. 6hp @ 5000rpm. Carburettor. 
Manual Start. 26kg. CDI Ignition. 17” Short Shaft .

£625
We offer a Longshaft version to special order for 
an additional £50, contact us for more details.

PRICE 
BUSTER!

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Responsible for ensuring Orca outboards 
are of top notch quality .

Now into Year two of overseeing the Orca brand, Gary 
gives every Outboard a thorough PDI ( Pre delivery 
inspection) and tank test to ensure that every Orca 
outboard is ready for the water straight out of the box.

Meet our Outboard Tech Guru – Gary 
Wilkinson Head of Boatworld Outboards and Servicing.

We can report that our first season of Orca 
has been an unprecedented success with 
no warranty issues, testament to Gary’s 
in depth knowledge .

Gary also oversees our aftersales service 
on our Honda Outboards dealership.

So if its Outboards, Gary’s your man.

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

ORCA 15HP 
OUTBOARD
If you’re looking for the 
winning combination of easy 
handling and great control, look 
no further than the Orca 15hp outboard 
motor electric start.
Pull cord fitted as standard as back up if your battery 
is flat.  Orca electric start kit incorporates a charging 
system that recharges your battery as the engine is 
running.
The Orca 15hp outboard has versatile 
twin-cylinder, 4-stroke engines, these 
15hp outboard motors combine power 
and responsiveness to deliver an always-
smooth ride. Standout fuel economy 
also means that they’re kinder to the 
environment, 
with exhaust emissions cut to a minimum.
2 Cylinders. 362cc. 15hp @5500 rpm. 
CDI Ignition . Manual Starter Back up. 
Comes with fuel line and 5 gallon fuel tank.

OR15. 15” shaft. 46kg. £1549
OR15LS. 20” shaft. 46kg. £1599
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Redesigned 
for 2019! 
New stable 
handle and 
uprated wheels 
at a Price Buster 
£89.95 !!

Keep your engine like new 
with Salt Bustin’ 

See this amazing product on page B30

ORCA 
FUEL CONNECTOR
XC320-1. Orca fuel connector, uprate the 
6 HP Orca Outboard Engine and most outboards with 
small internal tank to 
an external tank option.

£5.95

FREE WHEELING OUTBOARD
RMFW. The Freewheeling hand operated outboard is what the box suggests. A hand operated propeller 
designed to push small watercraft in both forwards AND reverse! Suitable for any small craft up to 4.5 metres 
long such as a tender, dinghy, inflatable or tinnie (aluminum boat). It is aimed at boaters who want a simple, 
environmentally-friendly propulsion system which requires no fuel, no charging and produces no pollutants. 
Already Duck hunters in New Zealand, Canada, The UK and the US have expressed a strong interest in its ultra 
silent running. Perfect for fishing as well. Free Wheeling is ingenious in its design, yet is very practical and easy 
to use. It has a unique 3:1 gear ratio which 
makes it simple and easy to propel in 
either a forward or reverse direction with 
just the turn of a handle.

Was £89.95 NOW £69 No Petrol 
No Pollution 
No Battery
No Oil

BOATWORLD 1.2 HP PETROL OUTBOARD
BW1.2. This neat 4 stroke air cooled outboard motor is quiet, lightweight 
and clean. It can run for more than a hour on a single tank of fuel! 1 cylinder 
4 stroke engine. 1.2HP (1.0 kw @6500rpm) 37.68cc . Weighs only 9.8kg GW 
(8.1kg NW). Manual start. Control arm fully adjustable in length and angle, 
complete with kill cord (dead man) and thottle control. Content of oil pan 
66ml. 0.7 ltr fuel tank. Motor size 25cm x 26cm x106cm. 
Runs in neutral and forward (for reverse simply 
turn the engine around). Max running speed 5-7 
knots. Air cooled. Adjustable leg clamps mean 
you can alter the mounting from effectively 
“long shaft” to “short shaft” on the transom. 
Comes with tool kit. 1 year warranty. 
Freshwater use only.

£199

OUTBOARD ENGINE TROLLEY 
4855 . The Smart Solution For Handling Your Outboard! 
This compact and lightweight (<6kg) outboard trolley, can 
be adjusted to perfectly fit any outboard engine upto 15HP 
(max weight 60kg). It is easy to use and can be folded away 
for storage in a locker or car boot. The square tubing design 
and fastening mechanism gives the 
strength and stability to handle your 
outboard safely and virtually without 
effort. For outboards upto 15HP / 
60kg. Use for transporting, storage & 
servicing. Adjustable height and track. 
Large wheels: 23cm diam, Tread: 8.5cm . 

£89.95

XC225-1. Hydrofoils increase the surface area 
of the cavitation plate creating more lift, 
and raising the stern. The result is a boat that planes faster, 
rides smoother, has increased stability, 
and consumes less fuel. 
Size : Each fin: 260mm x 215mm. 
Fits 40hp-150hp.

RRP £19.95 
OUR PRICE 
£15.95

BOATWORLD 
HYDROFOIL FINS

#1 MEGA 
DEAL!!  

Outboard Engines & Engine Accessories

BOATWORLD 
OUTBOARD 
3 GALLON FUEL TANK 
WITH FUEL LINE 
& PUMP BULB
XC320. 3 Gallon Capacity. Moulded out of 
tough plastic. Built in carrying handle. Air 
bleed screw fitted into fuel cap. Built in fuel 
gauge. Comes complete with fuel line from 
tank to engine with inline pumping bulb. 

£45

BOATWORLD DUAL FEED 
OUTBOARD MOTOR FLUSHER
BW370. Engine attachment for flushing outboards 
with clean, fresh water. Supplied with flushing connector.

£9.95

ESSENTIAL FOR ALL 
OUTBOARDS!

USE WITH 
BLUTHRU

PRICE 
BUSTER!

PRICE 
BUSTER!

PRICE 
BUSTER!

NEW FOR 
2019

ORCA 
OUTBOARD 
ENGINE 
CARRY BAG 
ORB-1. Makes 
lugging your 
outboard motor 
a whole lot 
easier. The  bag 

is super heavy duty 
construction and 
wraps around  
and under the cowl of 
your outboard with 2 
QR webbing straps and 
buckles and an additional 
rope draw cord. Wide 
webbing shoulder strap.
Suits most outboards up 
to 3.5 HP. 

Was £49.90 
NOW £19.95

BOATWORLD 
OUTBOARD PADLOCK 
 430DSPT. Works on all Orca outboards and is a universal fit.

WAS £39.90 NOW £27
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Boat & Fishing Accessories

NEW FOR 
2019

LIGHTWEIGHT ROAD TRAILER
XCLT1. Hot dipped galvanised steel. Black powder coat. 
Max load Capacity 300 kg. Tandem Axle. Roller boat support system. 
Trailer winch  1200 lbs. Jockey wheel 6 inch top wind. 
Mechanical brake. Overall size 4.2 x 1.5 m.
£799

FISH BAG KIT  
XCFB. An amazing bit of fishing kit. The kit comes with 6 attachment points 
that allows the bag to be in an open or closed position to keep your catch 
safe and contained. Size: 70x25cm. 
Standard accessories: 2 aluminium poles, 3 pair of plastic clips and glue. 
£19.90

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

NEW FOR 
2019 STANDARD HORIZON HX300E VHF FLOATING RADIO

HX300E. The HX300E - The World’s first ever marine handheld VHF Transceiver to feature a USB Recharging Port, finding the 
correct charger for your handheld has never been easier. The new ultra compact, high-capacity 1650 mAh 3.7V lithium-ion battery, allows for a much more 
compact case size and remains light enough to float face up if dropped in the water. Retrieval of the unit is further assisted by a large bright red flashing LED 
strip along the bottom of the front panel, which activates upon contact with the water.  An added feature is that this light will enable even if the radio itself 
is switched off. The HX300E is waterproofed to IPX-8 standards submersible to 1.5 metres for 30 minutes; as with all their products, Standard Horizon is so 
confident of the build quality that it comes with a three-year waterproofing guarantee. Transmit power is switchable between Low 1W and High 5W, and 
there is a time-out facility which limits transmission time to 
5 minutes thus preventing unintentional prolonged 
transmissions.  Where no charging facilities exist, 
a dry cell option battery holder, FBA-44, can be used, 
allowing the radio to be powered by 3 AAA dry cells.
£125

USB charging point. Floats. Water activated red LED light. 
Dry cell option battery holder. Comes with Free Lanyard!

NEW FOR 
2019

LOWRANCE FISH FINDER HOOK 2 4” 
The world’s easiest fishfinder, HOOK2 4x Bullet offers simple menus, easy access to 
key functions and Autotuning sonar. Powered by proven Lowrance® performance, 
HOOK2 4x features wide-angle, Broadband sonar coverage. Just plug it in and fish. 
Yes, it’s that easy. The world’s easiest fish finder, HOOK2 4x Bullet helps you have 
a more enjoyable day on the water by removing the hassle of making adjustments with a 
simple menu layout, easy access to key features and game-changing Lowrance® Autotuning 
sonar. You will be free to focus on fishing with Autotuning sonar, a new feature that actively adjusts 
sonar settings as fishing conditions change. You just fish and let HOOK2 do the rest. Anglers will cover 
more water in less time with proven HOOK2 Bullet wide-angle, Broadband sonar, offering double the sonar 
coverage of most fish finders.

Lowrance Fish Finder Hook 2 4" 
Without GPS. XC-FF2NOGPS. 
£119.95

Lowrance Fish Finder Hook 2 4" 
With GPS. XC-FF2GPS. 
£149.95

PLATFORM (100X100 MM) 
FOR FISHFINDER 
WITH MOUNT KIT 
FOR INFLATABLE SIDE 
(SL223+FMP224) 
RRP £37.90 
FOR ONLY £10

FISHFINDER MOUNT WITH 
TRANSDUCER ATTACHMENT 
AND MOUNT KIT FOR 
INFLATABLE SIDE 
(FTP600) 
RRP £61.99 
FOR ONLY £20

Buy either of the 
Fish Finders above 
and get a special deal 
on Borika Mounts...

Special 
offer !!

Option 1 Option 2

Subject to availability.
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BOATWORLD SUPER HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
XC1299. Just dial in the pressure, 1-20 psi.  Plenty of pressure for inflatable tubes, boats & SUPs! 
Comes with 12 volt 20AMP socket conection & adaptor allowing 
connection to battery with alligator clips. Inflate SUPs up 
to 20 psi in minutes. Ideal for Inflatable SUPs, towables, 
boats and other drop stitch inflatables requiring high 
pressure. 2 stage high pressure inflation and deflation. 
Auto shut-off, just dial in the pressure from 1 to 20 PSI 
!! Interchangable Halkey Roberts Valve and Boston 
Valve adaptors. 
The whole Inflatable 
SUP experience just 
got a lot easier!! 

SUPER 
LOW 
PRICE!! 
ONLY £99.95

#1 Pump - Just dial in the pressure!

Package Deal 
Bic Sport Yak 245 & Ocra 2.5hp 
Outboard Engine 
Only £999!! 

Bic Sport Yaks & Boat Accessories

BOAT SEAT BAGS 
Padded seat bag with a zip off 
holdall underneath. 
The Holdall comes complete with a 
detachable shoulder strap. Ideal for 
taking a picnic on board.
 
230 model BWSB2  
£22.95 each
330 model BWSB3 
£24.95 each

BIC SPORT YAK 213 
BO120. The Bic Sportyak 213 is the ideal dinghy. Man-powered or with a small engine, she is 
perfect in all situations and can be easily stored. During holidays, she becomes a big safe toy for 
the children. In harbours, lakes, rivers or on the beach, in any situation, the Bic Sportyak 213 is the 
most versatile dinghy available. Equipment: 2 Oars. 3 Rowlocks. 1 Rope. 3 Rowlock brackets. 
 Length; 2.13m ( 7 feet). Width; 1.15m (3.9 feet). Weight; 19KG (42 lbs). 
Capacity; 2 people (374 lbs or 169kg). Available in Orange or Green.
£379.99

BIC SPORT YAK 245 
B0201. Exceptionally light, solidly built, incredibly long-lasting and stable, Bic boats have built 
a solid reputation in the world of leisure boating. The new BIC 245 is the result of 35 years of 
experience and development! This mid-sized dinghy combines the best features of those other 
legendary boats that are the BIC 252 and the Sportyak. Light weight, easy to transport, giving you 
excellent glide when you row, it can also be fitted with either a thermal or electric motor. From 
carrying men and equipment to an anchored boat, to getting out to the best fishing spots, to being a 
great toy for the kids… There are almost no limits for this super safe and versatile boat! 
Accessories included with the dinghy: 2 oars. 3 rowlocks. 3 rowlock brackets. 1 rope. 1 seat. 
2-wheel system. Length; 2.45m (8 feet). Width; 1.20m (3  feet 11”). Weight; 39kg ( 86lbs). 
Capacity; 3 people 289kg ( 639lbs). Priority: Stability and safety. Catamaran shape and integrated 
all-terrain wheels make transport easy. Green or blue.
£649.99

DINGHY WHEELER
AQDW1. The Best Way to move your portable tender! Perfect for the 
Inflatable Boats !! These Transom Wheels have 3 Easy Steps from sea 
to land and from land to sea - No more dragging with Dinghy Wheeler! 
Easy installation. Maintenance Free. 3 Positions wheel locking by heavy 
duty spring. Anti-corroding lightweight 
material. Two Wheelers are supplied. 
Size:  Overall 300mm x 100mm. Wheel 
100mm x 150mm. Fixing Pad 135mm x 
87mm. Fits most makes of inflatable 
boat or small dinghy. Wheels roll easily 
over firm surfaces, and tuck out of the 
way once boat is in water. Extra wide 
wheels are perfect for all firm surfaces. 
Made using Stainless steel fittings. Easy 
installation. Max capacity: 112kg
Max boat length: 12ft -3.66m 

Was £59.95 
NOW ONLY £39.95 per pair

360 SWIVEL BOAT SEAT
AQSC.  This all round seat that can be mounted in any boat, in a variety of positions! 
When you consider that it comes with the 360 degree swivel base, this is a great deal at this price.
Features: This makes it a great seat for fishing being able to spin 360 degrees.
This Swivel Boat Seat has built in cushions on the seat and back for extra comfort and support. 
Can be folded down for easy transport/storage. Tough and water resistant leatherete fabric. 
UV and mould resistant. 52cm x 46cm x 41cm. 2 year warranty.

£39

AIRHEAD PRESSURE GAUGE
AHSUP-A028. Maintaining proper air pressure in your 
inflatable is very important. If the air pressure is too 
low, it negatively affects performance. If the pressure 
is too high, whether from over-pumping or the heat 
of the sun, you could burst the seams. Accurately 
measures air 
pressures 
from 7 to 25 psi 
(.5 to 1.8 bar).

£10.99

BOAT SEAT
CADDY
AQSC-1
The Seat caddy retro fits 
to our swivel
boat seat, 
always have 
a chilled one 
at the ready to 
celebrate that 
big catch!

£5.99

#1 MEGA DEAL!!  
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XCITE BUDGET QUALITY BOAT COVER - 3 SIZES
XC116. Sizes: 14’-16’ / 17’-19’ / 20’-22’. Boat covers at incredibly low prices! 4oz 300 denier boat cover 
that will fit most boats. Water repellant with elasticated hem ensures a snug fit. 
12 webbing loop tie down points.  A trailer tie down strap kit is available
if you intend to tow your boat with the cover on. 
These covers will fit outboard and inboard models.

 20’-22’ (max beam 102”)
was £69 NOW £49.95

 17’-19’ (max beam 96”)
was £59 NOW £39.95

14’-16’ (max beam 86”) 
was £49 NOW £35

with FREE mesh 
storage bag

14’-16’ (max beam 86”)
was £119 NOW £49.95

 17’-19’ (max beam 96”)
was £129 NOW £59.95

20’-22’ (max beam 102”)
was £139 now only

£69.95 
YOU SAVE £69!!

PREMIUM QUALITY BOAT COVER - 3 SIZES
XC113. Sizes: 14’-16’ / 17’-19’ / 20’-22’. Fantastic quality 6oz 300 denier boat cover that will fit most boats. Hardwearing, 
water repellant and breathable. The covers have a shockcord hem that keeps the cover snug to the boat, in addition 
there are 12 webbing loop tie down points. A trailer tie down strap kit is available if you intend to tow your boat with 
the cover on. These covers will fit outboard and inboard models.

TOP TIP: Avoid pooling of water by fitting cover 
supports which allow the water to run off the cover.

WESTLAND BOAT COVERS 
FOR BOATS WITH FITTED WAKEBOARD TOWER
XC145. Features: L Shaped velcro straps to allow cover to fit around the wakeboard tower. 
Solid plastic vents to allow the cover to breath. Soft touch lined around windscreen area. 
Non stretch cord with rope ratchets for a tight fit. Suitable for trailering. 
100% 60z polyester. Lightweight and durable. Breathable. 
Water repellent. Mildrew resistant. 3 year limited warranty. Made in USA.

17.5’-18.5’ (max beam 102”) £429
18.5’-19.5’ (max beam 102”) £445
19.5’-20.5’ (max beam 102”) £465
20.5’-21.5’ (max beam 102”) £475

BOATWORLD RIB COVER 
Boatworld is proud to introduce our NEW Rib Cover PU backed,600 Denier, 7.2 oz 
Polyester cover. These covers will fit Ribs from 10.6 ft to 11.5ft (3.2 - 3.48mts) / 11.6 ft 
to 12.5ft (3.5 - 3.81mts) with a adjustable beam of up to 70”( 1.78mts).  This cover is a 
superior product to most available on the market. Our Rib Cover is Mildew Resistant, 
UV Resistant, Water Repellant and has a 1/4 inch elastic cord fitted around the hem 
of the cover for easy fitting.  55”-70” ( 1.4 - 1.78mts) Adjustable Beam. 600 Denier PU 
backed Polyester. Cut out at the back to accommodate for the engine . 3 elasticated 
cut outs at bow end of cover to accommodate variety of bow shapes. 1/4 Inch Elastic 
Cord around the hem for tight fitting. 4 Tie Down Straps. Breathable cover. 
Double stitch sewn seam. Free anti-moisture storage bag with handle. 
Spare strap for tying up cover when not in use.

7.5’ -  8.5’  XC2107  £35          8.5ft-9.5ft  XC2108 £39.95 
9.5’ -10.5’  XC2109 £45.95    10.5’ -11.5’  XC2110 £49.95 
11.5’-12.5’  XC2111 £52.95

with FREE mesh 
storage bag

PRICE 
BUSTER!

with FREE mesh 
storage bag

PRICE 
BUSTER!#1 Boat Cover Deal!

Boat Covers
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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with FREE mesh 
storage bag

BOATWORLD BOOM MAINSAIL COVER 
100% Polyester premium cloth. PU backed cloth. Waterproof Cord for tying 
off at clew end of boom. Full height sewn in zipper at mast end with cord tie 
up at top. 6 webbing tie down velcro loop straps for wrapping around the 
length of boom. Blue.

8-9’ XCS0018 £45
9-10’ XCS0018S £50

BOAT COVER POLE 
STAND KIT
XC120. Nylon Webbing straps form a ridge 
along the cover. Plastic sheathing protects 
your boat at the straps contact points. 
Support pole adjustable from 65cm to 
165cm. Fits most boats up to 7.5m long.

£19.99

BOAT COVER
TIE DOWN KIT
XC121. This is an efficient way to 
secure your boat cover when trailering. 
Constructed of 1” black polypropylene 
webbing and convenient quick-release 
buckles. Unlike bungee cords these 
durable tie-downs don’t stretch, so they 
won’t tear your cover or damage your 
boat. Each kit contains twelve 8’ straps.

£14.95 
per set

TELESCOPIC
BOAT COVER 
SUPPORT
XC119. Telescopic alloy pole with 
rubber end cups. Ideal for wintering and 
prevention of build up of water. 
50 cm - 120 cm.

£11.99

SUCTION CUP
TIE DOWNS
STD-6C. Suction Cup Tie Downs are perfect 
for 100’s of tie down applications where 
there simply isn’t an anchor point, cleat 
or other device to anchor conventional 
tie downs. Giant 3-1/4˝ suction cups with 
toggle ball ties stick to auto finishes, boat 
finishes and windows. Great for boat covers, 
tarps, trunk lids, ropes, cords, fishing poles, 
flashlights, etc. Too many uses to list! 
4 Pack, 6˝ ties stretch to 11˝.

£11.95 per set

ROPE RATCHET
XC145. A very useful cover tensioning 
pulley. Integrated ratchet with auto lock.
Works on all covers with a rope hem.

£13.95 

Boat Covers & Cover Accessories

Optimist. XC157 £35  
Laser. XC94 £39.95

Topper. XC158  £39.95

Splash.  £49.95 

Comet. £49.95
Pico. XC159 £49.95
Mirror. XC225 £45 
Laser Under Cover. XC94-1  £59.95 
Laser 2. XC95  £79.95 
Dart 18’. XC156  £79.95

DINGHY COVERS
Quality Dinghy covers at fantastic prices. All 600 Denier pu backed Polyester.

AIRHEAD TEAR AID TYPE A 
AHTA-1A. Type A Patch- For the repair of canvas, 
rubber & neoprene, most plastics, nylon, fiberglass, 
stainless steel, aluminum, polyethylene, polypropylene, 
polyurethane, non-oiled leather, and Sunbrella and is 
air and water tight TEAR-AID® Repair Patch Kit is a 
durable, flexible, water tight and air tight patch that will 
fix small tears and punctures. This industrial strength 
repair patch kit is puncture-resistant and protects 
against moisture, saltwater, abrasion and UV sunlight as 
well extreme temperatures. 
£12.99

#1 Cover Tear Fix!WALKER BAY 
ROWING 
BOAT COVERS 
Polyester overall cover to 
suit Walker Bay boats. 
Adjustable hem and 
Hull tensioning straps
8ft x 4ft 4” beam size. 
XCWBBC-8ft 
£59
10ft  x 4ft 9” beam size 
XCWBBC-10ft 
£69
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2KG / 3.5KG / 4.5KG HDG 
DANFORTH ANCHOR KIT 
2 kg Danforth anchor.A good all rounder suitable for 8-14ft Craft. 
Consists of 2 kg anchor, 1m x 6mm chain. 15m of 8mm anchor line. 

2KG XC136-2D £24.95
3.5kg Danforth Anchor Kit- A good all round anchor which stows 
easily. For boats 12-18ft. The Kit consists of a 3.5kg Danforth anchor, 2 
shackles, 2 meters of 6mm HDG chain, 30mts (100ft) of 8mm anchor line. 

3.5KG XC136-1 £35.95
A good all round anchor which stows easily. For boats 14-22ft. The Kit 
consists of a 4.5kg Danforth anchor, 2 shackles, 2 meters of 6mm HDG 
chain, 30mts (100ft) of 8mm anchor line. 

4.5KG XC136 £39.95

BOATWORLD 
1.5KG RED GRAPNEL 
ANCHOR KIT
XC220. 1.5kg Boatworld Jetski/Dinghy/Kayak 
Grapnel anchor kit. This 1.5kg red coated grapnel 
anchor comes complete with 25ft (762cm) of rope 
sliced to it, a tough nylon storage bag, an in-line 
rope float which slides up and down the rope and a 
HD stainless steel snap hook at the other end. The 
storage bag means you can neatly stow this anchor 
system in your Jetski or boat, protecting it and your 
vessel! Fits into most PWC seat compartments ( size 
approx. 12” (30cm) long x 3 ½” (9cm) diameter). The 
red coated anchor makes it easy to spot in the water. 
This 1.5kg grapnel anchor will hold in mud, sand, 
gravel and rock and is designed for the temporary 
mooring of small boats, sailboats, PWC,inflatable 
boats,canoes and float tubes. 

£17.95

0.7KG / 1.5KG / 2.5KG 
FOLDING HDG 
GRAPNEL ANCHOR
Ideal for jetskis, kayaks and small craft (e.g.dinghies). 
Galvanized finish. These anchors start at only 12 inch 
long and fold away for handy storage. 
Folds away when not in use 
using locking cap. 

0.7KG XC219-2  £4.95 
1.5KG XC219  £6.95 
2.5KG XC219-1 £8.95

BOATWORLD 
2.5KG GRAPNEL RED 
ANCHOR KIT
XC220-A. This 2.5kg red coated grapnel anchor comes 
complete 2 x 8mm HDG shackles, 1mt of 6mm HDG 
chain, 50ft (15mts) of rope and a tough  nylon storage 
bag. The storage bag means you can neatly stow 
this anchor system in your Jetski or boat, protecting 
it and your vessel!  The red coated anchor makes it 
easy to spot in the water. This 2.5kg grapnel anchor 
will hold in mud, sand, gravel and rock and is designed 
for the temporary mooring of small boats, sailboats, 
PWC,inflatable boats,canoes and float tubes.

£22.95

BOATWORLD 
2.5 / 3.2 / 4KG 
GRAPNEL 
ANCHOR KITS
HDG Grapnell Anchor. 
Two galvanised 5/16” shackles. 
One galvanised 6mm x 2mt (6’ 6”) chain. 
One nylon twist 8mm x 100ft anchorline.

2.5KG XC136-2  £28.95
3.2KG XC136-3  £31.95
4KG XC136-4  £36.95

3.5KG / 5KG HDG 
BRUCE CLAW ANCHOR KIT 
This quality 3.5KG anchor kit is designed for RIBS and sports boats 14ft +. 
Once the anchor is set it gives a good hold in mud, sand and rocky bottoms. 
The anchor will resists changes in direction. This kit consists of a 3.5kg 
HDG Bruce anchor, 30mts(100ft) of 8mm 3 braid nylon rope with HDG 
8mm thimble one end, 2 8mm HDG shackle and 4mts of 6mm HDG short 
link chain. 

3.5KG XC175-1 £46.95
This quality 5KG anchor kit is designed for RIBS and sports boats 18ft +. 
Once the anchor is set it gives a good hold in mud, sand and rocky bottoms. 
The anchor will resists changes in direction. This kit consists of a 5kg HDG 
Bruce anchor, 30mts(100ft) of 12mm 3 braid 
nylon rope with HDG 8mm thimble one end, 
2 8mm HDG shackle and 4mts of 
8mm HDG short link chain. 

5KG XC175 £69.90

Anchors & Mooring

BOATWORLD 1.5LBS 
(0.7KG) SUP/KAYAK 
ANCHOR KIT
XC220-4. Designed and ideal for use with your SUP or 
Kayak. This anchor kit comes complete with PVC float 
and 7.6mts (25ft) of anchor line, which is attached to 
a red painted folding grapnel anchor at one end and 
a stainless steel snap hook at the other! To complete 
this great package, it all comes in a handy nylon 
storage bag with drawstring!

£14.95

BOATWORLD SCREW 
ANCHOR SYSTEM
XC165. Designed for use in shallow water by the 
beach. It comes complete with nylon storage bag, 
10ft (3mts) of rope, an in-line float, plated steel screw 
anchor system & 2 stainless steel snap hooks. Screw 
your anchor into the sand/mud, then simply clip one 
end of the rope onto your PWC or dinghy and the 
other to the screw anchor! This is just a great way to 
temporally anchor in shallow water!

£12.95

BOATWORLD 
PWC ANCHOR & BUOY
A-1. Ideal for anchoring in shallow water. Fill the 
durable nylon anchor bag with up to 35 pounds 
of rocks or sand. 
Buoy marks 
the anchors 
location. 
Tie-ups are 
easy with the 
floating heavy 
duty rope and 
a giant snap 
hook.

£15.90

GRAPNEL HOOK HDG
9” long x 8”wide ( 231mm x 195mm). Made from 8mm 
dia bar. Hot Dipped Galvanized finish. 4 pronged. 
Weighs 1.5lbs (0.7kg). 15mm dia eye for rope attach-
ment. Ideal as a simple anchor, for retrieving lost 
fishing gear, nets, clearing weed.

0.7KG XC93-5 £4.95
1.5KG XC95-6 £11

DRIFT ANCHOR
XC1006. Great for slow trolling live bait and drift 
fishing on rivers. Constructed from rugged, 
reinforced nylon that will not fray. Our Drift Anchor is 
designed with a resistance free lanyard that inverts 
the sock to empty water for a easy retrieval. A drift 
anchor can also be extremly helpful in the event of 
engine trouble.  This anchor is suitable for boats 
under 6m. Blue in colour. Comes with Free Mesh 
Storage bag. 750mm L x 600mm D. 

£9.99BOATWORLD PADDED 
ANCHOR BAG 1.5KG / 2.5KG
Adjustable Toggle Cord. Padded throughout. Ideal for 
storing anchors, ropes, shackles, etc. Black

1.5KG XC220-1 £2.99 
Size approx 31cm (12”) long x 8.5cm (3 1/2”) diameter

2.5KG XC220-2 £3.99 
Size approx 40cm (16”) long x 10cm (4”) diameter

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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2M X 6MM CHAIN 
XC174. 2 metre x 6mm HDG short link 
chain, suitable for attaching to an anchor.

£4.95

4M X 8MM CHAIN 
XC173. 4 metre x 8mm HDG short link 
chain, suitable for attaching to an anchor.

£16.95

4M X 6MM CHAIN 
XC173. 4 metre x 6mm HDG short link 
chain, suitable for attaching to an anchor.

£8.95

BOATWORLD 
MOORING / DOCK LINE
20ft/6mt long with an 8”/20cm spliced eye at one end. 
Made from double braided nylon making it strong, 
flexible and hard wearing. Unlike polyester, line will 
stretch under sudden loads. The Mooring/Dock 
Lines are 3/8”(10mm) thick with a tensile strength of 
4400lbs or 5/8”(16mm) thick with a tensile strength 
of 10,800lbs. This makes 
them ideal for small 
craft and sports 
boats.

BOATWORLD WEBBING 
BUNGEE DOCK TIE
XC260. 6 ft/183 cm. Nylon webbing with internal 
bungee cord for shock absorption. 
Stainless steel clasp for easy hook-up. 
Loop on both ends. Yellow / Black.

£16.95

STRETCH N' SLIDE 
DOCK LINE
SNS-B . For Docking. Without question, Stretch n’ Slide Dock 
Line is the world’s most versatile and easy to use dock line. 
Innovative multi-loop bungee allows a perfect fit for any span 1ft  
to 7ft. Simply place the end loop over a cleat, then stretch and 
tighten down the slider, and finally select the appropriate loop to 
place over the second cleat. Reaches and stretches from 1ft to 
7ft. (Total length unstretched is 4ft) 7 loops to choose from!!!
Stretch n’ Slide Dock Line makes docking quick and easy for 
any craft from PWC to large boats. Temporary docking only. For 
Rafting / Party Chaining. Stretch n’ Slide Dock Line is the ultimate 
solution for rafting boats together for party chain. The versatile 
loops allow for a quick and accurate connection between cleats, 
regardless of the distance or elevation between boats. With 
Stretch n’ Slides a rafting party can be connected in minutes, 
without tying a single knot. The shock absorbing bungee allows 
an entire chain of boats to move and flex together with ease.

£15.95

AIRHEAD 
BUNGEE DOCK LINES
AHDL-6. AIRHEAD Bungee Dock 
Lines absorb shock to boats, 
cleats, docks, pylons 
and other hardware. The 
bungee cord is hidden inside the rope 
and acts as a built-in snubber. Two 
foam floats protect the boat from 
chafing. There’s a sliding 
adjustment at both ends 
for quick docking. 
Recommended for 
docking boats and 
PWC’s up to 4,000 
pounds. Tensile 
strength is 2,150 
pounds. Black/Blue/Red 
color scheme. 6 ft., stretches to 9 ft.

£12.95

Anchors & Mooring

30M (100FT) X 8MM / 
30M (100FT) X 12MM 
NYLON ANCHOR ROPE
8MM XC139-3  £21.95 
12MM XC139-4  £32.95

ANCHOR BUDDY
XC137. Never swim to shore again. A system 
of bungee-style rope for mooring a number of 
different craft from PWC to boats, allowing 
you to get to shore and let your craft return to 
anchor as you secure your bowline.

£35 

MINI ANCHOR BUDDY 
XC257-1. Suitable PWC and small craft.

£24.90
Scan for action video

Fed up of getting your shorts wet?

1

2

3

Pull boat to shore, Anchor Buddy S-T-R-E-T-C-H-E-S

Anchor Buddy retracts as you pay out your dock line

Anchor Buddy retracts as you pay out your dock line

   TOP
SELLER

10MM 
XC139 

£7.50

16MM 
XC139-1 

£9.95

Boatworld #1 
for Boat Owners 
Package Deals! 

For boats up to 24ft 

Usual Price £84.83 

Deal Price £69.90

Usual Price £147.68 

Deal Price £115

Standard Package
4.5 kg Danforth Anchor Kit, 1 x Boat Hook, 2 x 10mm Dock Line, 2 x 16” White Fender

Premium Package
4.5 kg Danforth Anchor kit, 1 x Boat Hook, 2 x Boatworld  Bungee Dock Tie, 2 x 16” Fenders

1 x Anchor Buddy, 1 x 2.5 kg Grapnel Anchor, 1 x Floating Key Ring



Check out our full range online: www.boatworld.co.uk
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Boat Fenders
SUCTION CUP 
FENDER STRAPS
SF-1C. Great for Boats and 
Personal Watercraft  Attach your 
boat fenders exactly where you 
need the protection. Giant 3-1/4” 
suction cups attach to gelcoat or 
windshields quickly and easily. 
Perfect for most boats and 
personal watercraft where cleats 
never seem to be where you need 
them. Durable 1” wide straps 
adjust up to 24” long. Fenders not 
included. 2 per package.

£10.95

HULL HUGR CONTOUR FENDER
HH-1. Traditional round fenders tend to roll up, leaving your boat unprotected. They’re also bulky to 
stow. Boats with step-down gunwales are especially vulnerable to damage from docks. HULL HUGR 
Contour Fenders stay put and stow conveniently under boat seats. They hinge to wrap around the 
gunwale and hull, following the contours of the boat. All HULL HUGRs are constructed of an durable 
marine grade tri-laminate cover, with closed cell foam inside. There’s a tough polycarbonate grommet 
at each end for hanging from cleats. Blue, Black or White. Size: 24” long x 6” wide x 21/2” thick.

£12.90

20” DIA BUOYS
The affordable alternative! These durable 20” diameter inflatable buoys are perfect 
for marking anchors, moorings, hazards, and swimming areas. Great for setting up a 
personal watercraft or sailboat race course. 
Deflate them for space-
efficient storage. 
B-20:  Yellow  
B-20R:  Red

£19.95 

A STYLE MOORING BUOY 
& FENDER
B-1R.   Black/Orange. 
One-piece reinforced ropehold buoy, 
meets the needs of commercial 
as well as recreational boaters. 
Rubber valve for inflating 
using needle pump. 
Size 15" long x 111/2 dia" 
( 38cm x 28 cm ). 
Eye dia. 1" (25mm). 
Supplied deflated.

£13.95

BOATWORLD 
RIBBED 16” FENDER 4 PACK
Made from high quality marine grade vinyl and is designed to 
deliver superior strength and long lasting service. 
Full length ribs increase strength, 
minimise roll & protect against 
abrasions. Rubber valve provides 
easy inflation when required with 
standard sports ball needle 
(not included). Moulded in 
eyelets provide strong ropehold. 
Boatworld Fenders are guaranteed 
against bursting or splitting for 
the life of the fender. Fenders are 
supplied already inflated. 
Size 16x141/2”. 
Blue  F-1B4. White F-1W4.

£21 

BOATWORLD 
INFLATABLE DOCK & 
RAFTING BUMPER
HH-R612. 6 ft x 12” (183cm x 30.5cm). These 
inflatables offer unmatched protection while 
rafting boat-to-boat or docking. Constructed 
of durable reinforced PVC tarpaulin. Stainless 
steel D-rings are mounted at each end for convenient 
tie-ups. They’re equipped with a H-Valve for quick inflation and deflation. 
They deflate quickly and stow away compactly. Essential protection for pontoons and 
houseboats!

£79.90

FENDER PUMP
XC1259 .Keep those fenders 
fully inflated and 
protecting your boat!

£4.95

BOATWORLD 
RIBBED SINGLE 
FENDER
Made from high quality marine grade vinyl 
and is designed to deliver superior strength 
and long lasting service. Full length ribs 
increase strength, minimise roll & protect 
against abrasions. Rubber valve provides 
easy inflation when required with standard 
sports ball needle (not included). Moulded 
in eyelets provide strong ropehold. Choice 
of white or blue colours. Boatworld Fenders 
are guaranteed against bursting or splitting 
for the life of the fender. Fenders are 
supplied already inflated.

F1. 16x141/2”£5.99 
F2. 20x51/2” £7.99 
F3. 23x61/2” £9.99 
F4.27x81/2” £15.99

BOATWORLD 
ROPE FLOATS
XC188. Our Boatworld Rope Floats come 
in 2 colours, red and yellow. Made from 
solid tough high density styrene foam. 
Size 5 1/2”(14cm) long x 3” (7.5cm) wide. 
They have a 12mm hole through the 
middle. Ideal for: Watersports ropes. 
Small anchor lines. Fishing nets and 
pots. Marking out swimming lanes or 
restricted areas.

£1.60

AIRHEAD 5” FLOATS
These durable ultrasonically welded plastic 
floats are great for pools, ski ropes, anchor 
lines, marker buoys and crab traps. 
They’re economically priced, yet built to last. 
Size: 5 inches long x 3 inches diameter 
with a 1/2-inch hole in the center.  
F-5R: Red, 1 per retail package  
F-5Y: Yellow, 1 per retail package

£3.60

AIRHEAD NON-SLIP 
FENDER STRAPS
SF-2. These Non-Slip Fender Straps 
allow you to attach boat fenders 
to rails and cleats quickly and 
securely. The non-slip pads sewn to 
the underside of the straps help to 
minimize sliding along rails. 
Easily adjust the length in seconds 
from 6 to 40 inches. Pack of two. 
Fenders Not Included. 

£8.95 per pair

CLEARVUE KEEL PROTECTOR 
Designed and engineered by boaters for boaters. This extruded PVC part is built tough 
to withstand harsh outdoor service. We know as well as anyone, that keel protection 
is extremely important in the longevity and resale value of your boat. The clear, 3M-
adhered backing will allow you to see any air pockets during installation, which cause a 
lack of adhesion. Additionally, channels and a center alignment feature moulded directly 
into the part help make installation easier and ensure proper adhesion to the keel of your 
boat. Protect against abrasion from sand, rocks, stones, and ramps.

Product Code?  
Approx 
6’Long x 5”Wide  

£129
Product Code? 
Approx 
10’Long x 5”Wide 

£199
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BOATWORLD 
BOW & 
TRANSOM EYE
M10 SIZE : XC1274-3. 
304 stainless steel. 
Comes with fixing plate, 
2 x washers, 2 x M8 nuts. 
11cm o/a/ length. 
Threaded legs 72mm long. 
28mm inside diameter of eye.

£4.95
M10 SIZE : XC1274-4. 304 stainless steel. 
13cm o/a length. Threaded legs 55mm long. 
41mm inside diameter of eye. Comes with fixing plate, 
2 x washers,  2 x 10mm nuts.

£6.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
52MM FIXED 
SNAP SHACKLE
XC1271 O/A of 52mm long x 31mm wide.
Sprung locking pin. Shackle size 15mm dia.
Fixed eye size 12mm dia.

£2.85

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
70MM FIXED 
SNAP SHACKLE
XC1271-1 O/A 70mm long x 42mm wide.
Sprung locking pin. Shackle size22mm dia.
Fixed eye size 16mm dia.

£3.75

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
EYE 
SWIVEL 
SNAP  
SHACKLE
XC1272 O/A size of 87mm in length x 42mm wide.
Sprung locking pin. Shackle 20mm dia.
Swivel eye 15mm dia.

£3.99

STAINLESS 
STEEL 70MM 
JAW SWIVEL 
SNAP SHACKLE 
Ringed sprung secure 
locking pin.

70MM SIZE 
XC1273. 
O/A of 70mm long x 35mm wide. 
Shackle size 12mm dia. 
Swivel eye size 12mm dia. £3.75
92MM SIZE XC1273-1 O/A 92mm long x 
46mm wide . Shackle size 20mm dia. 
Swivel eye size 15mm dia. 

£4.85

STAINLESS STEEL 
OPEN BODY TURNBUCKLE 
HOOK & EYE
4mm : o/a length range approx 96mm-140mm. 
Inside eye dia 8mm. 4mm dia thread.
8mm: o/a length range approx 190mm-280mm. 
Inside eye dia 13mm. 8mm dia thread.

4MM XC1275 £3.50
8MM XC1275-1 £4.95

TRANSOM SKI TOW EYE
XC222. The Transom Ski Tow Eye is suitable for 
mounting in the centre of the transom of any inboard 
powered sportsboat as an alternative to a ski pole. 
Constructed from strong 8mm stainless steel. 
63mm(2 1/2”) dia overall. Curved 40mm rope tongue 
for attaching ropes to. Bolt dia 10mm x 60mm long 
beyond mounting backplate. Comes complete with 
backing plate, washers, nuts.

£14.95

95MM 
SNAPHOOK
XC212-1. Spring loaded. 
304 stainless steel 23mm int.dia. 
ring at base. Lots of uses around the boat eg.Great for 
quick attachment of fenders, small anchor lines etc.

£2.99

85MM SWIVEL EYE 
SNAPHOOK 
XC212-2. 
304 stainless steel. 
Sprung loaded gate. 
16mm dia top eye. 
Swivel eye. 20mm int.dia. for eye at base. Lots of uses 
around the boat eg.Great for quick attachment of 
fenders, small anchor lines etc.

£2.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
EYE & EYE 
SWIVEL SHACKLE
6mm : Swivel eye inside width 18mm.
o/a length approx 82mm. o/a width 32mm.
8mm : Swivel eye inside width 20mm.
o/a length approx 87mm. o/a width 36mm.
13mm : O/A size of 148mm in length.
Swivel eye inside width 32mm dia. Width 58mm.

6MM XC1274-2  £1.49
8MM XC1274-3  £3.50
13MM XC1274-1  £8.95

Boat Deck & Rigging Hardware

STAINLESS STEEL 
PAIRED BOW CHOCKS
A smart polished finish. XC214-2 : 114mm long x 14mm 
wide. XC214-6 : 150mm long x 15mm wide. You are 
buying a pair. Fixings not included.

114MM XC214-2 £9.95 per pair    
150MM XC214-6 £14.95 per pair

6” POLISHED STAINLESS 
STEEL DECK CLEAT 
XC214-4. 4 Fixing holes. Open Base. Stainless steel 
polished finish. 6 inch/ 150mm long. Fixings NOT included.

£9.99

80MM 
STAINLESS 
STEEL 
CARBINE 
HOOK
XC93. Handy for any manner of jobs, hooking up a 
tube where no easy attachment is available. 
Good for your keys as well !!

£1.99

STAINLESS STEEL 
BOW ROLLER
XC177-1. Our quality Stainless Steel Bow Roller is a 
great way to protect your boats deck when playing 
out your anchor rope or chain. Highly polished stain-
less steel finish. 170mm o/a long x 62mm wide x 75mm 
high. Guides anchor lines and chains at the bow.
Equipped with white tough nylon roller. Base plate 
62mm wide x 97mm long. Black rubber shim under 
base plate. Roller width 50mm. 3 fixing counterbored 
holes in base plate. NOTE FIXINGS NOT SUPPLIED

£23.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
90MM 
SNAP 
HOOK 
WITH EYELET.
XC93-1. Made from 316 grade stainless steel. 
8mm dia steel. Sprung loaded. Handy for any manner 
of jobs at the end of a rope e.g. hooking up a tube 
where no easy attachment is available.

£2.35

BOW 
NAVIGATION 
LIGHT
XC221. Made from chrome plated ABS. Modern low profile 
design. Approx 100mm long by 80mm wide. Complete with 
2 fixing screws. Comes complete with 12volt bulbs.

£24.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
JUNIOR 
CLAM CLEAT
XC214-3 A smart polished finish. 
For 3.5-6.5mm. (1/4-1/8”) ropes. 
Size 80mm long x 18mm wide x 24mm high. 
Radius bottom and flats allows for both fixing on 
dinghy tiller arms etc and decks. 66mm hole centres. 
Fixings not included.

£6.95

STAINLESS STEEL 
EYE BOLT SET 
WITH NUT AND WASHER
Made from 316 grade stainless steel.

6MM SIZE XC93-3. 
M6 threaded bolt 60mm long. Internal diameter 18mm. 
Eyebolt thickness 4mm. Overall length including 
thread 90mm. 

£0.92
8MM SIZE XC93-4. 
M8 threaded bolt 80mm long. Internal diameter 20mm
Eyebolt thickness 6mm. Overall length including 
thread 120mm. 

£1.19

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
8MM 
EYE BOLT
XC93-2  Made from 316 grade stainless steel. 
8mm dia steel. M8 thread Internal diameter 20mm. 
Thread length 15mm. Overall height including thread 
50mm. Breaking load 1800kg

£0.99

RETRACTABLE DOCK CLEAT
XC1159. Size 61/2  x 10”. The Cleat Seat Retractable Dock 
Cleat is the cleat seat that won’t hurt your feet! 
The Cleat Seat provides the convenience of a dock cleat 
without the stubbed toes that often come along with them. 
This sturdy 6.5 inch x 10 inch dock cleat features a 2.75 
inch high cleat that folds into a 1.25 inch low profile base to 
provide a smooth top surface. Fixings NOT included.

£29.95

HD 
GALVANISED 
BOW 
SHACKLE
8MM XC177-1 £0.40
10MM XC177 £0.60

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
BOW SHACKLE 
Attaching anchor chains to 
anchors. Attaching anchor 
lines to chains and boat.
Attachment of rigging to masts/boom/deck. 

8MM XC117-1  £0.99
10MM XC177 £1.59

BOATWORLD 3M SELF ADHESIVE NON SLIP EVA PAD
XC1260. 1 pair of self adhesive non slip pads. Ideal for slippy decks, bathing platforms, or even around the home. 
Each pack has two pads measuring 35 x 10 cm. Raised square track for grip. White or Black. 

£9.95 per pair

BOATWORLD 
ROPE TIDY
XC228-1 12.5mm diameter brassed top hanger ring. 
Velcro adjustable strap up to 55mm diameter.
Lots of uses around the boat for tidying ropes 
eg.watersports ropes,mooring lines, small anchor lines etc. 

£2.75

12 VOLT 
POWER 
SOCKET KIT
XC215. 12 Volt power socket made from stainless 
steel. Splashproof cover when not in use. Ideal for 
connecting up your towable pumps/ navigation 
equipment etc. Comes complete with fixing screws 
and cable with connectors.

£9.95

STAINLESS 
STEEL 
ROPE MINI CLAM CLEAT 
XC214-1. 48mm long x 7.2m wide. 
Fixings NOT included. 

£4.75
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AUGUST RACE 
BOAT BOMB
BOAT001. A highly effective automatic cabin 
treatment to help prevent mould and to give a 
pleasant smelling condition to the air. 160ml 
aerosol container with a lock-off on the spray 
nozzle meaning that you can simply place the 
Boat Bomb in the area required, press the 
nozzle down to the lock position and leave it 
to do its job. Boat Bomb© is ideal to use at the 
end of the season to help ensure that your boat 
cabin is in good condition for the next year or 
for use on pre-owned vessels to give a new 
boat smell. 250ml. 

£21.99

AUGUST RACE BOAT 
WASH PRO
BOAT0002. Boat Wash Pro is a PH Neutral 
all-over foaming cleaner for boats. Capable of 
removing dirt and grime from most substrates 
Boat Wash Pro incorporates anti-smear 
technology to ensure the best possible finish 
for your boat. We recommend using Smooth 
Opacity polish after cleaning with Boat 
Wash Pro to protect and maintain your boats 
appearance. 1 litre.

£13.99

AUGUST RACE 
BRIGHT COAT
BRIG0001. Bright Coat is a high strength 
fast-acting de-stainer for gel coats. Capable 
of removing most rust, watermarks and mud-
staining. Due to its high strength, you will need 
to re-polish following treatment using August 
Race Smooth Opacity Polish. 500ml. 

£18.99

AUGUST RACE 
FRESH
XCARF. August Race Fresh is a unique spray 
applied enzyme treatment to eliminate bad 
odours from most surfaces. Fresh works deep 
into the surface and neutralises the source of 
bad odour leaving a pleasant smell.Fresh works 
best in a warm environment so if possible bring 
the area to be treated up to temperature then 
having removed any electrical heat source 
simply spray onto the affected surfaces. If it is 
not possible to heat the area then spray with a 
light mist of warm water after applying FRESH 
and allow to dry. 500ml. 

£18.99

SX SMART TRIM TABS 
Smoother and Faster Acceleration – (Great for Skiing). 
40% less Bow Rise and 35% Lower On Plane Speed – (Great for Tubing). More Top Speed 
and No Porpoising or Chine Walking. Improves Handling and Smoother Ride In Any Water. 
Improved Fuel Economy (11% +). Assembly & Installation In Minutes. 
Complete assembly and mounting requires only a drill, a 3/16 bit, and a phillips screw driver. 
The Integral design eliminates the need for wrenches. 
All components “lock” together with self locking clevis pins .

XC101-1. 12-14ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 40lbs 
XC101-2. 15-18ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 60lbs 
XC101-3. 18-22ft. SX Smart Trim Tabs Kit 80lbs

£149.99

“Planes almost instantly, 
noticeably smoother ride, 
a 3-4 mph increase 
in top end.”
BOATING WORLD

Acceleration: “A 10% improvement.”
Bow Angle during hole shot: “a 70% improvement.”
Ride & Handling: “there is little question Smart Tabs 
make the ride more comfortable.”
TRAILER BOATS

Scan for 
action 
video

Boat Accessories

AUGUST RACE 
LIQUID RIB   
LR1. Liquid Rib is capable of cleaning Hypalon, 
PVC and fabric impression tubes to an 
unparalleled standard, often giving an 
“As New” result. Reviewed by Practical Boat 
Owner as being the best on the market. 
We recommend using August Race Liquid Rib 
UV to protect your Rib tubes after cleaning 
with Liquid Rib. 500ml. 

£18.99

AUGUST RACE 
LIQUID RIB UV
LIQU0001. Liquid Rib UV is capable of cleaning 
Hypalon, PVC and fabric impression tubes 
to an unparalleled standard, often giving an 
“As New” result. Reviewed by Practical Boat 
Owner as being the best on the market.Liquid 
Rib UV is a specially designed spray applied 
sheen wax with a UV additive for protection of 
inflatable tubes from UV damage. 500ml. 

£18.99

AUGUST RACE 
SMOOTH OPACITY 
UV WAX
SMOO0001. Smooth Opacity UV is deep-
treating cream applied wax polish with a 
UV additive giving unrivalled long-lasting 
protection and ease of use. Protective qualities 
as well as a remarkable shine. 500ml. 

£18

AUGUST RACE 
SUPER QUICK SHINE
SUPE0001. Super Quick Shine spray wax is 
an amazingly quick detailing system giving a 
superb shine in seconds. Simply spray on and 
buff off with a soft cloth to leave a streak-free 
finish. Great for use after taking the boat out 
as a quick solution to protect and shine, also 
perfect for use in boat showrooms. 500ml. 

£18.99

AUGUST RACE 
VINYL BRIGHT
VB1. Vinyl Bright Revival Kit gives an unrivalled 
deep restorative treatment dramatically 
improving the appearance of even old dull 
vinyl upholstery. Vinyl Bright is applied using 
the deep-care sponge provided and then the 
surface should be thoroughly rinsed using 
clean water. Once dry apply AR Super Quick 
Shine using a soft cloth and buff to a sheen 
finish. 1 litre. 

£18.99

#1 RESULTS!!..

BEFORE

AFTER!
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AURORA SKY-LITE 
2 STAR RED AERIAL 
DISTRESS FLARE 
XC1260. The one of a kind Sky-Lite 
2 Star Red Aerial Distress Flare. 
This flare propels two red flares to 
60m (200ft) by hand held launcher. 
Provides a new alternative 
when multiple flare use is required. 
Designed for recreational 
boating, but also suitable for land 
based activities such as hiking 
and climbing. Signal distress by 
day or night. Medium range 
pyrotechnic signal flare, ideal for 
use on yachts, dinghies, RIBs and 
canoes. Light intensity: 10,000 
candela. Flare type: 2 propelled 
red flares. Burn time: 5.5 seconds. 
Height: 60m (200ft). Weight Max: 
56g (2 oz). Up to 4 year life.

£16

CREWSAVER AERIAL 
INSHORE FLARE PACKAGE
XC1260-2. For use when less than 3 miles from land, 
to raise alarm and pinpoint your position by night 
or day. Includes the Sky-Lite aerial flare which has 
additional visibility of 10-12kg (6-7 miles). 2 x Sky-Lite 
2 star red aerial distress flares. 2 x red handflare. 2 
orange handsmoke. 1 x 3L poly bottle.

£94.95

CREWSAVER INSHORE 
FLARE PACKAGE
XC1260-1. For use when less than 3 miles from land, 
to raise alarm and pinpoint your position by night or 
day. 2 x red handflare. 2 orange handsmoke. 1 x 3L 
poly bottle.

£64.95

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
XC1171. A new generation of fire fighting equipment, 
puts out all types of fire, solid and liquid. 
Great size to fit all PWCs.

£16.95

AUTO FIRE 
EXTINGUISHER
XC1170. Designed to fit in the 
engine bay and to 
fire automatically should a 
fire start.

£44.95

PLEASE NOTE: Flares can only be shipped to a 
UK Mainland address, no exceptions.

BOAT SPEEDOMETER
XC180. 0-55 mph speedo. 
Includes Pitot pick up and tubing.
Ready to fit to your boat.

£59

BATTERY ISOLATOR 
SWITCH
XCBI1

£9.90

3 WAY SWITCH PANEL 
WITH WATER PROOF LABELS
XC3S

£17.90

BOAT BATTERY BOX
 XC210 Our Boat Battery Box comes complete with 
strap and a pair of strap anchor saddles. Finished in 
black and designed to keep your boat battery nice and 
dry! For orders of more than one please contact us. 
Internal size 13” (33cm) long x 6 3/4”(17.5cm) wide x 8 
3/4”(22cm) high. 

£16
SUBMERSIBLE 
BILGE PUMP
XC224 12 volt submersible Bilge pump 
Heavy duty motors with stainless steel 
shafts and tough thermoplastic bodies. Totally 
submeersible and ignition protected To all existing 
safety standardsBIA, NMMA and ISO/EC regulations 
Water cooled motors for long life, with anti airlock 
design and moisture tight seals Snap-lock strainer 
base for easy installation and removal, and silent 
vibration free running No burn out if run dry. 

£19.99

BOAT COMPASS
XC217 Low profile 55mm wide x 55mm deep x 55mm high 
Finished in black. Comes mounted on hinge base allowing 
for vertical or horizontal fixing. Built in compensators and 
complete with compensator tool. 
Comes complete with 2 mounting 
suction cups for quick immediate 
use. Comes with self adhesive 
mounting pad. 
Can be screw fixed 
(screws not included) 

£15.95

Boat Accessories

CHECK OUT 
OUR LED 

BOAT LIGHTS!
LED UNDERWATER LIGHTS in white or blue
Totally Waterproof High Intensity LED Underwater Lights, designed to be used below the water line only.  
A broad flood light effect is created by the engineered optics of the convex light face. Compared to other LED 
models on the market, this 180 Lumen light has greater light output and a wider aperture. Proven to attract bait 
fish to during night trips, and add ambiance to any vessel.  Surface Mount or Small Hole for Wiring. 6 Super 
Bright  LED's - 180 Lumens. Lower amperage draw and longer life than conventional bulbs. 100,000 hour life. No 
high heat like most other underwater lights. Blue Illumination. Also Suggested for Transoms, Trim-Tabs, T-Tops 
& Wakeboard Towers. Stainless Steel hardware Included. Dimensions: Surface size: 3.5" x 1.5". Height: 1.2" with 
mounting spacer or 0.7" without spacer.  White XC1176. Blue XC1176-B.

£29.95

BOATWORLD OUTBOARD 
3 GALLON FUEL TANK 
WITH FUEL LINE 
& PUMP BULB
XC320. 3 Gallon Capacity. Moulded out of tough plas-
tic. Built in carrying handle. Air bleed screw fitted into 
fuel cap. Built in fuel gauge. Comes complete with 
fuel line from tank to engine with inline pumping bulb 

£45

ORCA FUEL CONNECTOR
XC320-1. Orca fuel connector, uprate the 
6 HP Orca Outboard Engine and most outboards with 
small internal tank to 
an external tank option.

£5.95

AIRHEAD TOW HARNESS
AHTH-1. If your boat isn’t equipped with a pylon or ski 
eye and you enjoy watersports activities, you need 
a tow harness. It creates a tow attachment point at 
the centre of your boat, behind your outboard or stern 
drive. This 1,500 pound tensile strength tow harness 
is perfect for pulling a skier, wake boarder, knee 
boarder or 1 rider tubes. Simply clip it onto your 
boat with the hooks provided, and attach 
your ski or tube rope. A 6˝ float keeps the 
attachment loop floating on top, away 
from your propeller. Can also be used 
as a tow bridle for a tender or dinghy 
behind a larger vessel . 12 feet long to 
fit larger boats and pontoons. 
Snap hook opening width 
7/16”. Yellow / Red.

£12.95

WEBBING LADDER
XC-WL. 2 step heavy duty, high strength, flat webbing 
boat boarding ladder. 2” wide (50mm). Double 
layered on steps to keep their shape. Stainless steel 
and polyester, so corrosion resistant. Adjustable in 
overall length from 32.7-51 inch (83-130 cm). Orange 
steps easily visible in water. Perfect for smaller ribs/ 
inflatable boat where there 
is not enough space to fit 
a ladder. Stainless steel 
carabiner clip to attach 
to eye or ring in
the boat. Ensure you 
attach this ladder to a 
point in the boat that 
is strong enough to 
take the weight of 
a full grown adult!! 
eg transom eye 
or D ring. Comes 
complete with FREE 
mesh storage bag. 
Easy to use, easy 
to fold away and 
easy to store.
Colour: 
Blue, Orange
Max weight: 
1 tonne.
Step Width: 
Approx. 19 cm/7.48”
Free Storage Bag
Free Carabiner.

£24.99   
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XCITE ADJUSTABLE 
JETSKI/BOAT SKI PYLON
XC193/1. Polished 2 inch diameter 
stainless steel pole and support arms. 
Comes complete with all fixings. Pylon 
adjusts telescopically in height between 
21 1/4” to 25 1/4” (54cm to 64cm). Fully 
adjustable bottom fixing bracket on 
main pole to take up any fixing angle 
between horizontal and 80 Degrees. 
Telescopic 1 inch diameter support arms 
adjust between 15 3/4” to 24” (40cm to 
61cm). Integrated handle for rear facing 
observer with knurled grip. Polished 
smooth rope head for less wear and 
tear. Stainless steel clip pins attach 
support arms to pole for quick and easy 
assembly. These clips and a single Allen 
Bolt to release main pole from bottom 
bracket, means the whole assembly 
can be detached/attached in a couple 
of minutes!! Space above support arm 
bracket for fixing Xcite Wakeboard 
Rack (not included). Rack fitting not 
recommended for kneeboarding or 
towing towables without mods. 
Contact us for details!!
£179.95

XCITE JETSKI/BOAT 
RACK POST
XC193-2. This high quality Xcite JetSki/Boat Rack Post has 
the following features: Polished 2 inch diameter stainless 
steel pole (bolted onto threaded insert). Comes complete with 
all fixings. 15 3/4” (40cm) tall. Fully adjustable bottom fixing 
bracket on main pole to take up any fixing angle between 
horizontal and 80 Degrees. Bottom bracket on pole secured 
by 4 s/s screws/bolts into deck. Designed for fixing Xcite 
Wakeboard Rack (not included). The Xcite JetSki/Boat Rack 
Post is ideal for rear decks of Jetskis with an Xcite Ski Pole 
fitted or cockpits/decks of boats where a Wakeboard Tower is 
not an option.  Helps reduce clutter in/on the boat! NOTE Xcite 
Wakeboard Rack not included in this price - post only!!

£79.95

Boat & PWC Accessories
PRICE 

BUSTER!
PWC BUDGET 
COVER 
Grey. 210 pu nylon. 
Tailored to suit side mirrors.

XC194 
1-2 person size 103”-114” 
was £31.99 
now only 
£24.95

XC195 
2-3 person size 115”-136” 
was £32.99 
now only 
£26.95

1-2 person size 103”-114” 
was £69.95 
now only 
£35.95

2-3 person size 115”-136” 
was £79.95 
now only 
£39.95

PWC PREMIUM 
COVER 
XC122. Grey. Now available in 
hardwearing polyester cloth, 
tailored to suit side mirrors.

DP-D2BL. 110 Litre. Approx sizes are: 14" (355mm) 
Wide x 291/2" ( 750mm) Long x 16" ( 410mm) High folded down. 
£59.95

DP-D1BL. 70 Litre. Approx sizes are: 12" ( 305mm) 
Wide x 231/2" ( 600mm) Long x 13" (330mm) High folded down. 

£49.95

DRY PAK WATERPROOF DUFFLE BAG 
Perfect for packing away your family beach lunch for the day out on the boat, gear 
for sailing trip, day out doing any watersport. Shut out the 
water by rolling down the top a few times and snapping 
the side release buckles together. Unroll and open to 
enjoy the huge tapered access opening on top. Items 
are easy to pack and easy to retrieve. Convenient water 
resistant zippered pocket with storm flap on each side, 
one clear, one opaque. Quality manufactured from extra 
heavy vinyl/polyester laminate with electronically welded 
seams ( no leaky sewn seams here!) The moulded bottom 
adds structure and protection to contents. High end plastic 
hardware ensures long life. The shoulder strap is removable 
and adjustable. Finished in blue as photo.

DRY PAK ROLL TOP DRY BAGS 
WB-6. Versatile and durable, your gear will stay dry inside these round bottom dry bags, even 
in adverse conditions. Shut out water by rolling down the top a few times and snapping the 
side release buckles together. The yellow and blue bags are constructed 
of extra heavy-duty vinyl /polyester tri-laminate with RF-welded 
seams. It’s quick and easy to find items inside the clear bags, 
made of durable waterproof 18 oz. vinyl with RF-welded 
seams. Great for power boats, sail boats, personal 
watercraft, kayaks, canoes, camping, motorcycles, ATV’s, 
snowmobiles and car top luggage racks too!
Clear : 111/2” diam. x 19”, mesh reinforced. 
30 Litres capacity.  
£16.90
Yellow : Approx 13" diameter x28"long, mesh reinforced. 
58 Litres capacity. 
£19.25

12 VOLT POWER SOCKET KIT
XC215. 12 Volt power socket made from stainless 
steel. Splashproof cover when not in use. Ideal for 
connecting up your towable pumps/ navigation 
equipment etc. Comes complete with fixing screws 
and cable with connectors.

£9.95

DRY PAK WATERPROOF 
PHONE CASE
DP-47. DRY PAK Cell Phone, PDA & MP3 Case. 4 in. wide 
x 6 in. long. Stylus Holder on front. Clear TPU front, blue 
TPU back, padded and lined. Adjustable neck lanyard 
& anodized aluminium spring hook. Yellow sealing clip for 
high visibility. 
For beach, pool, boating, snorkelling and more. Maximum 
circumference: 7 1/4 in.

£14.95

JET SKI TRAILER WINCH STRAP
XC1240. The Boatworld Jet Ski Trailer Strap is 
purpose made for your Jet Ski trailer. 4 mts long x 
45mm wide tough webbing strap with fixing bolt and 
nylock nut. 18” x 1”  hand loop attached to sprung 
loaded hook at end.

£8.99

PWC TOW STRAP 
WITH MESH BAG
TS-15. Perfect for emergencies, 
this bright yellow floating tow strap 
stows neatly in the mesh bag with 
drawstring and cord lock. 
A 10” loop at each end and an 
integrated nylon snap hook 
makes hooking 
up to recessed bow 
eyes easy.
15 feet long.

£12.90

BOATWORLD PWC 
ANCHOR & 
BUOY
A-1. Ideal for anchoring 
in shallow water. Fill 
the durable nylon 
anchor bag 
with up to 35 pounds 
of rocks or sand. Buoy 
marks the anchors 
location. Tie-ups are 
easy with the floating 
heavy duty rope and 
a giant snap hook. 
Yellow.

£15.90

Our very own, Ryan Willows does it again. 
Winning his Second British Title.
Not only being our head of dispatch but also is the...

2018 P1 Aquacross Spark Champion

2017 JSRA British Spark Champion

And came 3rd in 2018 European P1 
Aquacross Spark Championship

So if you need any advice about PWC’s and racing them as fast 
as possible then Ryan is your go to Boatworld point of contact.

To keep up to date with Ryan’s 2019 Season 
follow him on Facebook:

/RyanWillows30
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BOATWORLD P-3 TELESCOPIC PADDLE
XCP-3. Anodized aluminium shaft. Built-in boat hook handle. Moulded blade. 
Total length 46” - 72”. Blade size 430mm x 165mm. 

£12.99

BOATWORLD EZSTOW TELESCOPIC PADDLE 
XCP-1. Anodized aluminium shaft. Blade size 170 x 375mm
Paddle extends from 32” to 42” (81-107cm ). 
Boat hook shaped handle with hand grip in blade. 
Paddle unscrews for easy storage so only 18” (45cm) long

£9.99

ULTIMATE LANYARD PWC 
SAFETY LANYARD
UL-1. The Ultimate PWC safety lanyard has it all! 4 
keys to fit ALL brands: SeaDoo, Yamaha, Kawasaki, 
Honda, Polaris, Tiger Shark and Wet Jet. A stainless 
steel key ring is also included for hooking up to Sea 
Doo D.E.S.S. devices or hanging keys. We call it 
“Ultimate Lanyard” because it has a comfortable 
floating detachable wrist band, floating vest lanyard 
and high pitch pealess whistle for emergencies. A 
swivel snap hook keeps the cord from tangling. No 
accessories to buy for this lanyard!

£17.95

IMPELLER PROTECTOR 
IP-24. Keep ski ropes away from your PWC’s impeller 
and protect passengers from ski rope kick-back.  
Simply run your ski or tube rope through the middle 
of the impeller protector.  Then attach the rope and 
straps to your ski tow eye.  Black nylon covers the 
24” long closed cell foam tube.

£12.95

Boat & PWC Accessories

GUL APL 5MM 
PRO LACE BOOT
BO1304-B2. Blindstitched: seam construction. 
D-Flex: Durable neoprene. Lace system ensures a secure 
fit . Supplied with stretch and static laces. Reinforced for 
Hiking. Removable wide velcro ankle strap. 
Reinforced heel and Toe. High grip sole. Size 4-13 UK.

£39.90

FLOATING
KEY RING
XC140. 

£2.95

NEVER 
LOSE
THOSE 
KEYS 
AGAIN!

OUTBOARD KILL SWITCH 
KEYS WITH LANYARD
BKS-6. Be Prepared, Always Carry a Spare! If you 
lose or break your kill switch key, for whatever 
reason, you won’t be able to start your engine. Most 
marinas don’t stock replacement keys, so your 
much-deserved day out on the water will be ruined. 
This lanyard has 7 keys to fit all Johnson, Evinrude, 
Mercury, Yamaha, Suzuki, Honda, and Nissan/
Tohatsu kill switches. Equipped with a swivel snap 
hook to prevent tangles, and rust-free stainless 
steel crimps. Don’t leave the dock without it!

TELESCOPIC PADDLES  
These lightweight paddles adjust easily to variable lengths with a simple twist.  A section of the 
aluminium shaft disappears inside the blade to allow for compact storage under boat seats or in 
PWC storage compartments.  The corrosion-resistant aluminium shaft, high-impact moulded 
blade and boat hook handle, and hassle-free locking device ensure years of service. 
The bright orange blade is great for signaling in emergencies. 
P-1:  20 - 45 inch long, for low profile boats and PWCs. 
P-3:  25 - 72 inch long, for low profile boats and PWCs.

P-1  £17.95  P-3  £19.95

TELESCOPIC BOAT HOOK
XC351. This Telescopic Boat Hook is made from anodised aluminium. 
Rubber handle. Length 4ft to 7.5ft. Quarter turn locking 
action required to lock at desired length. 
£17.90

SEA SEARCHER 
MAGNET
XC259. Our Marine Retrieval Magnet is 
a handy toolbox accessory rated at over 
200 lbs (90KG) holding power !! This 
powerful Marine Retrieval Magnet is 
great for retrieving tools, props, fishing 
tackle or keys, anything that 
may be dropped overboard. 
It is also a nice tool for 
treasure hunters and 
beachcombers. Just 
attach the magnet 
to a line and hope 
for the best! 
The Marine 
Retrieval 
Magnet is 
finished in 
a red hot 
dipped plastic 
coating to prevent 
corrosion and 
long life. 
Approx size 75mm x 
75mm x 95mm

£29.95

KILL SWITCH 
MEGA DEAL!!
£6.95

JET LOGIC PWC FENDERS
SB4. Jetskis and personal watercraft require 
specialised fenders to prevent damage from floating 
underneath docks designed for boats. The Jet Logic 
PWC Fenders are 3” x 18” with nylon covers and attach 
to your PWC with 2 giant suction cups or secure under 
your seat and console. The Jet Logic PWC Fenders 
are great for protecting your jetski when moored up to 
docks, for rafting boat to boat or PWC to boat.

£18.95 per pair

TEST PILOT PWC GLOVE 
XC178-3. The Testpilot PWC Gloves feature: Short model for more freedom of movement.
Non slip silicon printed hand palm. Padded panels on the palm of the hand. PVC knuckle and finger 
guards. Segmented finger design. Soft and strong amara fabric in the palm of the hand.
Lycra panels to enable maximum flex in use, perfect for ultimate throttle response. 
Sizes XS- XXL. 
£19.90 per pair

JOBE DETROIT FULLFACE HELMET 
370019001. A poly-injected construction keeps your 
dome safe while the venting ensures you keep 
your head cool. The Detroit fullface helmet 
was made to ride the water on your PWC but its looks make 
most PWC riders jealous when they see you riding out. 
Lightweight poly-injected construction. Full shell venting 
for improved aerodynamics and overall cooling. State of 
the art designed aerodynamic shell and adjustable 
visor design. Durable multi-colored clear coated 
graphics. Weight: 1kg. Sizes S, M, L. 
£119.99

JOBE DETROIT GOGGLE 
420019001. Designed to fit perfectly on our Detroit 
helmet and keeps the water out of your eyes when 
riding a PWC.  Light-weight poly-injected construction. 
Anti fog. Full shell venting for improved aerodynamics 
and overall cooling. State of the art designed 
aerodynamic shell and adjustable visor design. Durable 
clear coated graphics. 
£44.99
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Blu Thru is a safe and fast salt removal system that improves marine engine cooling performance by removing built up salt residue reducing 
corrosion in cooling chambers and heat risers. Blu Thru unlike many of our competitors has been lab and field tested without harm to 
internal engine seals or gaskets, in fact Blu Thru is designed to lubricate and protect your engine seals, water pump and gaskets. 
This product is a total clean no scrub salt removal system for your boat, motor, tackle, fishing rods, fishing reels, trailer, dive equipment, 
beach furniture and sea side home windows.

MARINE FLUSH KIT XC1168 
Each Kit contains a dispenser,  Flush Tablets, discount coupon, and instructions.  One 40 tablet bottle of the Blu Thru tablets will provide 10 
engine flushes and 10, 25 foot boat wash-down rinses, using 3 tablets for flush and 1 for wash down in our 5:1 wash wand 
£29.95

TABLET REFILL KIT XC1169. Patented, environmentally friendly and race proven, our salt removal tablets 
will clean and protect your engine’s internal cooling components, gaskets, lubricate rubber, and o-rings. 
The 40 tablet bottle will provide 12 engine flushes on average 
£19.95

BLU THRU TACKLE SPRAY 
XC1168-1. Blu Thru Tackle Spray allows you to use salt bustin’ Blu Thru all around the place!!  Armed 
with the Blu Thru Tackle Spray, you can spray Blu Thru as a salt cleaner and corrosion inhibitor around 
your boats fittings and rigging hardware, and why not apply it to your water sports equipment, boat 
trailer, beach furniture and sea side home windows. Don’t forget your diving equipment and fishing rods 
and reels! This product is also a total clean no scrub salt removal system for your boat and jet-ski motor. 
Comes complete with 4 x Blu Thru Tablets and a large 750ml sprayer with “spray” “stream” and “off” 
nozzle options. NOTE: 4 x tablets will make 1 gallon of general cleaning solution !!  So mix up a tablet or 
half a tablet into a bucket or watering can and fill up your sprayer! Non-Toxic / Biodegradable / Non - 
Hazardous. Helps prevent corrosion by removing salt deposits, leaving a protective wax and corrosion 
inhibitor on surfaces. Tablet form saves space when storing and easier to transport/travel with.
£6.95

Scan for 
engine 
flush
video

Boat & PWC Accessories

TRAILER 
WINCH STRAP
BW371. This Trailer Winch Strap is easy to fit. 
Blue webbing. Retaining bolt included. 
Complete with clip hook.

£7.95

BOATWORLD 8M BOAT 
RATCHET TRAILER STRAP
Perfect for securing your boat to the trailer. 
Comes in 2 halves c/w hook ends to locate onto your trailer 
chassis. The strap is 50mm wide  x 8m long. 

XC348 4400lbs / 2000kgs breaking strain £7.95
XC348-1 8800lbs / 4000kgs breaking strain £11.95

THE REVOLUTIONARY SKYWINCH
XC258. Trailer winches haven’t changed much in the last 100 years. They still require wading 
down slippery ramps, or balancing on beams to connect the boat. Straps and cables get twisted, 
kinked and tangled up and spinning crank arms cause countless injuries each year. But, these are 
just facts of life that we’ve all learned to live with, until now. The revolutionary SkyWinch is the 
opposite of traditional winches and eliminates the hassles and dangers of trailering. Simply leave 
a bow-line attached to your boat and walk it to your trailer without wading in. Then just place rope 
into SkyWinch, pull tight, and start cranking. The Patented wheel grips the rope and easily pulls 
most lighter-weight boats under 18’. The crank arm will not spin backwards until released with 
trigger for control led payout. Accepts ropes to 1/2” diameter and fits most standard trailers with 
included mounting bracket & hardware. For best results, use with 1/2” solid-braid rope with break-
strength rating that exceeds boat weight. Designed for sports boats 18ft or under.

£55
Scan for action video

TRAILER WINCH WITH STRAP 
& SPRUNG HOOK
XC12440-1. 1200lbs / 540kg trailer winch 
with 50mm wide strap and sprung hook.

£15.95

PROPELLER BAG
XC124. Size 30”x27”. Orange PVC protective propeller bags 
with a draw string at the neck and retroflective hi-vis tape. 
To comply with the law these must be placed over the 
propeller when a boat is being trailed.

£11.95

TRADE ENQUIRIES 
WELCOME

Make your engine like new with Salt Bustin’ Blu Thru !!

BOATWORLD DUAL FEED 
OUTBOARD MOTOR 
FLUSHER
BW370. Engine attachment for flushing 
outboards with clean, fresh water. 
Supplied with flushing connector.

£9.95

USE WITH 
BLUTHRU

Blu Thru Test Result

2 tablets left to soak for 2 days
Before After



The best choice of Inflatable Toys & Tubes, Wakeboards, Kneeboards, Waterskis, Wetsuits, SUPs, Bindings, 
Beach Gear, Inflatable Boats, Boat & Personal Watercraft Accessories and much, much more! 

The Watersports & Boating 64 Page Guide for 2019

Celebrating our 50th year!
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Phew what a scorcher the 
2018 season was.
If the weather mens’ prediction is 
correct 2019 is heading for another hot 
summer.
What could be better than tubing or 
wake boarding in the UK when the 
Sun is beating down.

Last summer we had quite a lot of items 
sell out before July rolled around so 
don’t miss out this summer, get your 
orders in early.
Hot stuff to check out this season is the 
Zup “Do More” a high performance 
version of the original Zup in 
compression moulding. 

The Inside Story

New 2019 gear highlights...

The “Do More” offers a tri fin option 
that turns the board into a great 
wakesurfer.
We also have a couple of new tubes 
from our in house brand “Boatworld” 
the Vortex & the Vortex Duo, great 
durable tubes at everyday low prices, 
plus why not get paddling on our NEW 
11ft Boatworld Charger SUP? Comes 
kitted out with a terrific package!.

O’BRIEN ROYALE 
WAKESURFER - P24

AIRHEAD THRUST 3 
TUBE - P8

O’BRIEN REACTOR 
COMBO SKIS - P15

BOATWORLD VORTEX 
DONUT TUBE - P6

BOATWORLD VORTEX DUO 
COCKPIT TUBE - P9

LIQUID FORCE TRIP 
WAKEBOARD PACKAGE - P22

ZUP DO MORE 
BOARD - P21

BOATWORLD 
CHARGER SUP - P30

Wakesurfers get more popular every 
year and we have 2 crackers for you, 
an entry level give it a go board from 
Airhead, the Charge at under £200 !! 
And the very Classy O’Brien Royale.

Give wakesurfing a go this Summer. 
See you out on the water 

Team Boatworld

Come and see us at our huge warehouse with showroom. Open: Weekdays 9.30am-5pm. Weekends by appointment. 
DIRECTIONS : Leave M1 at Junction 29, 
take the A617 towards Chesterfield. 
At the first roundabout take the 4th exit on to the A61, 

go through two roundabouts and on to the A61 towards Sheffield. After a few hundred yards 
take the slip road towards Unstone/Dronfield. At the end of the slip road turn left onto 
Broombank Road, then continue straight on to Carrwood Road, 
turn left onto Smeckley Wood Close and follow until the mini roundabout 
at the end of the road - we are just across the roundabout. Plenty of FREE parking.

Visit us!

How to order CARRIAGE CHARGES
Small items, eg sunglasses, phone cases etc. will be sent by Royal Mail 48 hr tracked service £4.50.
Large items, eg wakeboards, skis, tubes, covers, etc. will be sent by next day delivery service. 
The price will vary depending on the size of the order for next working day delivery. 
Large items from £7.95. Skis Zup wakeboards & kneeboards £15. 
Wakeboards towers from £20. Inflatable boats/Outboard engines and Bic & Walker Bay boats 
- please see website for detailed shipping prices
All these rates are for mainland England.
For Scottish Highlands, Northern Ireland, offshore islands and Europe please ask for a price 
and estimated delivery times.
EUROPE CARRIAGE CHARGES
We ship European wide and offer a wide range of shipping options. Typical cost of shipping a 30 kilo 
box is £20-£30. Offshore Islands and shipping of Wakeboard Towers £60.00 per box.
Call us for an exact shipping quote. Superyachts in need of super fast delivery we offer DHL airfreight.

We are proud to ship using DHL & Royal Mail 
Tracked Services for a hassle free experience.

PayPal and major credit and debit cards accepted including:

BY PHONE: 0870  043  4942 or 01246 452275 or 01246 453815
Quote your credit card number for the value(s) of product(s) required, adding the carriage charge,
or ON-LINE: www.boatworld.co.uk or E-MAIL: sales@boatworld.co.uk

Boatworld, Unit 2, Smeckley Wood Close, Sheepbridge Trading Estate, Chesterfield, Derbyshire S41 9PZ

Xcite Sports Ltd is a broker and not a lender and can introduce you to a limited number of lenders, who may pay us for introducing you to them. *Interest Free Finance available via Pay Pal Credit for items over £150 with no deposit and 4 equal monthly payments. The minimum payment 
due still applies to 0% offer balances. Any remaining balance due after the 4-month promotional period or any transactions under £150 will be charged interest at 17.9% p.a. (variable). In order to maintain the 0% offer, you need to keep up monthly repayments and stay within your 
credit limit. Credit subject to status. Terms and conditions apply. UK residents only. PayPal Credit is trading name of PayPal (Europe) S.à r.l. et Cie, S.C.A. Société en Commandite par Actions Registered Office: 22-24 Boulevard Royal L-2449, Luxembourg RCS Luxembourg B 118 349.

Welcome to Boatworld Watersports 2019    INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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SPORTSSTUFF FREQUENT FLYER
53-1661. Grab your friends and get ready for a wild time. The Frequent Flyer is a classic 
deck tube designed for 1 to 3 riders and is a ton of fun for all recommended ages! 
Dimensions 80 inch. Double-Webbing Foam Handles with Knuckle Pads. Double-Stitched 
Full Nylon Cover with Covered Zipper. Patented Aluminium Quick Connect Tow System. P.U. 
Fabric Coating. Heavy-Gauge PVC Bladder. EVA Foam Body Pads. Patented Speed Safety 
Valve for Fast Inflation & Deflation. Self-Bailing Drain Vents. Reinforced Tow System.
£219

AIRHEAD MEGA SLICE
AHSSL-42. MEGA-SLICE is the colossal 
100 inch diameter (deflated) member of 
AIRHEAD’s SLICE-series, the industry 
standard in deck tubes. The exclusive 
tapered profile, thick at the front and 
thin at the back, enhances your tubing 
experience. The thicker front allows 
a more natural and comfortable rider 
position and prevents “submarining”. 
It’s super easy to climb onto MEGA-
SLICE from the water because it’s thin 
at the back and has 3 boarding straps 
to grab onto. The 8 deluxe handles 
with neoprene knuckle guards provide 
a great grip for 1, 2, 3 or 4 riders. An Indy 
Cap covers the Boston valve. Connect 
MEGA-SLICE to an AIRHEAD Tube Anchor 
and you have an instant 100 inch swim platform!
£279

AIRHEAD SUPER SLICE
AHSSL-32. SUPER SLICE, AIRHEAD’s high performance 3 rider low profile deck tube, will take 
your breath away! It’s got an oversized topside neoprene body panel and 6 deluxe handles 
with neoprene knuckle guards, an Airhead exclusive. The 30-gauge virgin PVC bladder is fully 
encased by a rugged double-stitched nylon cover. SUPER SLICE is equipped with a heavy duty 
Kwik-Connect and Boston valve for the ultimate in convenience. It’s tapered at the back to 
only 6 inches, for easy boarding from the water. 70 inch diameter. 
£169

AIRHEAD SLICE
AHSSL-22. You’ll really slice up the water with this 58 inch diameter low profile towable! Peak performance is 
guaranteed with SLICE’s topside neoprene panel, 4 nylon-wrapped handles and neoprene knuckle guards. 
The durable 30-gauge virgin PVC bladder is fully encased by a double-stitched nylon cover with a reinforced 
internal tow harness. SLICE is equipped with a super-convenient Kwik-Connect for 
easy hook-ups and a Boston valve for fast inflating and deflating. 
It’s easy to climb onto SLICE from the water; it’s tapered to 
only 6 inches high at the back. Designed for 1 or 2 riders.
£115

Deck Tubes

with quick 
connector

with quick 
connector

with quick 
connector

with quick 
connector

Scan for 
action 
video

Scan for action video

AIRHEAD HOT SHOT 
AHHS-12. Come on hot shot, show us what you’ve got! If you like air time, you won’t be disappointed! 
HOT SHOT, AIRHEAD’s 57 inch. round deck tube is one hot ride, built to last and a great value. The 
rugged PVC bladder is completely covered with a double-stitched nylon cover. The thin profile makes it 
easy to climb onto from the water. HOT SHOT has 4 deluxe handles with neoprene knuckle guards and 
is equipped with a Boston valve for quick inflating and deflating. Designed for 1 adult or 2 small children. 
£99 
HOT SHOT PACKAGE inc tube rope. AHHS-11. £105

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Package 
Deal Option
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Scan for action video

AIRHEAD OUTRIGGER
AHOU-3. Size: 90 in. x 76 in. (deflated). 
The concave bottom on Outrigger 
makes for one wild ride! It’s one 
of the liveliest towables of all 
time because of the air pocket 
underneath. Two oversized topside 
neoprene panels protect elbows 
and knees. The 2 inflated fins on 
the perimeter really help riders 
stay on top. Six deluxe handles 
with neoprene knuckle guards 
provide a great grip for 1, 2 or 3 riders. 
The heavy duty Kwik-Connect and 
Boston valve provide quick and easy rope 
hook-ups, inflating and deflating.
£289

Deck Tubes

AIRHEAD G-FORCE 3
AHGF-3 . G-Force is a wild ride for up to 3 
thrill-seekers! Defy centrifugal force with 
G-Force ’s topside stabilizer fins. The 6 deluxe 
nylon-wrapped handles with neoprene knuckle 
guards provide a sure and comfortable grip. 
G-Force has a tough 30-gauge virgin PVC 
bladder, fully covered with an 840-denier 
double-stitched nylon cover. G-Force is 
78˝ x 75˝ (deflated) and is equipped with a 
heavy-duty Kwik- Connect for easy and secure 
hookups. A Speed Safety Valve provides the 
ultimate in inflation and deflation convenience.
£199

with quick 
connector

AIRHEAD MEGA ROCKSTAR
AHRS-6. Size: 82 in. x 78 in. (deflated). This towable is a real 
blast for1 to 6 riders! The U-shape allows it to effortlessly 
cross wakes. The rocking motion adds a lot of excitement! 
There are so many ways to ride MEGA ROCK STAR! The 
sides comfortably accommodate 2 riders lying down or 4 
riders kneeling. Add 2 more riders on the centre “hump” and 
you’ve got a super fun 6 rider towable! Oversized neoprene pads 
are strategically placed to protect knees and elbows. Fourteen nylon 
handles with neoprene knuckle guards ensure a great grip for all riders. 
Durable double-stitched 840 denier nylon cover and rugged 30 gauge K80 
PVC inner bladder. The Boston valve easy inflating and deflating.
£359

with quick 
connector

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

Scan for 
action 
video

Scan for action video

AIRHEAD GRIFFIN 2 & 3 
Take flight on our newest winged tube! The griffin is a legendary 
creature with the body of an agile lion and the head and wings 
of a soaring eagle. It’s no surprise that this aerodynamic 
creation can manoeuver with agility and speed. Swing and 
swoop about the seas on the Griffin’s wings! Riders will roll 
up on the edges through turns and with shifts in weight. The 
wings also make them a joy to tow, as they slide effortlessly 
across wakes. Boarding straps in the back to make it easy to climb 
on board from the water. The deluxe, double-webbing handles 
have EVA knuckle guards for extra comfort. Oversized EVA pads are 
strategically located to protect rider’s knees. The durable 30-gauge 
RF welded PVC bladder is completely wrapped in double-stitched 
840-denier nylon. A heavy-duty Kwik-Connect provides easy hook-ups and 
the Speed Safety Valve makes it easy and fast to deflate and inflate. 

AIRHEAD GRIFFIN 3
AHGR-03. 70 in. x 90 in. (deflated). 
£279

with quick 
connector

AIRHEAD GRIFFIN 2
AHGR-02. 70 in. x 69 in. (deflated).
£219

with quick 
connector

Scan for action video
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Secure your tube to your boat
AIRHEAD TUBE KEEPER
TB-101. Airhead Tube Keeper helps create extra space in your boat. With the 
Airhead Tube Keeper keep those towables outboard!! Tired of lying on top of 
your tubes to keep them from flying out of the boat? No place to sit? Airhead Tube 
Keeper to the rescue! Secure towables to your boats stern. Simply attach the 
straps around the tube's handles. Then attach with either the giant 31/4" suction 
cups or loop the stretch cords around a cleat or rail. The 
2" wide adjustable straps are easy to tighten for a 
secure hold. Free up space in the boat. Secure your 
Tube to cleats, rails or gelcoat. Great for coolers or 
other kit too. One size fits all sportsboats. Note: operate 
boat at low speeds when using Airhead Tube Keeper.
£16.95

SPORTSSTUFF BIG MABLE
53-2213. Big Mable provides enough room for two people and also has 
plenty of handles so one can ride kneeling, prone, or seated with a 
comfortable backrest. With its unique shape and dual tow points, every 
ride is a brand new experience. Dimensions 74 x 74 inch. Front & Back Tow 
Points for different riding experiences. EVA Foam Pads for a Comfortable 
Ride. Heavy-Gauge PVC Bladder. Heavy-Duty Full Nylon. Cover with 
Zipper. Heavy-Duty Foam. Seat Bumpers. Multiple Grab Handles
with Knuckle Guards. Patented Speed Safety Valve for Fast Inflation and 
Deflation. Unique Backrest/Front Riser Construction.
£299

SPORTSSTUFF SUPER MABLE
53-2220 The Super Mable offers an abundance of handles and EVA foam 
pads for added comfort. With its two-towing systems, it's like having 
two products in one! Dimensions 88 x 89 inch. Front & Back Tow Points 
for different riding experiences. EVA Foam Pads for a Comfortable Ride. 
Heavy-Gauge PVC Bladder. Heavy-Duty Full Nylon Cover with Zipper. 
Heavy-Duty Foam Seat Bumpers. Multiple Grab Handles with Knuckle 
Guards. Patented Speed Safety Valve for Fast Inflation
and Deflation. Unique Backrest/Front Riser Construction.
£379

SPORTSSTUFF GREAT BIG MABLE 
53-2215 Mable for Four! Provides an action adventure for all on this 
unbelievably massive product. The Great Big Mable provides tons 
of handles and protective EVA foam pads for additional comfort. 
Dimensions 97 x 111 inch. Front & Back Tow Points for different 
riding experiences. EVA Foam Pads for a Comfortable Ride. Heavy-
Gauge PVC Bladder. Heavy-Duty Full Nylon Cover with Zipper. 
Heavy-Duty Foam Seat Bumpers. Multiple Grab Handles with 
Knuckle Guards. Patented Speed Safety Valve for Fast Inflation and 
Deflation. Unique Backrest/Front Riser Construction.
£429

Scan for 
action video

Scan for action video

Scan for
video

AIRHEAD SWITCHBACK
AHSB-4. AIRHEAD SWITCHBACK is a new 
and exciting 4 rider towable. Two riders sit in 
front with a comfortable inflatable backrest 
and side panels to keep them in place. The 
other 2 riders kneel behind them, riding chariot 
style. It’s a totally different sensation riding in 
front or back, so it’s like 2 tubes in 1, consequently 
the name SWITCHBACK! This deluxe towable slides 
effortlessly across the wake. There are plenty of boarding 
straps for re-boarding from the water. SWITCHBACK features 2 heavy 
gauge PVC bladders and a rugged double stitched nylon cover to ensure long service. Inflation 
and deflation is easy with the two patented Speed Safety Valves. Size: 88 in. x 70 in. (deflated).
£399

with quick 
connector

Tubes

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

TUBE BAG 
3-5 PERSON TOWABLES
XC155. For 3-5 person towables. Easy wrap-
up. This Bag 3-5 solves your winter storage 
problems for your 
valuable towable.
£29.95

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD BIG SHOT
BS-1. Think BIG SHOT for big time fun! This stunning 4 
rider towable glides across wakes with the greatest 
of ease, despite its humongous 76  inch size! BIG 
SHOT has 8 deluxe handles with neoprene knuckle 
guards. A heavy-duty Kwik-Connect makes rope 
connections a breeze. The rugged 30-gauge virgin 
PVC bladder and double-stitched nylon cover 
with a self draining floor vent to ensure years of 
enjoyment. 
You’ll really appreciate the AIRHEAD Multi-
Valve for the ultimate in inflating and deflating 
convenience.
£149

AIRHEAD SLIDE
AHSL-12. Believe it or not, there is a group of young men in Indiana trying 
to make tubing an Olympic sport! Their favourite tube for outrageous 
tricks? SLIDE, AIRHEAD’s 1 rider, 56 inch triangular tube. They 
enjoy a secure and comfortable grip with the 4 deluxe nylon-
wrapped handles and neoprene knuckle guards. The heavy-duty 
virgin vinyl inner tube is electronically welded and equipped with 
a Boston valve for quick inflating and deflating. The double-
stitched nylon cover has a heavy-duty internal tow harness and 
self-draining vent. 
£79

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD BLAST
AHBL-12. You’ll have a real blast on AIRHEAD BLAST! The 4 neoprene knuckle 
guards and deluxe nylon-covered handles provide a sure and comfortable grip. 
The heavy-duty virgin PVC bladder has electronically welded seams and a Boston 
valve for quick inflating and deflating. BLAST has a double stitched nylon cover, 
reinforced internal tow harness and a self-draining floor vent. You’ll love the eye-
catching graphics on this 1 rider 54 inch round towable!
£75

PRICE 
BUSTER!

BOATWORLD VORTEX
XC1235. For a barrel full of fun get aboard our NEW 
54 inch Boatworld Vortex Inflatable Towable Tube. 
The Boatworld Vortex comes equipped with 4 EVA 
foam filled webbing handles, water drain, webbing 
tow point with Kwik Connect, boston valve and a 

420D Nylon Cover over a heavy duty PVC inner. All 
is finished off in fab eye-catching graphics! Deflated 

size 54”/137cm.
£59.95

QUICK RELEASE 
FOR TUBES
XC1144. Quick release for 
tubes. Oversized outward 
opening stainless shackles 
complete with lanyard and 
wrist attachment 
releases tube rope 
from the tube 
in an emergency. 
Mandatory in 
some EU Countries

£18.95

#1 Best Value Tube Deal!
Donut Tubes

FANCY A SPIN?!
NEW FOR 

2019

PRICE 
BUSTER!

with quick 
connector

Scan for 
action video
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SPORTSSTUFF POPARAZZI
53-1750. Catch a wave with the new Poparazzi for up to 
3 riders! Its unique, high winged shape with rocker 
bottom allows you to carve into the 
wake and glide across the water’s 
surface with minimal drag. 
Dimensions 83 inch x 86 inch. 
Heavy-Duty Full Nylon Cover with 
Zipper. High Rise Tower on Rear 
Deck. Patented Speed Safety Valve 
for Fast Inflation and Deflation. Patented 
Aluminium Quick Connect Tow System. 
Multiple Riding Positions: Stand, Kneel, Sit, 
Steer, Lay. Wide Wing Span Construction Allows for 
Tight Turns and Manoeuvrability. 
Multiple Double Webbing Sure Grip Handles. EVA Foam Knee 
and Knuckle Guards. Self Bailing Drain Vents. 
£499

AIRHEAD
KWIK-CONNECT
AHKC-1 Conveniently attach 
and detach tube tow ropes 
to towables with AIRHEAD’s 
Kwik-Connect. There’s no 
need to thread 60 feet of rope 
through the tow strap each time 
you connect or disconnect a tow 
rope. The high impact Kwik-Connect has 
a 1 inch diameter hole to accept up to 6,000 lb. 
break strength tube ropes. Recommended for 
1 to 4 rider towables that are not equipped with 
Kwik-Connects.
£9.99

SPORTSSTUFF BAT-X-RAY
53-1510. 1 Rider. 53in x 53in (deflated). This low 
profile ACTION TUBE has an aerodynamic 
winged design for slaloming and jumping the 
wake. Featuring the VEER Tow System 
and Tiger Tooth Fins, you simply lean the 
direction you want to go! The BAT-X-RAY 
has a heavy-duty K80 PVC construction 
and heavy-duty moulded PVC handles 
that provide maximum control. Speed Safety 
Valve makes inflation and deflation fast and 
easy. You control the action by steering the BAT-X-
RAY left or right! Heavy-Duty K80 PVC. Quick Connect 
Tow Point. Speed Safety Valve. Aerodynamic Winged 
Design. VEER Tow System. Tiger Tooth Steering Fins.
£99.95

with quick 
connector

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Tubes

AIRHEAD SLASH II
AHSL-32 Fin Action Steering!  Two people can carve turns with 
SLASH II! Both riders simply lean in the direction they want to 
turn and pull on the opposite handle. The plastic fins sewn 
onto the side of the cover do the carving. SLASH II is so much 
fun that you’ll want to ride it all day long! You just might be able 
to, since it’s so easy to re-board with the open back design, a 
feature that little ones and tired adults really appreciate. SLASH 
II has a 30-guage PVC bladder and is fully covered with double 
stitched 840-denier nylon, making it torsionally rigid to respond to 
rider’s commands. It’s equipped with a Kwik-Connect, Boston valve, 
and 4 nylon-wrapped handles with neoprene knuckle guards. 
Size 58 inch x 48 inch. Designed for 1 or 2 riders. Patented.
£159

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Scan for action video

Scan for action video

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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Tubes

AIRHEAD VIPER 2 & 3
AIRHEAD’s VIPER-series is a collection of the 
finest cockpit-style towables that your money 
can buy. The bottoms are shaped like 
boat hulls which is the key to the 
unparalleled lively and stable ride. 
VIPERs are especially popular 
with young children, as they 
feel very safe sitting on the 
comfortable inflated floors 
inside the cockpits. Kids and 
adults will enjoy the stunning 
NASCAR-inspired graphics. 
The durable 30 gauge bladders 
are completely encased in durable 
double-stitched nylon, there is no 
exposed PVC. The striped nylon wrap handles 
have neoprene knuckle guards for comfort. 
An EVA "Indy Cap" covers the Boston valve. 

Scan for 
action video

Scan for 
action video

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD VIPER 3
AHVI-F3:  3 rider, 98 x 74 inch.
£389

HO FORMULA 3 
HOF3 . The Formula 3 is a fully covered and highly versatile tube that 
can easily accommodate 1, 2 or 3 riders. Put up to 3 people in the 
side by side, secure, cockpit style seats, sit back and enjoy 
the ride. The squared off back of the Formula 3 makes it 
stable in the whip while the Softshell Tech floors protect 
you from rough water and keeps you riding all day. 
Inflatable backrests for comfort. Heavy-duty PVC. 
Covered boston valve. Quick connector. 85 x 80 inch.

NEW FOR 
2019

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Was £450 NOW £299.95

NEW FOR 
2019

with quick 
connector

AIRHEAD THRUST 
AHTU-03. The Airhead Thrust is an out-of-this-world thrill ride. A deck tube offering 
more bounce, riders should make sure they’re ready to go before blast-off!
With the back of the main tube resting on the water, but the front raised slightly, 
you’ll feel like you’re airborne with every wake and jump you make. The durable 30 
gauge RF welded PVC bladder is completely wrapped in double-stitched 840-denier 
nylon. A heavy-duty Kwik-Connect provides easy hookups and patented Speed 
Safety Valves for fast easy inflating and deflating. 
1-3 rider, 74.5 in. x 55 in. (deflated).
£399.95

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD VIPER 2
AHVI-F2 2 rider, 74 x 73 inch.
£259

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

FANCY A TWIN SPIN?!
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Tubes

Great 
Tube 
for Kids!

AIRHEAD MACH 2
AHM2-2 . MACH 2 is our budget minded 2 
rider cockpit towable. We recommend 
cockpit tubes for timid and young 
riders, since they feel very 
secure inside. MACH 2 also has 
a wild side, making teens and 
adults happy too. The inflated 
floors provide a comfortable 
seat. Four deluxe handles 
with neoprene knuckle 
guards provide a secure 
and comfortable grip. The 
heavy gauge PVC bladder and 
durable double-stitched nylon 
cover ensure years of service. Equipped 
with a patented Speed Safety Valve for easy 
inflating and deflating. 69 x 69 in.
£189

with quick 
connector

BOATWORLD VORTEX DUO
XC1235D. The Boatworld Vortex Duo Inflatable Towable Tube gives you the maximum fun there is on the 
water for 2 riders.The Boatworld Vortex Duo is a sit-in style design. The Vortex Duo is a terrific towable tube 
for gliding gently through the water or zipping across the wake for a wilder ride. Great for all levels of tubers. 
It has a nylon cover over a heavy-duty PVC bladder and 4 EVA foam filled webbing handles with neoprene 

knuckle guards. Ideal for towing behind any sports boat or jet ski with the easy 
“Quick connector” attachment.. Triangular wedge-shaped wing with 2 rider 

seating position. Heavy-duty 24G PVC bladder. 840D Nylon cover. Tow 
attachment: “Quick connector”. Boston valve. 4 soft webbing 

handles  / EVA filled handles with knuckle guards. Deflated 
size: 76” x 60”/193 x 152 cm.

£99.95

#1 Best Value Cockpit Tube Deal!
FANCY A TWIN SPIN?!

NEW FOR 
2019

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Package 
Deal Option

with quick 
connector

#1 Tube Tear Fix!
AIRHEAD TEAR AID TYPE B 
AHTR-1B. TEAR-AID Repair Patches provide a simple and easy method of patching holes and 
tears, as well as an excellent protective film solution. Each TEAR-AID Repair Patch is made 
from an exceptionally tough, matte finish, abrasion resistant, elastomer that resists puncture 
and tearing. It is combined with an aggressive adhesive formulated for high bond strength. 
Tear-Aid expands absorbing force on impact and always returns to original shape and size. This 
flexibility allows the patch to conform to irregular surfaces without restricting the movement of 
the repaired material. The TEAR-AID Type B vinyl repair patch sticks to - Vinyl and Vinyl-coated 
material ONLY. Vinyl has oils that are absorbed by most adhesives which cause the adhesive to 
turn gooey, gummy, and ultimately lose bond. Tear-Aid vinyl repair patches contain an inhibitor 
that blocks the oils found in vinyl resulting in a long-lasting repair. 
£12.99

XCITE MESH 
STORAGE BAG
XC226. Our Xcite Mesh Storage Bag is ideal for tidying 
up your garage, carrying your beach kit, a ball carrier and 
putting neatly away some of your watersports toys!! It's big 
measuring 650mm (251/2 inch) wide x 830mm ( 321/2 inch) long. 
Big enough and tough enough for storing 2-3 man towables. 
Swallows boat covers even for 20-22ft boats premium weight 
of cloth. Will even take our largest 21-23ft caravan covers. 
Black 5mm gauge mesh finish. Drawstring. 
Swing it over your shoulder and carry your beach kit and toys. 
Ball carrier holds 5-6 footballs. 
Carry your wetsuits/ mask/snorkle/fins etc. 
100% Polyester - rot proof !
£6.50
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Keep your 
tube rope out 
of the water!

Scan for action video

Scan for action video

SPORTSSTUFF GYRO
53-1818. 1 Rider. 56in x 37in. Prepare for some 
serious tumbling excitement with this unique 
towable that you won’t find anywhere 
else! The bullet-shaped GYRO will be 
sent into a spin with a simple turn of 
the boat. The stainless steel swivel 
tow system allows the GYRO to 
roll over and over again with the 
rider inside while they watch all 
the action through the port hole at 
the front of the tube. The GYRO is 
constructed of heavy-duty K80 PVC 
featuring the patented Speed Safety 
Valve so you can inflate and deflate this 
state-of-the-art towable in no time at all. 
Riders simply hold on to the moulded PVC 
handle system located in the front of the tube 
and enjoy the ride. Watch out, not for the faint of heart! 
Heavy-Duty K80 PVC Construction. Stainless Steel 360˚ 
Swivel Tow Point. Moulded PVC Handle System. Patented Speed 
Safety Valve. Aerodynamic Bullet-Shaped Design. Bold Custom Graphics. 
One-Of-A-Kind Spinning/Barrel Rolling Functionality. Moulded PVC Grommets.
£179

SPORTSSTUFF SUMO TUBE
AND SPLASH GUARD
53-1807. The Sumo Tube and Splash Guard is the world's 
only freestyle  towable that you wear!! This single 
chamber tube is made from 100% heavy-duty K80 PVC 
and is put over the rider like a shirt, instead of being 
directly attached to the boat. The Sumo Splash Guard 
(included) is an inflatable armrest/handle with a sleek 
splash-deflecting design that will keep the spray 
out of your face. It features 6 double webbing foam 
handles and EVA foam knuckle guards on a heavy 
duty full nylon cover. Simply connect a standard tow 
rope to the Sumo Splash Guard and you can steer the 
Sumo Tube back and forth, jump the wake, and roll 
360's!! They both come equipped with the speed safety 
valve for fast inflation to get you on the water in a hurry. 
Also take the Sumo Tube to the beach for the ultimate body 
surfing experience or grab 2 Sumos with a friend and have a 
hilarious wrestling match!!!
£159

AIRHEAD ORB
AHOR-1. Are you frustrated that your tube rope is stuck in the wake all the time? 
AIRHEAD ORB keeps your tube tow rope out of the water and the wake so the tube 
responds instantly to the boat’s change of direction, as it’s meant to do. ORB is an 
absolute necessity to effectively tow tubes from a boat with a low tow point on 
the transom. It enhances safety and extends the tube’s life because it virtually 
eliminates all slack in the line. A 60 foot, 4100 lb. tensile strength rope is included. 
Durable 30 gauge PVC construction (no nylon cover).
£65

Tubes

Scan for 
action video

SPORTSSTUFF GRANDSTAND 1
53-1850. 1 rider. 88 x 71 inch. Stand up and shout on the amazing GRANDSTANDs!These one-of-a-kind towables 
feature a unique dragless nose design for effortless towing and an aluminium Quick Connect tow point to get 
your tow rope hooked up in no time. Speed Safety Valves deliver the fastest inflation possible. A huge EVA 
foam body pad on the full nylon cover allows each rider several riding positions. Equipped with 
dual steering leashes with holsters, a multitude of handles with knuckle guards so you 
can hold on tight, and custom graphics that will let everyone know you are coming! 
Aluminium Quick Connect Tow Point. Heavy Duty Full Nylon Cover. Dragless 
Nose Design. Multiple Sure Grip Handles with Knuckle Guards. 
Dual Steering Leases with Leash Lockers. EVA Foam 
Seating Pad. Speed Safety Valve. Self Bailing Drain Vents. 
Heavy-Duty K80 PVC Bladder.

with quick 
connector

Was £299 NOW £199

PRICE 
BUSTER!

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

Hurry!! 
When they 
are gone, 
they are 
gone!!
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Scan for action video
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AIRHEAD HEAVY DUTY 
TOW HARNESS
AHTH-2 . This heavy duty tow harness is perfect 
for pulling bigger 4 rider + towables. Simply clip it 
onto your boat with the attach your 
ski or tube rope to the heavy duty 
Kwik-Connect. A 6˝ float keeps 
the Kwik-Connect floating on top, 
away from your propeller. 12 feet 
long to fit larger boats and 
pontoons. The hooks are rust 
resistant zinc galvanized 
carbon structural steel. 
Hook opening width 
1/2”. Yellow / Red.

£19.95

STORMSURE PVC 
REPAIR ADHESIVE 
& SEALANT
XC10-1001-2. Repair your favourite 
towables or wetsuit with Stormsure PVC 
Repair Adhesive & Sealant. Repairs and 
Seals PVC Products (Not to be used on 
Fabric or Nylon covers). Compact for 
easy storage and transportation. 
Fix your product or 
wetsuit in 2 hours or less!

£7.95

STORMSURE 
ADHESIVE PATCHES
XC10-1001-1. A Pack of 2 x 75mm 
diameter patches which you can use 
to cover over leaks and rips on a wide 
range of surfaces. These patches 
are made from the same material as 
Stormsure Adhesive, so it is flexible 
stretchy, abrasion resistant 
and very strong. 

£4.70

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD 
JUMBO DOG
HD-5. Monster dog is more like 
it! You’ll have the time of your 
life on this “water weenie” 
designed for 1 to 5 riders. 
JUMBO DOG has deluxe nylon-
wrapped handles. The neoprene 
knuckle guards and seat pads are for 
comfort and to help you stay on top. It’s a 
whopping 150 inch long x 44 inch wide. Rope 
hook-ups are super easy with the heavy-duty 
Kwik-Connect. Three 30-gauge vinyl air chambers 
are fully encased by a double stitched 1,680-denier nylon 
cover. JUMBO DOG is equipped with a Boston valve for the 
ultimate in inflating and deflating convenience.

£329

Water Sleds

AIRHEAD HOT DOG
HD-3 You’ll have the time of your life on this “water weenie” designed for 1 to 3 riders. 
HOT DOG has deluxe nylon-wrapped handles with neoprene knuckle guards. 
There are three neoprene seat pads for comfort and to help you stay on top. 
It’s a whopping 103 inch long x 44 inch wide. Rope hook-ups are super easy with the 
heavy-duty Kwik-Connect. Three 30-gauge vinyl air chambers are fully encased by 
a double stitched 840-denier nylon cover. It’s equipped with an Boston valve for the 
ultimate in inflating and deflating convenience.  

£199

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

AIRHEAD DOUBLE DOG
HD-2. We double dog dare you to climb on, hang on and have some serious fun! 
DOUBLE DOG is built to last; the 30-gauge PVC bladder is completely covered in 
double-stitched 840-denier nylon, with no exposed vinyl. It has 2 deluxe handles 
with neoprene knuckle guards and seat pads. The Boston valve is easily accessible, 
for quick inflating and deflating. Size: 76 inch long x 44 inch wide. 

£139

with quick 
connector

PRICE 
BUSTER!

BOATWORLD WATER SLED
XC4. Boatworld Water Sled 6 Man is the choice of professional beach operators, clubs, beach hotels and anyone
looking for heavy-duty use from a towable. Made of Super tough 0.9mm Hyperlon heavy duty material. Hang on handles and 
non-slip seat pads. 2 x Gorilla strength tow bridles. Pump & repair Kit supplied as standard. Length 560cm. We recommend all riders of inflatable towables 
wear brightly coloured safety helmets. This is to prevent injuries such as the clash of heads and also gets you seen in the water!!See our range of helmets!!
£599

PRICE 
BUSTER!

As used on 
BBC TV ‘s Top Gear!

Ask us what for!!

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*



Check out our full range online: www.boatworld.co.uk
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Great for 
towing 
boats too!

Always carry a spare!

AIRHEAD 2 SECTION
2 RIDER TUBE 
TOW ROPE 
AHTR-22. This tube tow 
rope has 2 sections, 
giving you the option 
to be either 50 or 
60 feet behind the 
boat depending 
on wake and water 
conditions. The 
pre-stretched UV 
resistant 7/16 inch 
diameter 16-strand rope 
exceeds the 2,375 pound break 
strength required by the WSIA for 2-rider tubes. 
A Rope Keeper is included for convenient storage.

£16.95

SPORTSSTUFF 
4K TUBE TOW ROPE
57-1532. Heavy-duty is the 4K TOW ROPE’S middle 
name! It’s the only rope you need 
for towables that have up to 4 
rider capacities. 
This mighty rope 
features a 4,100 lb. 
(1,864 kg) break 
strength and 
comes equipped 
with a yellow 
moulded
plastic caddy, 
so you can 
conveniently take it with 
you where ever you go. Features 12 bright red and black 
woven strands. 60 Feet (18.3 meter) length. 

£29.95

SPORTSSTUFF 
2K TUBE TOW ROPE
57-1522. This powerful 12 strand tow rope has a 
strong 2,375 lb. (1,080 kg) break strength! It’s perfect 
for towing all Sportsstuff 1 and 2 rider tubes all day 
long. The highly visible, bright yellow and black 
woven strands are ready for action. Features a yellow
moulded plastic caddy for easy storage, minimal 
stretch, and a price that’s easy on the pocketbook.
60 Feet (18.3 meter) length.

£18.95

AIRHEAD 4-RIDER 2-SECTION 
TUBE ROPE
AHTR-42. This tube tow rope has 2 sections, giving 
you the option to be either 50 or 60 feet behind the 
boat depending on wake and water conditions. 
The pre-stretched UV-resistant 5/8 inch diameter 
16-strand rope exceeds the 
4,150 pound break 
strength required 
by the WSIA for 
4 rider tubes.
A Rope 
Keeper is 
included for
convenient 
storage.

£22.95

AIRHEAD 1 RIDER
TUBE TOW ROPE 
AHTR-50. This tube tow 
rope has a 1,500-pound 
tensile strength, 
meeting WSIA 
recommendations 
for 1-rider towables. 
It’s 50 feet long with 
a 6” loop at each 
end. A Rope Keeper is 
included. A good tube 
rope at a great price.

£12.95

AIRHEAD BUNGEE 
TUBE TOW ROPE
AHTRB-50. Add a little extra zing and excitement to 
your tubing! This 9/16 inch x 50 ft. tube rope has a 3/8 
inch diameter bungee cord spliced inside. It’s rated 
at 4,150 pounds tensile strength, conforming to WSIA 
recommendations for 1 - 4 rider tubes. 
You’ll enjoy brief surges of speed 
as the bungee stretches and 
contracts. It reduces wear 
and tear on tubes and 
riders too, by absorbing 
sudden jerks from 
slack in the line. A Rope 
Keeper is included for 
convenient storage.

£37.95

AIRHEAD SUPER STRENGTH 
TUBE ROPE
AHTR-6000. This super strength 16 strand, 7/8 inch x 
60 foot tube tow rope is rated at 6,000 pounds tensile 
strength! It’s the strongest tube rope your money 
can buy, and is engineered to pull 
5 riders. The “killer bee” colour 
scheme is easy to spot in 
any water conditions. 
A Rope Keeper is 
included for tangle-
free storage.

£29.95

AIRHEAD 12 VOLT 
HIGH PRESSURE PUMP 
AHP-12HP. AIRHEAD’s 12 Volt Hi Pressure Air Pump 
with Pressure Release Valve produces 3 times the 
pressure of other 12 volt air pumps. Great for getting 
towables, boats and rafts nice and firm for peak 
performance. Five universal valve fittings fit all popular 
valves and lock onto the hose. A removable pressure 
release valve limits the output to 1.4 psi, the perfect 
inflation pressure for towables. Hooks it up to your car, 
truck or boat battery with the alligator clips connected 
to a 10 foot power cord. Volume is 410 litres/min. 
Maximum pressure is 2.5 psi. 
It draws 28 amps / 340 watts.

£64.95

BOATWORLD 
2 RIDER 
TUBE ROPE
XC1237. 50ft long. 
2,375lb 
strength rope. 
Rope float.
Comes with 
Boatworld 
rope tidy.

£12.95

BOATWORLD HEAVY DUTY 
TOW BRIDLE  
XC167-1. Wide enough to go around any 
outboard at 12 ft/122 cm long. 
2 Ultra strong stainless steel karabiner 
style clips to attach to boat and tow 
line. Features a self centering 
pulley reducing stress of 
the boat’s (D-) rings and 
transom. Rope break 
strength: 2400 lbs/1090 kg. 
Float to keep rope away 
from the propeller & 
rope tidy. Red. 

£24.95

AIRHEAD BUNGEE 
TUBE ROPE EXTENSION 
AHTRB-3. Add extra zing, excitement and comfort to
your tubing! Attach AIRHEAD’s Bungee Tube Rope 
Extension between your boat’s tow point and the tube 
tow rope. You’ll enjoy brief surges of speed as the bungee 
stretches and contracts. It reduces wear and tear on tubes 
and riders too, by absorbing sudden jerks from slack in t he 
line. This 16 strand, 9/16 inch x 3 foot polypropylene rope 
stretches to 5 feet. The 4,150 pound tensile strength is 
perfect for up to 4 rider tubes. Red & Yellow.

£16.95

BOATWORLD 
4 RIDER 
TUBE ROPE
XC1238. 50ft long. 
4,150lb 
strength rope. 
Rope float.
Comes with 
Boatworld 
rope tidy.

£19.95

BOATWORLD
1 RIDER TUBE ROPE
XC1226. 50ft long 
16 strand PP rope.
1,500lb strength 
rope. Rope float 
inc. Looped 
either end for 
quick 
connection.
Blue/White.
£9.95

Tubes Ropes, Pumps & Accessories
AIRHEAD 12V AIR PUMP
AHP-12H. This high-volume 12 volt portable air pump inflates 
and deflates towables, boats, pools, mattresses and beach toys 
quickly. Most pumps on the market don’t put out this kind of air 
volume and pressure. The universal valve fittings fit many popular 
valves including Boston valves and stem valves. For added 
convenience, the accessory power plug is equipped with a 10ft. 
long power cord. Volume is 380 litres/minute. Maximum pressure: 
0.7 psi. Draws 11.8 amps / 145 watts. We recommend “topping 
off” large towables inflated with this pump with a few strokes of 
AIRHEAD’s Double Action Hand Pump or Foot Bellows Pump.

£18.95

BOATWORLD PUMP
XC11-bp. Lightweight robust plastic pump. Inflates and 
deflates. High volume 2 litre per stroke. Bilge capacity. 
Comes with 4 interchangable nozzles. 
Comfy handle. Continuous stream 
of output on both up and down 
strokes. Designed to inflate/
deflate towables, toys, 
airbeds etc. Approx 
18”x 8” in size

£9.95

AIRHEAD 
BOSTON VALVES 
AHBV-2. Two Boston Valves with EZ Grip square bases, which 
are much easier to turn than round, especially with wet hands. 
Bright red, so they’re easy to find. For Airhead Boston Valve 
equipped inflatables.

£6.95 per pair

BOSTON 
VALVE MEGA 
PRICE!
XCBV. 1x Boston Valve which fits all 
Airhead and Jobe tubes. 
A bright colour so you 
will never lose it. 
Unbeatable value at this price.  

£2 RRP £5.50  

Self 
Centering

BOATWORLD SUPER HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
XC1299. Just dial in the pressure, 1-20 psi.  Plenty of pressure for inflatable tubes, boats & 
SUPs! Comes with 12 volt 20AMP socket connection & adaptor allowing connection to battery 
with alligator clips. Inflate SUPs up to 20 psi in minutes. Ideal for Inflatable SUPs, towables, 
boats and other drop stitch inflatables requiring high pressure. 
2 stage high pressure inflation and deflation. Auto shut-off, 
just dial in the pressure from 1 to 20 PSI !! Interchangable 
Halkey Roberts Valve and Boston Valve adaptors. 
The whole Inflatable SUP experience just got a lot easier!! 

#1 Pump - Just dial in the pressure!

SUPER LOW PRICE!! 
ONLY £99.95
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AIRHEAD AQUA OASIS
AHAO-1 . You don’t have to interrupt the party to 
restock the cooler with AIRHEAD’s AQUA OASIS. 
The insulated leak-proof nylon cooler lifts up from the 
inflatable vinyl base and has an adjustable shoulder 
strap. It keeps 24 cans ice cold for hours. The 6 drink 
holders in the floating base are marked with numbers 
to help you and your friends keep track of your drinks. 
The sundry holder is a convenient place to store 
suntan lotion. A moulded plastic rope connector 
is welded to the side for tethering to an AIRHEAD 
lounge, swim platform, boat or dock.
£34.95

AIRHEAD LAZY LAGOON 
AHLL-1. Kick Back and relax with all your friends on the LAZY LAGOON inflatable island. 
The unique round seating configuration features a central swim opening in the 
middle to dip your toes in when it’s time to cool off. The air cushioned wrap around 
backrest provides comfortable support and the 2 boarding handles make it simple 
to climb on board from the water. There are 3 grommets around the perimeter to 
tie on a floating cooler, anchor to the bottom, or tether the island to a dock or shore. 
Inflate in no time with patented Speed Safety Valves and get lazy at the pool, lake or 
beach this summer. Dimensions: 102 in. Diameter (deflated)

Was £185 NOW £179

AIRHEAD CHILL LOUNGE 4 
AHPI-4. The AIRHEAD Chill Lounge is the perfect way to enjoy the 
water this summer! Featuring bright, popping colours, this lounge 
will be the talk of the lake. Made of rugged K-80 heavy-gauge vinyl, 
it features four extra-wide seats with supportive backrests, four cup 
holders and a built-in cooler to house all of your favourite beverages. 
Easy swim-up entry from the water with the sloped boarding platform! 
Dimensions: 105 in. x 92 in. (deflated). 
£259

SPORTSSTUFF FIESTA PRIVATE ISLAND
54-2010. The Fiesta Private Island has room for 8 people with moulded 
PVC cup holders all around and a comfortable mesh bottom surface 
to keep you cool while you’re relaxing. Features heavy-duty K80 
PVC construction, the Speed Safety Valve, anchor system so you 
don’t float away, and moulded handles for easy transporting. Tie the 
floating 16 QUART COOLER (included)  with moulded cup holders to 
the island’s grommet system. 11.5ft x 11.5ft (deflated). 

£479

16 Quart 
Cooler 
included!

Beach & Pool Inflatables

SPORTSSTUFF 12FT FUNSTATION
58-1035. With Sportsstuff 12ft Funstation prepare for a Big Jump! Available in 
12 ft. sizes, these are giants! Inflation is easy with its single chamber design, 
and the attachable boarding platform makes it a cinch to climb on board 
from the water! The included sea-anchor system with the 
Sportsstuff 12ft Funstation keeps the trampoline stable 
as you bounce and lounge on this larger than life 
inflatable. The Sportssstuff 12ft Funstation. Big time 
fun is yours! Large bouncing surface. Heavy gauge PVC 
bladder. Moulded handles. Inflated Length: 12 foot (300cm) 
diameter. Inflated Height: 30in.
£599

AIRHEAD RAGIN’ RIVER
AHRR-2 . RAGIN’ RIVER is a luxurious river, lake and pool 
tube. The mesh seat panel and oversized backrest provide 
great support. Two drink holders ensure that you won’t 
go thirsty on your float down the river. When the water 
gets rough, be sure to hold onto the moulded handles. 
Two rope anchors are welded to the sides so that you 
can tether your RAGIN’ RIVER to your powerboat or 
link 2 or more together for the ultimate river flotilla! 
Equipped with an extra large speed valve for quick 
inflating and deflating. 48 in. (deflated) diameter.
£39.90

AIRHEAD GANG PLANK
AHGP-6. Walk on water with the amazing AIRHEAD GANG PLANK! Up to 6 people can 
walk the plank, or better yet, relax, and play on the inflatable mat all day long. 
The innovative design features a zippered connection system so you can link as many 
together as you want, for the ultimate party on the water! Constructed of tough 30 
gauge PVC with 4 grommets to tether it to the lake bottom, your boat, dock or the shore. 
Featuring a reversible colour scheme, 
the regal white side or opposite royal 
blue side will surely match your lake 
house or pool. Lounge with your 
friends in air cushioned comfort or 
get wild on Gang Plank. 
Dimensions 6 ft. x 10 f t. (deflated).

Was £179 NOW £169

LINKABLE! FRONT SIDE BACK SIDE
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O’BRIEN JR VORTEX
2151134. Designed for learning deep water starts, 
the Jr. Vortex includes a stabilizer bar and an extra wide shape. 
The Jr. Vortex also includes the highly adjustable Jr. X7 binding to fit a wide range of 
sizes and ages. Length- 54”/ 137cm. Fin- Plastic. Binding- Jr X7 ADJ. 
Stabilizing bar. Weight range up to 140 lbs. 
Foot size- kids 1.5 UK - mens 6.5 UK.
£199.95

BIG EZ SKI TRAINER
AHEZ-200: 1 Rider, 120 lbs. weight capacity. 56” (L inflated)
£225

EZ SKI TRAINER & BIG EZ SKI TRAINER
Ez ski trainer puts the fun back into teaching young skiers! Heading for the lake but dreading the task of teaching another young 
skier? Airhead Ez Ski to the rescue! Ez Ski is a revolutionary inflatable water ski hybrid with integrated wooden water ski trainers 
and ski bindings. Ez Ski is engineered for stability while towing (10 mph maximum), so your child will feel very secure. Ez Ski is the 
ultimate confidence builder, taking the tears, fear and frustration out of teaching new young skiers and replacing it with safety 
and fun! Your child will enjoy immediate success on the Ez Ski. No more fighting with diving water skis, ski skimmers, bindings, 
boat wakes or ropes! Children board the Ez Ski right from the swim step or stern of your boat, no swimming required. Children sit comfortably on the inflated seat 
for start-ups until they’re ready to stand up and ski at their own pace. While your children have the time of their lives on Ez Ski, they’ll actually be learning to be 
comfortable with the speed and sensation of water skiing and watersports in general. This awesome trainer teaches basic skiing fundamentals including proper 
stance, handle position, balance and weight transfer for turning. Patented.

Scan for 
action video

EZ SKI TRAINER 
AHEZ-100: 1 Rider, 
70 lbs. weight capacity
47” x 35” x 12” 
(LxWxH inflated)
£175

O’BRIEN 
PLATFORM TRAINER
2161146. Kids have fun and ski with 
confidence from an early age. The O’Brien 
Platform Trainer is really easy for kids to 
get up on and very sturdy, even at idle 
speeds. It’s like a cross between a sled 
and trainer skis, made of durable bamboo. 
Length - 46”. Trainer rope with handle. 
Weight range up to 85lbs 38.5kg. 
Bamboo Construction. Easy grip handle.
£159.95

O’BRIEN ALL-STAR TRAINERS
2181140. When it’s time to teach the kids to ski, the All-Star Trainers are the ultimate 
training tool! When you get a pair of All-Star Trainers, you are really getting a training 
system. These 46-inch skis come with a stabilizer/trainer bar that prevents the skis from 
doing the “splits” and keeps them level. They also come with two ropes as part of the 
package; a short training rope with a handle that connects to the stabilizer/trainer bar 
at the front of the skis that the skier holds on to, and a longer rope with a handle to be held 
by an experienced observer in the boat. With this system, the observer can release the 
skier if they fall, taking the pressure off the kid. This system makes it incredibly easy to get 
them up and skiing with minimal drama. Supports a weight range up to 85 pounds with 
kid-sized adjustable bindings. These skis feature a dual tunnel bottom which track great 
and create lots of lift. Moulded-in fins are unbreakable and provide outstanding stability. 
The All-Stars are the perfect system for making your kids into water-skiers! Length – 46”. 
Stabilizer Bar. Trainer Rope with Handle. Weight range up to 85 lbs. 
£179

INCLUDING O’BRIEN X7 
ADJUSTABLE BINDING  

Junior Waterski Trainers
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

O’BRIEN VORTEX
2151132. O’BRIEN VORTEX
The Vortex is a wide body ski designed with deep water 
starts and big, carving turns in mind. The extra surface 
area reduces drag and allows for skiing with much lower 
boat speed with less effort. Available in blue. 
Length - 65.5” / 166cm fin - plastic. 
Binding - X7 adj. Foot size - mens 4.5 - Mens 13.
£199.95

O’BRIEN CELEBRITY
Whether you’re learning to ski for the first time or an 
experienced slalom skier, the Celebrity does it all! A 
performance slalom side cut blended with a dual tunnel
design makes this an extremely versatile combo pair. The Celebrity will have
almost anyone feeling comfortable with the adjustability and 
great fit of the new X7 adjustable binding! Fin - plastic. 
Binding - X7 adj. Foot size - Mens 4.5 - Mens 13.
2161114 64 - Length - 64” / 163cm.  2161110 68 - Length - 68” / 172cm.
£199.95

O’BRIEN PERFORMER 
2191106. Designed for the family that needs a great 
pair of skis but also intends to use them as a slalom ski. 
Mounted with the same binding found on the legendary 
World Team slalom. Length - 68” / 172cm. Fin- Metal. 
Binding- X-8 Bindings. Foot Size- Mens 6-12.
£289.95

XCITE COMBO SKI CASE XC1112-1. The Xcite Combo ski case is designed to fit all combo paired waterskis . Tidy up the clutter on your boat and 
keep your prized combo skis well protected. It will even fit the the wide style of 68” long such as the O’Brien Vortex or Jobe Hemi series,and is just as happy storing 
the O’Brien Traditional style. The case is shaped to hold the pair of combo skis back to back to ensure the top deck remains protected and your bindings remain 
pristine. Two handles joined by a velcro transit band ensure easy carrying . Constructed of Heavy duty proofed Nylon cloth with strengthened beading around the 
edges. 3/4 length heavy duty zip for easy in/out storage. There is 
room inside the bag to store 
your ski rope and 
ski gloves.
£39.95

SQUEEZE HEEL 
BINDING
350800006.
£22
FRONT TOE 
BINDING
350800005.
£18

SLALOM TOE
350800001.
£18

O’BRIEN COMBO STABILIZING BAR
XC176. Perfect for helping with those deep water starts for beginners. Comes 
complete with 2 thumbturn fixing knobs. Choice of 2 sizes. Junior is 29cm and 
standard 34cm to hole centres on bar. Use for a stable and predictable ride. 
Junior size for 59" long skis. Standard size for 62"-67" skis.
£19.95

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

INCLUDING O’BRIEN X7 
ADJUSTABLE BINDING  

Free Xcite case 
with every 
Combo Ski

Combo Waterskis & Accessories

The Dual Tunnel bottoms on O’Brien skiis make skiing easy and fun! Wide through the forebody the dual tunnel shape 
makes for easy starts and turning bliss. Very stable in rough and smooth water. Our new dual tunnel skis slice the 
chop and the wake. It’s ok to let your curiosity get a hold of you once you try them you’ll be hooked.

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

RON MARKS TORQUE
RM-TQ. Fantastic everyday pair of combo skis 
for all the family. Adjustable bindings.

Was £129.25 NOW £119

LOWER 
NEW PRICE

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

INCLUDING O’BRIEN X7 
ADJUSTABLE BINDING  

NEW FOR 
2019

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

INCLUDING O’BRIEN 
700 SERIES BINDING  

NEW FOR 
2019

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

INCLUDING O’BRIEN X8 
ADJUSTABLE BINDING  

NEW FOR 
2019

O’BRIEN REACTOR
Our most traditional pair of skis, the Reactors are a bit narrower 
overall, making them more maneuverable and responsive on 
the water. They are surprisingly easy to get up on, with a deep 
center tunnel that provides both stability and performance. 
Pinch-slide adjustable 700 series bindings make entry and exit 
a breeze. They may be inexpensive, but they’re still O’Brien 
quality! Binding - 700 Series. Foot size - Mens 4.5 - Mens 13.
2191128 - Length - 67” / 170cm. 
£179
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Available in 67” & 69” with same graphics

Available in 63”, 66” & 69” with same graphics

 O'BRIEN SYNCHRO 
 WITH O'BRIEN AVID BINDING & RTP
XC1114. SIZES : 63” 2160520. 66” 2160522 . 69” 2160524. Wider can be better, the Synchro is designed to let you ski the course or take on open 
waters in equal style. If you want to slow down and work on technique this is the tool to use. The Synchro is designed to ski 30 to 34 MPH. Easier 
to get up on, turns on a dime, and maybe you can back off the speed a couple of MPH. FLEX Pro FIN Adjustable A.R.C. BINDINGS Hail, Sector, 
Force. ROCKER More rocker for smooth, forgiving turns. TUNNEL Carry more speed into turns and turn faster. 
BEVELS 45 Degree Bevels. RIDER ABILITY Intermediate to Pro.
£485 or £339 ski only

 O'BRIEN SIEGE 
 WITH O’BRIEN AVID BINDING & RTP
XC1115. SIZES : 64.5” 66” 67.5” 69”. The Siege offers striking speed and stability. Featuring the same shape as the popular Sixam 
2.0, the Siege is incredibly responsive! With a tunnel concave, edge changes are effortless and the ski turns on a dime. A softer 
flex and increased rocker make this ski feel stable right out of the box. FLEX - Performance. FIN – Adjustable A.R.C. - No hassle fin. 
Forward and back adjustment. ROCKER PATTERN – Smooth transitions from edge to edge. 
TUNNEL CONCAVE –Quick, easy edge changes and amazing tracking. 
BEVELS – A small, defined bevel means a faster easier turning ski. 
RIDER ABILITY- Intermediate to Advanced.
£429

O’BRIEN AVID BINDING
XC1116. SIZES: XS (up to 7) 2121408. STD (7-11) 2121409.  XXL (12+) 2121409 
. The O’Brien Avid is the binding for “the rest of us”. If you need a binding 
that your whole family can share, but you still want stellar performance, 
look no further. The Avid features a lightweight chassis/plate 
combination to get your foot as close to the ski as possible. The lower cut 
to the binding makes for an easier release and gives great flexibility. The 
front lace system makes this very easy to get into, and a cinch to snug up. An EVA 
footbed makes it comfy and secure. And a wide range of size adjustment makes this the perfect binding for family use.

O'BRIEN RTP 2160520
SIZES: XS (up to 7), STD (7-11), XXL (12+)

O'BRIEN RTP 2160520
SIZES: XS (up to 7), STD (7-11), XXL (12+)

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

Slalom Waterskis & Cape Reamol Ski Harness

64.5” 2160530

66” 2160532

67.5” 2160534

Scan for 
action video

CAPE REAMOL 
WAKEBAR & HARNESS BELT 
XC1250. Belt Size: S 24-30 inch. M 28-34 inch. 
L 32-38 inch. XL 36-42 inch. XXL 42-50 inch. 
£299

Redefines waterskiing and wakeboarding!
WAKE SURFSKI

• 50% Less Effort • More Control • Easy Riding

BW115. SIZES: 67” 2160540 . 69” 2160542. The Sequence is 
a ski that anyone can get up on that also makes short work 
of the slalom course! This wide-bodied ski makes light work 
of deep water starts. With a transitional tunnel-to-full concave 
bottom design, it is stable yet exceptionally responsive to quick 
turns and strong pulls. This is a true hybrid ski that does it all! 
Comes with O’Brien X9 Binding.
£419

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

O’BRIEN SEQUENCE 
WITH O’BRIEN X9 BINDING

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE  O'BRIEN WORLD TEAM SLALOM WATER SKI WITH X9 BINDING

XC1115-1. The O’Brien World Team Slalom Water Ski is the number 1 selling slalom ski in the world and still one of the best 
skis ever for the skier that just wants to have fun. A wide fore-body and deep tunnel make the O’Brien World 
Team Slalom Water Ski a great ski to learn and progress on. The 
ski comes equipped with the O’Brien X9 binding. Features: 
Sport FLEX. FIN Adjustable A.R.C. no hassle fin- forward and 
backward. X9 Adjustable bindings for size 7-11. More rocker for 
smooth forgiving turns. Narrow tunnel for predictable tracking. 45 
degree bevels reduce spray and fatigue. 
For beginner to intermediate. Available in 64”, 66” & 68”

Was £390 NOW £329

Hurry! Limited Stock.
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O'BRIEN AVID BINDING
2181409. SIZES: XS (up to 7). STD (7-11).  XXL (12+). The O’Brien Avid is the binding for “the rest of us”. If you need a binding that 
your whole family can share, but you still want stellar performance, look no further. The Avid features a lightweight chassis/plate 
combination to get your foot as close to the ski as possible. The lower cut to the binding makes for an easier release and gives great 
flexibility. The front lace system makes this very easy to get into, and a cinch to snug up. An EVA footbed makes it comfy and secure. 
And a wide range of size adjustment makes this the perfect binding for family use. The Avid binding, while adjustable, 
is available in three sizes. XS (up to size 7), Standard (men’s sizes 7-11), and XXL (men’s sizes 12+). 
Best of all, this binding is value priced so you can experience awesome performance without breaking the bank.

£99.95

O’BRIEN X9 BINDING RTP 
2160520. SIZES : Junior / XS 3-6 / STD 6-11. 
O’Brien Rear Toe Plate Binding
The first choice for building 
a quality slalom ski.

£44.95

Free padded 
case with every 
Slalom Ski

Volume control strap 
for custom fit

Wrist 
support

HANG ON 
LONGER

Double padded Amara 
palm - NO BLISTERS

Neo back makes 
the fit like a glove

Triple stitch for 
strength

                         PRO SLALOM GLOVE
                        XC68. Pro ski glove at an everyday price. Pre curved fingers for ease of grip. 
Bullet proof Amara construction. Integrated Velcro wrist support system allows 
you to hang on longer. Sizes: S-M-L-XL -XXL
£26.95 per pair

INC. FREE PALM 
PROTECTORS

PRICE 
BUSTER!

Ski Gloves & Slalom Ski Accessories

PALM 
PROTECTORS
XC175  Size: Universal.
Extra neoprene  
ayer to wear 
underneath your gloves to 
protect your 
hands from callosity.
£5.95

Free pair 
of Palm 
Protectors 
with every 
pair of Xcite 
Ski Gloves

SLALOM BUOYS 
XC152. These Slalom Buoys are competition size 9" diameter buoys. Moulded in loop for fastening 
anchor line. Lightweight but durable PVC construction. Very useful for marking out on the water for 
other things e.g. swimming areas, hazards etc. Available in a choice 
of 4 colours, green, orange, red and yellow. Supplied de-flated. 
£8.99 EACH

TEST PILOT PWC GLOVE 
XC178-3. The Testpilot PWC Gloves feature: Short model for more freedom of movement.
Non slip silicon printed hand palm. Padded panels on the palm of the hand. PVC knuckle and finger 
guards. Segmented finger design. Soft and strong amara fabric in the palm of the hand.
Lycra panels to enable maximum flex in use, perfect for ultimate throttle response. Sizes XS- XXL. 
£19.90 per pair

            SLALOM SKI CASE XC1223. Our Xcite Slalom Ski Case is a great way to protect your ski and  features: Tough 
black polyester construction. Padded throughout the entire bottom length. Vent panel on one side of binding area to allow ski to breathe and 
dry out. Large binding compartment to take up to double binding and allow extra storage. Tail to mid zipper. Zipped pocket located on one side of 
binding area for extra storage e.g gloves. Fits mono skis up to 70’ in length. 
Tailored to fit wide bodied mono skis as 
well as standard. Pair of carrying handles with 
velcro lock over. Available in two size's 68” and 70” 
make sure you order the correct size 
for your ski. Great value at this price!!
£39.95
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AIRHEAD 
1 SECTION PERFORMANCE
WATER SKI ROPE
AHSR-1. This 1 section ski rope has an aluminium 
floating handle and moulded end caps for safety and 
comfort. The 16-strand 75 foot long rope 
is UV-treated and pre-stretched. 
A Rope Keeper is included.

£16.95

BOATWORLD 
KNEEBOARD COMBO
300017552. 13” smooth grip + extra 6” grip, 3 section 
65ft mainline. Small grip locks behind handle hook for 
an easy start. Grip diameter: ø 27.5mm. Ideal for all 
levels of kneeboarding. 2 x 5ft (152cm) sections. 
1 x 55ft (1676cm) section. PE rope.
Comes with Boatworld rope tidy.

£34.95

AIRHEAD EZ UP
DEEP-V SLALOM 
TRAINING ROPE
AHSR-2. A perfect rope for learning deep water ski 
starts, it has a Deep V - EZ Up bridle to steady the ski 
and to keep it pointing straight ahead. As the skier 
comes out of the water, the rope automatically rises 
off the ski. The 12 inch floating handle has a textured 
TPR grip, aluminium core and moulded end caps and 
finger guards. The 75 foot long, 16-strand rope is UV-
treated and has a 1500 lb. tensile strength. For added 
durability, the EZ Up bridle is completely covered 
with flexible vinyl.  A Rope Keeper is included for 
tangle-free storage.

£34.95

AIRHEAD 
4 SECTION PERFORMANCE 
WATER SKI ROPE
AHSR-4. This 75 foot long rope has 4 sections (40ft., 
10ft., 10ft., 15ft.) to meet the needs of skiers and 
riders of all skill levels. The 12 inch aluminium 
core handle has a performance“Tractor” grip 
and full-length moulded finger protectors. 
You’ll love the candy stripe colour scheme 
of the UV-treated 16-strand 1,600 lb. 
Tensile strength rope. A Rope Keeper is 
included for tangle-free storage.

£27.95

HYDROSLIDE 
10 SECTION
SLALOM ROPE
PS601. The Hydroslide 10 Section Slalom Rope features: 
Aluminium Tema Single Handle. 10-SECTION 75ft SLALOM 
ROPE ( 5ft, 29ft, 1.5ft, 1.5ft, 3ft, 3ft, 4ft, 5ft, 7ft, 15ft). Multi 
coloured sections. 12-inch reinforced moulded fiberglass 
handle. Extruded two-tone 
EVA neoprene grip. U.V.-resistant and 
meets or exceeds WSIA standards. 
For skiing and wakeboarding use only. 
Comes complete with rope keeper. 
Floating handle. Strength rating: 10.0. 
Case:12. Length: 75 ft.

£36.95

SKI ROPE BY THE METRE 
XC331 Specs: 1000ft/305m. 
Perfect rope for ski/stunt teams, 
cable ski centres, etc. 
Rope break strength: 1750 lbs/794 kg  

£0.50
per metre

PLEASE
NOTE: 
Colour 
may differ 
from image 
shown.

BOATWORLD ROPE FLOATS
XC188. Our Boatworld Rope Floats come in 2 colours, 
red and yellow. Made from solid tough high density 
styrene foam. Size 5 1/2”(14cm) long x 3” (7.5cm) 
wide. They have a 12mm hole through the middle. 
Ideal for: Watersports ropes. Small anchor 
lines. Fishing nets and pots. Marking out 
swimming lanes or restricted areas.

£1.60

AIRHEAD 
8 SECTION
SKI ROPE
AHSR-8. 8 Section Radius Handle Ski Rope Ski longer, 
harder and stronger with less muscle fatigue. The 17 
degree, 13 inch radius aluminium core handle with 
TPR Diamond Grip is the ultimate in quality. There are 
8 colour-coded sections and take-up loops for skiing 
in slalom courses or for finding just the right spot to 
ski on your boat’s wake. Full length finger guards help 
create a comfortable split finger grip. You’ll love the 
candy stripe colour scheme of this UV-treated,3/8 
inch, 16-strand, 1,600 lb. tensile strength rope. 
A Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.

£34.95

AIRHEAD 
1 SECTION 
SKI ROPE
AHSR-5. Engineered to provide superior quality and 
strength at an unbeatable price, this 5/16 in. x 75 ft. 16 
strand ski rope delivers 1500 pound break strength. 
The 12 inch floating handle has an aluminium core and a 
textured TPR grip that lessens fatigue for the grasping 
hand. Four inch end caps protect your fingers and help 
create a comfortable split finger grip. A AHSR-1 EVA 
Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.

£19.95

BOATWORLD 
5 SECTION PERFORMANCE 
WATER SKI ROPE
XC228. 12” long EVA soft grip handle.
28mm dia aluminium core.
75ft total length 
with 5 take offs (38ft/4ft/6ft/7ft/15ft).
16 strand PP rope.
Breakstrength 1750lbs/794kg.
Comes with Boatworld 
rope tidy. 

£29.95

Wakeboard, Kneeboard, Ski Ropes & Tow Harnesses

BOATWORLD ROPE TIDY
XC228-1 12.5mm diameter brassed top hanger ring. 
Velcro adjustable strap up to 55mm diameter.
Lots of uses around the boat for tidying ropes 
eg.watersports ropes,mooring lines, small anchor 
lines etc. 

£2.75
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AIRHEAD DYNEEMA 
FLAT LINE
WAKEBOARD ROPE
AHWR-14 . This wakeboard rope provides zero 
stretch for the crisp instantaneous response that 
expert wakeboard riders demand. The Thermal-
coated Dyneema is flat and is virtually impossible 
to tangle, floats and has a 2,000 lb. break strength. 
It’s 70 foot long with a 5 foot handle bridle and 4 
section mainline (5,50,5,5,5). The 15 inch wide EVA 
grip provides a secure hold. A Rope Keeper is included 
for convenient storage. The Electric Yellow color 
scheme is easy to locate in the water.

£89.95

AIRHEAD BLING SPECTRA 
WAKEBOARD ROPE
AHWR-12BL, Yellow AHWR-13BL, Blue These wakeboard ropes will give you swagger! They sparkle in the 
sun and glow in twilight! The extravagant look compliments the luxury of high end boats, adds a little class to 
lesser boats and makes you look like a watersports 
pro! BLING series ropes are one of a kind. Shiny and 
reflective material is braided together with top 
quality Poly E over a Spectra core. These 75 foot 
wakeboard ropes have 4 take-off sections, 5ft, 
5ft, 10ft and 10ft., resulting in rope lengths of 
75 ft., 70 ft., 65 ft., 55 ft. and 45 ft. The spectra 
core gives this tiny rope a phenomenal 2,000 lb. 
break strength and no stretch. The handle has 
an aluminium core, a 15 in. EVA grip and full finger 
protectors.

£79.95

AIRHEAD DYNA-CORE 
WAKEBOARD ROPE
AHWR-6. An AIRHEAD exclusive, this wakeboard rope 
has the small diameter look of Spectra or Dyneema, 
the ultra low stretch too, but at half the price! Only a 
professional can notice the difference. The 70 foot 
wakeboard rope has 3 take-offs in the mainline and a 
5 foot handle bridle (5, 50, 5, 5, 5). The 15 inch wide EVA 
grip is eye catching, provides a great grip. 
A Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.

£45

AIRHEAD 
HEAVY DUTY TOW HARNESS
AHTH-2 . This heavy duty tow harness is perfect for pulling 
skiers, wake boarders and the big 4 rider towables. 
Simply clip it onto your boat with the attach your ski or 
tube rope to the heavy duty Kwik-Connect. 
A 6˝ float keeps the Kwik-Connect floating on top, 
away from your propeller. 12 feet long to fit larger 
boats and pontoons. The hooks are rust resistant 
zinc galvanized carbon structural steel. 
Hook opening width 1/2”. 
Yellow / Red.

£19.95

BOATWORLD 
HEAVY DUTY 
TOW BRIDLE  
XC167-1 . Wide enough to go around any outboard 
at 12 ft/122 cm long. 2 Ultra strong stainless steel 
karabiner style clips to attach to boat and tow line. 
Features a self centering pulley reducing stress 
of the boat’s (D-) rings and transom. 
Rope break strength: 2400 lbs/1090 kg. 
Float to keep rope away from the 
propeller & rope tidy. Red. 

£24.95

AIRHEAD 
SPECTRATHERMAL 
WAKEBOARD ROPE
AHWR-4. AIRHEAD’s Spectra Thermal wakeboard 
rope provides zero stretch for the crisp 
instantaneous response that expert wakeboard 
riders demand. The Thermal-coated Spectra 
line is stiff and rigid, resists kinking and 
twisting, floats and boasts a 2,000 lb. 
break strength. It’s 70 foot long 
with a 5 foot handle bridle and 4 
section mainline (5,50,5,5,5). The 
15 inch wide EVA grip is equipped with 
2 foam floats and full length PVC tubing for 
added durability. A Rope Keeper is included 
for tangle-free storage.

£89.95

AIRHEAD WAKEBOARD 
ROPE WITH PHAT GRIP
AHWR-1. Yellow. This low stretch rope provides professional wakeboard rope quality at half the price. 
The 15” double-density EVA PHAT GRIP handle is machined to provide a superior grip for optimum 
performance. It has a high strength aluminium core, 4” finger protectors and foam floats. 
The 6” TPR covered aluminium handle provides extra leverage and pull 
for spins and inverted tricks. The bridle is fully encased in 
flexible vinyl for protection against abrasion and 
wear. The low stretch 16-strand 30-filament 
rope floats and has a 5 ft. handle bridle 
and three 10 foot takeoffs (5, 
35,10,10,10) for all riding styles. 
A Rope Keeper is included for 
tangle-free storage.

£39.95

AIRHEAD TOW HARNESS
AHTH-1. If your boat isn’t equipped with a pylon or ski eye and you enjoy watersports activities, 
you need a tow harness. It creates a tow attachment point at the centre of your boat, behind 
your outboard or stern drive. This 1,500 pound tensile strength tow harness is perfect 
for pulling a skier, wake boarder, knee boarder or 1 rider tubes. Simply clip it onto 
your boat with the hooks 
provided, and attach 
your ski or tube rope. 
A 6˝ float keeps the 
attachment loop floating 
on top, away from your 
propeller. Can also be used as a tow bridle for a tender 
or dinghy behind a larger vessel . 12 feet long to fit 
larger boats and pontoons. Snap hook opening 
width 7/16”. Yellow / Red.

£12.95

Wakeboard, Kneeboard, Ski Ropes & Tow Harnesses

AIRHEAD’s TOW DEMONs are new higher strength versions of a classic and very popular water sports 
tow harness. The high-impact moulded plastic float / pulley system allows for easy attachment of ski ropes, 
wakeboard ropes and tube ropes. Connect TOW DEMON quickly and easily to boats with the 
2 large corrosion-resistant snap hooks. Available in vinyl-jacketed steel cable and floating rope versions. 
Recommended for recreational water skiing, wakeboarding, kneeboarding and towing 1 rider tubes.

AIRHEAD 
TOW DEMON 
HARNESS 
8’ CABLE
AHTH-6 
£19.95

AIRHEAD 
TOW DEMON 
HARNESS 
8’ ROPE
AHTH-4
£16.95

AIRHEAD 
WAKEBOARD ROPE
AHWR-3 . This wakeboard rope has a head turning 
15 in. “Squid” patterned EVA grip wrapped around a 
floating aluminium core. The 5/16 inch, 16 strand, UV 
treated low stretch rope floats & has 3 sections for 
wakeboarding at 45, 55 or 65 feet. Full length finger 
guards help create a comfortable split finger grip. A 
Rope Keeper is included for tangle-free storage.

£29.95

Self 
Centering
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INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

O'BRIEN RADICA
2151210. The Radica is our response to demands for exceptional 
performance and value. Taking cues from our already industry-
leading kneeboard designs, we’ve blended wakeboard and 
water-ski design elements into the Radica to bring levels of 
performance previously unheard of at this price. Wakeboard 
styled quad, cupped moulded fins make edging and carving a 
breeze, while allowing release for spin-type tricks. The water-
ski influenced edge bevel helps the board sit low in the water 
for stability and allows quick edge to edge transitions when 
carving. From the built-in hook that makes getting up easy, 
to the super-stable ride that beginner & intermediate riders 
will love – you just might say it’s radical! Integrated hook. Quad 
moulded fins. EVA pad. Variable edge bevel. 
£149.95

O'BRIEN VOODOO
2151208. One ride and the Voodoo will have you under its 
spell… With performance edges and a low-profile cross 
section, the Voodoo combines hard-charging edging and a 
forgiving ride. Quad moulded fins at each corner of the hull 
provide extra tracking control and the curved underside 
makes edge transitions quick and smooth. The 3/4” thick 
pad provides plush comfort for your knees and the padded 
strap locks you in for maximum control. Integrated hook. 

3/4” EVA pad. 
Padded adjustable strap. 
Variable bevelled edge. 
Quad moulded fins.
£169.95

with integrated 
aquatic hook

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

with integrated 
aquatic hook

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

Kneeboards & Kneeboard Accessories

O’BRIEN ION
2161226. Inspired by the industry leading 
technology of the SoZo, the Ion is 
constructed using the same “sandwich” 
technology for light weight, a nearly perfect 
flex pattern, and spectacular control. 
The Ion was specifically designed to 
work equally well behind the boat AND 
on cable, with a bit more flex than the 
SoZo to absorb impacts and make 
turns nearly automatic. The continuous 
rocker line gives great control on 
obstacles, sliders and kickers. The Ion is 
very, fast yet supremely maneuverable, and 
landings are incredibly forgiving due to the clean 
shape, continuous rocker, and softer flex pattern. 
The Ion is unquestionably a top performer in 
kneeboarding.
was £399 now only

PRICE 
BUSTER!

#1 Kneeboard Deal!

£299
YOU SAVE 
£100!!

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

KNEEBOARD 
& ZUP CASE
XC1225. Our Xcite Kneeboard 
Case is a great way to protect 
your kneeboard or ZUP. Heavy 
duty polyester construction. Full 
length zipper makes for easy entry. 
Double carrying handle with velcro lock 
over. Zippered extra vented pocket for gloves etc. Large 
size 58" (147cm) x 28" (71cm) allows for extra storage of rope etc. Large enough to take a ZUP !! (just!)

£39.95

O'BRIEN SOZO
2161228. The O’Brien Sozo is ridden by nearly ALL the 
top kneeboarders in the world! It is truly in a class 
of its’ own. The Sozo is explosive, lightweight and 
unbelievably maneuverable. The clean, fast template 
comfortably initiates turns, edges up the wake with 
ease and is extremely forgiving. It features O’Brien’s 
Fusion Core (wood stringers within a foam core), 
which is CNC machined to exact specifications, 
giving the board a liveliness and lightness like no 
other. Its’ unique Sandwich Construction insures the 
optimum flex pattern, storing energy and releasing 
it perfectly when you punch off the wake. The Sozo 
pad is state-of-the-art as well. This extraordinary pad 
softens landings like no pad ever ridden. It is extremely 
soft, supportive and can be adjusted perfectly on the 
board to the riders preferred position. All the pros 
agree, the Sozo kneeboard is the best board on the 
market, hands down. The Sozo Park Edition featuring an 
Impact Base bottom is now available.

£589

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

O'BRIEN RICOCHET
2151204. The Ricochet is the perfect transition 
for anyone stepping up from a traditional plastic 
beginner kneeboard to a higher performance 
fiberglass board. Compression molded 
construction coupled with a molded-in hook 
makes learning and progressing a breeze. Built 
with the same quality materials as our flagship 
fiberglass kneeboards, the Ricochet brings high 
performance at a value price. With a larger 
template shape, variable beveled edges, twin tip 
and a pronounced V-Hull, this remarkable board 
design makes it very manoeuvrable, very forgiving 
and easy to ride. The Ricochet comes with a molded 
flex pad and a 3” padded strap making your ride 
comfortable and secure. The Ricochet is the perfect 
step into high-performance kneeboarding. 

£299.95

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

with integrated 
aquatic hook

O'BRIEN ENFORCER
2181206. You asked, O’Brien listened! 
Built off the wildly successful Sozo, the Enforcer 
shares many of its qualities but has been 
configured as a no-compromise all-terrain beast. 
Featuring the O’Brien signature Impact Base, 
Dura-rail sandwich construction, and snappy 
fusion core - the Enforcer can take anything you 
can throw at it and come back for more. The more 
parallel edge profile and squared off tip and tail 
are dialed in for pressing rails, hitting kickers, 
and overall incredible performance on the water. 
The snappy, flexible deck softens landings, 
helps initiate turns, and lets the tips flex – giving 
you maximum pressability on the rails.
The Enforcer is set to dominate for 2018!

£589

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

Free Xcite case 
with every kneeboard

excluding Airhead Disc-Go

NEW FOR 
2019
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HYDROSLIDE 
KNEEBOARD STRAP
XC199-1. The Hydroslide Kneeboard Strap perfect to replace worn out old straps. 3” wide.

£19.95

BOATWORLD 
KNEEBOARD COMBO
XC205. 13” smooth grip + extra 6” grip, 
3 section 65ft mainline. 
Small grip locks behind handle 
hook for an easy start. 
Grip diameter: ø 27.5mm.
Ideal for all levels of kneeboarding. 
2 x 5ft (152cm) sections. 
1 x 55ft (1676cm) section. PE rope.

£32.95

Multi Purpose Boards

Scan for 
action video

AIRHEAD DISC-GO 
AHDG-01. DISC-GO is a real crowd pleaser 
with a fast learning curve. First time riders will 
be carving turns, riding backwards and doing 
360s and even 720s in no time! This is the board 
that pleases like no other! DISC-GO is a huge 
polyurethane foam injected roto-molded disc 
with a rounded bottom. The soft EVA traction 
pad provides a great foothold. No matter how 
many “water toys” you have, this will be the kids 
favoUrite! When you’re not towing it, the kids will 
spend hours playing on it and having balancing 
contests. 47 in. x 2 in.
£189

NEW FOR 
2019

As seen on BBC TV ‘s 
Apprentice

ORIGINAL ZUP.™ 
WATERSPORTS BOARD
XC1142.  ZUP.™ is a fresh easy way to have 
fun with all of your family & friends. 
What can you do? lay, kneel, stand, rest, 
ride backwards, be creative! With 
your buoyant, durable moulded board, 
everyone getZUP.™ Pull it behind any 
boat or jetski! Enjoy stress-free towing 
with the integrated tow hook. 
£249.95

ZUP YOU GO BOARD 
XC1142-1 . With the ZUP You Go Board you are 
moving up slightly in ability and performance 
from the standard ZUP Watersports Board. 
Without the foot straps of the standard ZUP 
board it is more for the freestyle rider. With 
the ZUP You Go Board you can lie, kneel, 
stand, wakesurf, rest, ride backwards 
etc with a little more purpose due to it’s 
smaller size and built in fin design! 
£199.95

Scan for 
action videowith integrated 

aquatic hook
INC. FREE 

XCITE CASE
with integrated 

aquatic hook
INC. FREE 

XCITE CASE

ZUP Package 
XC1244S. Board, Boatworld 
Kneeboard Combo Rope & 
Xcite ZUP Case for only 
£269.95

YouGO.™ Package 
XC1142-P. Board, Boatworld 
Kneeboard Combo Rope & 
Xcite ZUP Case for only 
£229.95

DOUBLEZUP TOW HANDLE & ROPE! 
XC1143. Designed for the new ZUP.™ Watersports Board, but also plays well with other towable watersports 
(Skis, Wakeboards, etc.) When starting out, this handle takes all the strain out of the ride by connecting directly 
to the ZUP.™ Board! When you want to change your riding position or just need a relaxing break, 
DoubleZUP.™ makes it easy and safe to reattach your Tow Rope to the ZUP.™ Board. 
Lime-Yellow float on the 
handle makes it highly visible 
in the water. 60” low-strech 
Poly-E Mainline. Patent Pending.

Was £89.95 
NOW £79.95

ZUP DOMORE 2.0 
WATERSPORTS BOARD
252115001.  We have a new Handle on 
this. with a soft rubber top. All Boards 
will come standard with 3 fins now. The 
fins that come stock are the SMALL 
fins with option to buy a 3 LARGE fin 
pack if the customer is looking for fins 
that will be better for surfing. These 
fins will add more grip to the Board. 
£379.95

LARGE FIN PACK
ZUP-4465.  3 large fins. £30

ZUP Package 
XC1234. Board, Boatworld 
Kneeboard Combo Rope & 
Xcite ZUP Case for only 
£399.95

with integrated 
aquatic hook

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

NEW FOR 
2019

with 3 fins 
plus optional 
wakesurf fins

4.75”

3.5”5.5”
0.75”

Optional new large wakesurf fins 
for maximum tracking
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Wakeboard Buying Guide 
Rushing over the water while being pulled by a speedboat might not sound like fun to everyone, but for wakeboarders 
there’s nothing like feeling the adrenaline of flying across the water at 20 miles per hour. Wakeboarding is a sport that 
originated from water skiing and surfing, while also taking some influences from snowboarding and skateboarding. It 
consists of a rider who’s strapped to a wakeboard via foot bindings and towed by a speedboat over a body of water. 
The rider changes directions and performs tricks using the pull and “wake” of the boat. Some wakeboard courses may 
have rails and ramps where the rider can execute more daring feats.

Boatworld offers a wide range of Package deals to suit all pockets and abilities.

Whether it be a top end Pro model from Market leaders O’Brien or one of our special purchase deals to enable you to get 
on the water and a bargain price.

If you need any advice on the selection of your wakeboard 
please call us 0870 043 4942.

Always check our website for the latest deals and prices.

#1 Wakeboard Deal!
 LIQUID FORCE TRIP 
 WITH JOBE REPUBLIK BINDINGS 
138/142 cm. 2175107. The Liquid Force Trip Wakeboard is a true industry classic that stands the test of time, 
designed and created specifically to provide you with the most enjoyment behind your boat! Beginner to 
advanced, the TRIP covers the entire spectrum - it will help the beginner improve and learn new tricks and can 
take the expert rider that likes a smooth, predictable board to new heights. 
The aggressive, continuous rocker provides smooth edging and fluid boost off the wake. Molded-in side fins 
track and hold with minimum drag while the variable edge rail offers that extra “friendliness” when you need it.
REPUBLIK BINDINGS Jobe’s luxurious Republic Wakeboard bindings have The System for beginner 
to intermediate wakeboarders because it locks in a wakeboarder its feet with deadly 
precision. The Republic Wakeboard Bindings feature stretchy flex panels to control your 
ride and custom Jobe lace locks to secure your feet.

was £505 now only

£399 YOU SAVE £106!!

Length of the Board
Size is one of the most important factors when it comes to 
choosing a wakeboard. As a rule, the size of the wakeboard should 
match the weight of the rider. The chart below shows the ideal 
length of wakeboards for the corresponding weights of riders.

Rider weight in lbs. Wakeboard length in cm. 
25 - 90  lbs  111 - 130 length cm 
90 - 150  lbs 130 - 134  length cm 
150 - 225  lbs 135 - 146  length cm 
>225  lbs  >146  length cm

Wakeboard Packages

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE JOBE VANITY 136 

WITH REPUBLIK BINDINGS 
278818090. A wakeboard for beginners to intermediate boarders. Meet a continuous rocker arch providing fast, smooth rides 
and allows you to turn more easily. Armed with integrated fins to improve the boards grip in the water and provide stability when 
landing. A quick releasing and reacting profile that offers better edge hold and a smooth release and a functional and reliable 
molded polyurethane core. Let’s make a fresh start. 
REPUBLIK BINDINGS Jobe’s luxurious Republic Wakeboard bindings have The System for beginner to intermediate 
wakeboarders because it locks in a wakeboarder its feet with deadly precision. The Republic Wakeboard Bindings 
feature stretchy flex panels to control your ride and custom Jobe lace locks to secure your feet.

rrp £395 our price  

£329 YOU SAVE £66!!

Boatworld Exclusive!

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE JOBE PROLIX 143 

WITH REPUBLIK BINDINGS 
143cm. XC1356-1. The Prolix’s insane graphic is just as rad as the board itself! 
With an aggressive hybrid rocker, a damage-resisting base and flexy tip and tail 
this board is built for a solid shred session, hitting waves, kickers and sliders. 
Armed core. Hybrid. H.I.T base. Rolled Edge. Slider Fins .
REPUBLIK BINDINGS Jobe’s luxurious Republic Wakeboard bindings have The System for beginner 
to intermediate wakeboarders because it locks in a wakeboarder its feet with deadly precision. The 
Republic Wakeboard Bindings feature stretchy flex panels to control your ride and custom Jobe 
lace locks to secure your feet.

rrp £420 our price

£339 YOU SAVE £81!!

INC. FREE 
XCITE CASE

NEW FOR 
2019

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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EASY PRO

Free padded Xcite 
case with selected 
wakeboards

                         PADDED WAKEBOARD BAG
                       XC1226. Size: 58”/147 cm x 21”/53cm. Our Xcite Padded Wakeboard Bag 
is a great way to protect your wakeboard and  features: Takes board 
c/w bindings. Heavy duty polyester construction fully padded. 
Extra long zipper for easy access. Vented water drain holes. 
Adjustable shoulder strap and single carrying handle. Small 
interior zipped pocket e.g for binding screws. Large interior 
vented zipped pocket e.g for board shorts. Exterior luggage 
label pouch. The Xcite Padded Wakeboard Bag is what you 
want at check in!!

£45

Wakeboard Packages & Foilboarding
EZ WAKEBOARD TRAINER AND BODYBOARD IN 1!
Airhead Ez Wakeboard Trainer is a revolutionary inflatable / bodyboard hybrid. Ez Wakeboard Trainer is 
engineered for stability while towing (10 mph maximum), so your child will feel very secure. 
Ez Wakeboard Trainer is the ultimate confidence builder, taking the tears, fear and frustration out of teaching 
new young boarders and replacing it with safety and fun! Your child will enjoy immediate success on 
Ez Wakeboard Trainer. No fighting with diving wakeboards, boat wakes or ropes! Children board 
the stable Ez Wakeboard Trainer right from the swim step or stern of your boat, no swimming 
required. While your children have the time of their lives on Ez Wakeboard Trainer, they’ll actually 
be learning to be comfortable with the speed and sensation of watersports. This awesome 
trainer teaches basic wakeboarding, kneeboarding, wakesurfing and wakeskating fundamentals 
including proper stance, handle position, balance and weight transfer for turning. They’ll be doing 
tricks in no time! The Ez Wakeboard Trainer body board is easily removable for more advanced body 
boarding behind the boat, or take it to the beach and ride the waves! Patents pending. AHEZ-300: 1 
Rider, 70 lbs. weight capacity, 47”x 35” x 12” (LxWxH inflated). Body Board size: 39” 
£169.95

Scan for action video
CRAZY FOIL GLIDER
XC97-2. If you are into 
Wakesurfing then the Crazy Foil 
Glider is the Foil for you.
It has been designed specifically 
for Wakesurfing behind a boat. 
The main mast is shorter
than the Acrobatic at 26”,
making it easier to pump 
on the surf, and the 
wider foils make it easier 
to stay on the plane.
£499.95

CRAZY FOIL ACROBATIC
CX97-1. If you love Wakeboarding then the Crazy Foil Acrobatic is the Foil of choice 
for you. It has been designed specifically for towing behind a boat. With a Crazy Foil 
Acrobatic fitted to the underside of your wakeboard or wakeskate you are entering 
a whole new world of watersports 
experience. The easiest way to describe 
Foilboarding is to say it is like flying over the 
water! The Acrobatic has a 34” main mast 
and shorter foils than the Glider making it 
more manoeuvrable at a higher speed.
£499.95

Please note foilboarding is not 
recommended for beginners, 
you need to be a capable 
wakeboarder or wakeskater.

Scan for action video

SUBWING 
HONEYCOMB
XC1145. Two composite 
wings with rubber pads 
for perfect grip. 
One detachable centre swivel.  
One attached rear rubber triangle. 
Ropes attached to the wings. (You still 
need a rope to the boat). Available in 
Blue Hawaii or Blue Flame graphics. 
£189.95
inc. free 
rope

SAFETY: Keep to quiet areas when 
using the Subwing with few, if any, other boats/craft around. 
We recommend also towing a surface buoy behind your boat when you have someone on the Subwing to help 
prevent any craft crossing too close to your stern. Flying a Diver Down Flag in the boat is also recommended.

XC1145-2  
BLUE HAWAII

XC-SBF 
BLUE FLAME 

XC1145-5 
WHITE FLAME

SUBWING GOPRO MOUNT
4020. A camera mount for your GoPro camera that is easily attached to the Subwing Dyneema ropes, and gives 
a perfect, smooth backward view of the person using the Subwing. Includes: GoPro mount (ABS plastic). 
Aluminium Rod. Front stabilization fastener (ABS plastic) NOTE: Does not include camera, nuts, or bolts. 
TIP: To prevent blurry videos underwater, you will need a flat lens 
for your GoPro camera. GoPro do not provide flat lenses yet, 
but they are widely sold on the internet.

Was £55 NOW £39.90

An example of what type 
of shot you can get 
using the SUBWING 
GoPro Mount.

Free tow rope 
with every 
Subwing

SUBWING BAG
XC1146. The SubWing Bag is designed to extend the life of your SubWing by protecting it against sun damage, 
dents, bumps and scrapes. The bag is neatly designed to contain your SubWing in both the assembled and 
dismantled state. One side is fitted with a tough padding to enhance protection when the bag is used folded. 
Heavy duty tarpaulin and polyester fabric. Holder 
strap for swivel part. Extra heavy duty zip. Two 
carrying options- folded and unfolded. 
Small enough for 
Airline carry-on 
luggage. Fits all 
SubWings.

Was £65 
NOW 
£49.95
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AIRHEAD 
BANZAI WAKESURFER
AHWS-F01. Size: 63”/161.5cm, 20.5”/52cm. 
BANZAI is the Cadillac of wakesurf 
boards. Its classic shape is easy to get up 
on and forgiving, perfect for beginners, 
intermediates, smaller wakes and 
bigger people. This compression molded 
fiberglass board with dual hook grooves 
grab the wake. The EVA pad with molded 
kicktail provides plenty of grip, control 
and balance. 3 profiled fins are mounted 
to recessed fin boxes. The pin shaped 
2.5” rocker makes the board fast. 
One size fits all.
£259

O’BRIEN ROYALE 
WAKESURFER
2191242. Size: 163cm / 63”, 54.6cm / 21.5”. Whether 
you want a mellow cruise behind the boat – or you are 
looking to get after it, the Royale delivers! At 63” & 
over 19.6 litres of volume, the Royale is big enough for 
almost anyone – but also responsive enough for serious 
shredding. Ideal for those with a smaller wake or bigger 
riders in need of more volume, the Royale provides the 
perfect blend of a forgiving ride with a surprising level 
of agility and freedom on the wave. Constructed with 
new Surf CAP construction, the Royale is light for its 
size and more durable than you would expect. Rider 
Profile: beginner to advanced surfers in search of a 
larger board construction: Surf Cap – An extremely 
lightweight foam core wrapped in a durable polymer 
shell. Super light and extra strong, this shell makes the 
board resistance to dings to keep you shredding and 
eliminate the stressing. Volume - 19.63L. 
Weight range - 72kgs and above / 160LBS. Fin Merc 3.0.
£399

AIRHEAD WAKESURF ROPE
AHWS-R01. This 16 foot PolyE wakesurf rope has a 3 
section mainline, a 12 inch grasp knot and a extra large 
spiral rope braid. You’ll have an easy time 
finding the sweet spot of the boat’s wake 
with this rope design. 
Blue/ Black. Break strength: 1200 lb.

£26.95

WAKEBOARD BINDING SCREWS
XC263. We keep a selection of Wakeboard Binding Screws in stock. 
There is nothing more frustrating than losing one of your Wakeboard 
Binding Screws in the old briny! That's why we always try and keep 
some of these on the shelf !  Priced as a set of 4 screws.
Available in US 1/4” thread pattern or 6mm pattern.
XC263I for imperial 
XC263 for metric

£9.95
per set of 4

Bindings & Wake-Skate & Surf
O'BRIEN CLUTCH BINDING
XC1132. Open Toe Design for more fit flexibility.
Free-Flex tongue opens wide for easy entry.
Size Specific Construction. Strobel Lasted Liner.
CMEVA Outsole. Comfort Footbed. 
2 degree canted chassis. Ultra lightweight. 
5-point adjustment. UK sizes. 
4-7. 2141370
7-10. 2141371
10-13. 2141372
£149.95

JOBE REPUBLIK BINDING
393117108 . Jobe’s luxurious Republic Wakeboard bindings have 
The System for beginner to intermediate wakeboarders because it 
locks in a wakeboarder its feet with deadly precision. The Republic 
Wakeboard Bindings feature stretchy flex panels to control your ride 
and custom Jobe lace locks to secure your feet.
Size  3/6, 7/10, 10/12

RRP £160 
OUR PRICE £149

JOBE SAVAGE WAKESKATE
XC97. Size: 43”/109cm, 45”/114cm. 
Subtle ribbed EVA deck. 
9 layer maple wood laminate. 
Weight 3.6 kg 
7.9 lbs. 
Continuous 
rocker. 
PU coated 
base. 
Two 0.9” 
plastic fins.
109cm 
271413001.  
114cm 
572316001.
£125

AIRHEAD CHARGE 
WAKESURF BOARD
AHWS-04. The Charge is a full foam wakesurf 
board and a great and economical way for 
the whole family to enjoy the wake! Quick 
to accelerate on the wave, it comes with a 
removable 3-fin setup for agile turning and 
control. Rounding out the board’s capabilities 
with an EVA pad and kick with a 4-inch nose 
rocker. With the sport continuing to grow in 
popularity, isn’t it time you got to experience 
what all the excitement is about? 
Enjoy the Charge and find out for yourself! 
59 in. x 21 in. x 2.4 in.
£179

NEW FOR 
2019

NEW FOR 
2019

RON MARKS 
SMOKIN’ JOE 
WAKESKATE
RM-SK8. Smokin’ Joe is built 
tough with all the features that 
wake skaters world wide are 
‘dribbling’ for: 3 stage rocker for 
popping great ollies & shoving 
other great moves. Wide 
concave deck with elevated 
kick tails. 3D EVA posi-grip 
deck surface. Super strong 
multi laminated hard rock maple 
construction. Variable profile 
edges. PerfoRMance PLUS! 
No fins included.
Sizes: 105 x 40 cm 
£89

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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XCITE FLOATING SUNGLASSES
Black XC134. Yellow XC134-1. Polarized, impact and scratch resistant, UV400 rated lenses give you 100% 
UVA & UVB protection. Anti-fog coated. Polarized means reduced glare off reflective surfaces eg water, 
snow. Perfect for watersports, winter sports, cycling, fishing and driving. Ventilated TR90 frame for 
optimum clarity. Light weight and tough! Padded nose area for protection on impact. 
Our sunglasses incorporate a non-removable strap, that is secure and adjustable with one hand. Each pair 
comes with micro fibre cleaning pouch, zip hardcase and safety leash line!

£19.95

BOATWORLD VINTAGE 
HIGH QUALITY T-SHIRT
XCBVT. Our branded premium T-Shirt 
made from soft 190gsm semi-combed cotton. 
Mens & Womens options in sizes : S to XXL. Denim Blue.

£14.99

BOATWORLD VINTAGE 
HIGH QUALITY HOODIE
XCBVH. Russell Athletic premium hoodie. Soft and warm, made from 
80% cotton 20% polyester. Flexibility - The cover stitch around the 
hood, shoulders, armholes, cuffs and hem allows for an appropriate 
amount of stretch. Convenience - This hoodie encompasses a 
kangaroo pocket along with MP3 earphone access. 
Duarability - As well as covering up the seams, 
the taped back neck also provides 
great strength at the seams, 
which will make the hoodie last. 
Sizes : S to XXL.

£29.95

Surf Gloves & Boots, Rash Vests, T-Shirts & Sunglasses

GUL APL 5MM PRO LACE BOOT
BO1304-B2. 
Blindstitched: seam 
construction. 
D-Flex: Durable 
neoprene. Lace system 
ensures a secure fit . 
Supplied with stretch 
and static laces. 
Reinforced for Hiking. 
Removable wide velcro 
ankle strap. Reinforced 
heel and Toe. High 
grip sole.
Size 4-13 UK.

£39.90

GUL AQUA SHOE 
Fully elasticated and adjustable ankle cord for secure 
fit. Durable flexible sole. Spacer mesh outer for quick 
draining and drying.

BO1257. Adult sizes: 6-11. 
Black/Charcoal 
£6.50

BO1256. 
Junior sizes: 6-13. 1-5. 
Red/Charcoal 
£5

TYPHOON 
SPRINT 2 AQUA SHOE 
XC1256. Available is sizes 3 to 12. 
Mulfi function watersports shoe, 
ideal for use on a SUP 
or beach shoe.

£19.95

TYPHOON 
NEO GLOVE 
XC1258. 
3mm neoprene 
glove, glued and 
blind stitched with 
a reinforced palm. 
Child / Adult XS-XL

£18.95

O'NEILL 
MENS & LADIES RASH VESTS 
Sizes: Mens S-3XL. Ladies XS-XL. 
6OZ Nylon/Spandex 4-Way Stretch. Quick Dry.  U.P.F. 50+ UV 
Protection. Boardshort Connector. Rash Protection. 
Flatloc Stitched. 
Strategic Seamless 
Paddle Zones.

LADIES 
XC63  
£25

MENS 
XC61  

£22

TYPHOON 
FLAT SOLED WETSOCKS 
XC1257 
XXS, XS, S, SM, M, L, XL, XXL

£16.95

XCITE SPORTS SUNGLASSES
XC133. Our Xcite Sports Sunglasses are incredible value. Finished off 
in Electric Blue, they look stunning, whether you are on the beach or 
on the slopes! These Xcite Sports Sunglasses are perfect for serious 
action sports, like snowboarding or kitesurfing. Features: Adjustable 
head retaining strap- adjusts with one hand!! Black nose pad. UV400 
rated smoke lens. Tough polycarbonate frame. Certified CE CAT 3 rating. 
Electric Blue finish. Vented frame avoids misting up. C/w Xcite Logo. 
Comes complete with black microfibre pouch. Why not add one of our 
safety leashes, to make sure you never loose them whatever spills you 
take!!

£9.95

TEST PILOT GLOVE 
XC178-3. The Testpilot Gloves feature: Short model for more freedom of 
movement. Non slip silicon printed hand palm. Padded panels on the palm 
of the hand. PVC knuckle and finger guards. Segmented finger design. 
Soft and strong amara fabric in the palm of the hand. Lycra panels to enable 
maximum flex in use, perfect for ultimate handle grip. Sizes XS- XXL. 

£19.90 per pair
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O’NEILL 
LADIES BAHIA  
SHORTY
XC1140. Sizes Ladies 6-14
£79

O’NEILL LADIES 
BAHIA SERIES 3/2MM 
O’Neill Bahia is designed for a 
new generation of athletes that 
want to bring beauty, personality, 
and confidence to the water. 
The combination of chic styling 
and absolute function makes 
Bahia a unique wetsuit line 
for the style-savvy and 
performance-driven athlete.

FEATURES 
100% UltraFlex DS. Flatloc Stitched Seams 
Strategic Seamless Paddle Zones 
Double Super Seal Neck 
Krypto Knee Padz

O’NEILL LADIES BAHIA 
FULL SUIT 
XC1139. Sizes Ladies 6-14 
£120

100% 
SUPER 
STRETCH
100% UltraFlex DS

SEAMLESS PADDLE 
ZONES
Flexible and unique design 
which utilizes minimal seam 
placement for comfort

KRYPTO 
KNEE PADZ
Ergonomic 
knee protection

100% 
SUPER 
STRETCH
100% UltraFlex DS

DOUBLE SUPER 
SEAL NECK
Fully adjustable 
and watertight

SEAMLESS 
PADDLE 
ZONES
Flexible and unique design 
which utilizes minimal seam 
placement for comfort

Wetsuits

FOR O’NEILL WETSUIT CLEARANCE DEALS & CHECK WEBSITESCAN QR

STORMSURE PVC REPAIR ADHESIVE & SEALANT
XC10-1001. Repair your favourite towables or wetsuit with Stormsure PVC Repair Adhesive & 
Sealant. Repairs and Seals PVC Products (Not to be used on Fabric or Nylon covers). 
Compact for easy storage and transportation. Fix your product or wetsuit in 2 hours or less!

£7.95

STORMSURE ADHESIVE PATCHES
XC10-1001-1. A Pack of 2 x 75mm diameter patches which you can use to cover over leaks 
and rips on a wide range of surfaces. These patches are made from the same material as 
Stormsure Adhesive, so it is flexibel stretchy, abrasion resistant and very strong. 

£4.70

O’NEILL 
REACTOR SERIES 3/2MM
Get a full dose of performance technology at an 
incredible price. The Reactor Series utilizes our 
exclusive FluidFlex™ in the shoulder and sleeves, a 
fully adjustable super seal neck, and Krypto Knee Padz. 
Everything you could possibly want in an entry level 
wetsuit.

FEATURES
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™
Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
30% FluidFlex™/ 70% Fluid Foam
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection
YKK Back Zip System
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal
Hidden Key Pocket
Flatloc Stitched (breathable seams)
Strategic Seamless. Paddle Zones.

O’NEILL MENS REACTOR SHORTY
XC11. Sizes Adult S-4XL 
£65

O’NEILL MENS 
REACTOR FULL SUIT
XC24 
Sizes Adult S-4XL  
£85

FLUIDFLEX™ 
FIREWALL
Measurably Lighter, 
Warmer and More Flexible

DOUBLE SUPER 
SEAL NECK
Fully adjustable 
and watertight

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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O’NEILL 
JUNIOR REACTOR SERIES 3/2MM
Get a full dose of performance technology at an incredible price. 
The Reactor Series utilizes our exclusive FluidFlex™ in the 
shoulder and sleeves, a fully adjustable super seal neck, 
and Krypto Knee Padz. Everything you could 
possibly want in an entry level wetsuit. 
Youth full suits have ankle zips for ease of donning.

FEATURES
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™
Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
30% FluidFlex™/ 70% Fluid Foam
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection
YKK Back Zip System
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal
Hidden Key Pocket
Flatloc Stitched (breathable seams)
Strategic Seamless Paddle Zones

O’NEILL 
JUNIOR REACTOR 
FULL SUIT 3/2MM
XC32 Graph/Tahiti/Black or Black/Flint/Lime 
Sizes 4-16 years 
£59.95

KRYPTO 
KNEE PADZ
Ergonomic 
knee protection

DURABILITY 
AND 
STRETCH
30% FluidFlex™/ 
70% Fluid Foam

O’NEILL 
JUNIOR REACTOR 
SHORTY
XC19 Graph/Tahiti/Black or 
Black/Flint/Lime. 
Sizes 4-16 years.
£39.95

MENS 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
S 5’8”-5’10” 36.5”-38.5” 29”-31” 
M 5’9”-5’11” 38.5”-40.5” 30.5”-32.5” 
L 5’10”-6’0” 40.5”-42.5” 32.5”-34.5” 
XL 5’11”-6’1” 42.5”-44.5” 34.5”-36.5” 
XXL 6’0”-6’2” 44.5”-46.5” 36.5”-38.5” 
XXXL 6’0”-6’2” 47”-49” 41.5”-43.5” 
4XL 6’0”-6’4” 51”-54” 44”-48”
LADIES 
 HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
6 5’5”-5’7” 31.5”-33.5” 24”-26” 
8 5’6”-5’8” 32.5”-34.5” 25”-27” 
10 5’7”-5’9” 34”-36” 25”-27” 
12 5’8”-5’10” 35.5”-37.5” 28”-30” 
14 5’9”-5’11” 37”-39” 29.5”-31.5”
JUNIOR 
AGE HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
10 4’7”-4’10” 28”-30” 23”-25” 
12 4’10”-5’1” 29”-31” 25”-27” 
14 5’1”-5’4” 31”-33” 27”-29” 
16 5’4”-5’7” 33”-35” 28”-30”
CHILDREN 
AGE HEIGHT CHEST WAIST 
4 3’10”-4’1.5” 23”-25” 20”-22” 
6 4’1.5”-4’4.5” 24.5”-26.5” 21.5”-23.5” 
8 4’4.5”-4’7.5” 26”-28” 23”-25”

Size Chart
O’NEILL EPIC SERIES
The Epic Series now with many of the same sick features as our 
high-end wetsuits, including 100% Ultraflex neoprene on mens, 
Ultraflex DS Firewall chest on ladies, double seal neck closure, 
LSD (lumbar seamless design) and reengineered covert blackout 
zip. Clean graphics and sharp style lines make the Epic the best 
value in the industry.

EPIC FEATURES
Glued and Blindstitched Seams
Double Super Seal Neck. 
New Glued in Covert Zipper Construction
Updated Velcro Closure. External Key Pocket with Loop
Strategic Seamless Paddle Zones
LSD: Lumbar Seamless Design
Top Sleeve/undersleeve: FluidFlex™. Body: Fluid Foam
Chest/Back: Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam. Knee: Krypto Knee Padz
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam. 40% Ultraflex / 60% FluidFlex™ (Epic)
Krypto Padz: ergonomic knee protection. YKK Back Zip System. 
Single Super Seal Collar: fully adjustable seal. Hidden Key Pocket.
Strategic Seamless Paddle Zones.

O’NEILL MENS EPIC
XC33. Sizes: S-3XL 
5/4mm £169.95 3/2mm £149.95

DURABILITY 
AND STRETCH
100% UltraFlex DS - MENS
FluidFlex™/ Fluid Foam 
 - LADIES

BLACKOUT ZIPPER
Offset teeth on an Inter-
locking zipper that keeps 
water from entering at the 
back entry point

KRYPTO 
KNEE PADZ
Ergonomic knee protection

FLUIDFLEX™ 
FIREWALL
Measurably Lighter, 
Warmer and More Flexible

DOUBLE SUPER 
SEAL NECK
Fully adjustable 
and watertight

Wetsuits

O’NEILL
SUPERLITE JOHN 
SUP WETSUIT
XC338. The O’Neill Superlite 
John is design to provide 
lightweight protection for any 
type of surface watersport 
including SUP and 
all paddle sports.
RAW MATERIALS: 
Body: Fluid Foam. Chest/Back: 
Mesh Smooth Skin Fluid Foam. 
Knee: Krypto Knee Padz. 
Neck: Smooth Skin Fluid Foam
FEATURES: 30% FluidFlex™/ 
70% Fluid Foam. Krypto Padz: 
ergonomic knee protection. 
YKK Back Zip System. Single 
Super Seal Collar: fully 
adjustable seal. 
Hidden Key Pocket. 
Flatloc Stitched 
(breathable seams) 
PANELING: Strategic 
Seamless Paddle Zones. 
Sizes: XS-4XL Adult 
£69.95

O’NEILL 
JUNIOR 
EPIC 
XC38. Sizes: 4-16 years
5/4mm £125

O’NEILL 
LADIES 
EPIC 
XC37.Sizes: 6-16
5/4mm £169.95
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O’BRIEN 
4 BELT PRO VEST 
XC1227. Colour: Red. 
Size: S-XXL.  Soft flexible foam core for extra 
comfort. Sturdy nylon exterior for durability. 
4 Buckles for security and excellent fit. 
Big arm holes allow for a wide 
range of motion. Extra foam on the 
side of the vest for better protection and 
comfort. CE Approved.

RRP £49.95 
DEAL PRICE £39.95

O’NEILL SLASHER  
COMP LIFE VEST
XC1136-1. Sizes S-3XL. 
The Slasher vest features the all 
new NytroLite foam technology. The 
Nytrolite foam in this vest is 3 times 
lighter than the industry standard 
foam and it absorbs 20% less water. 
These vests are more buoyant and 
offer better impact protection. 
The Slasher Comp Vest is also 
reversible to give you 2 different 
graphic options. Don’t compromise 
performance, check out the 
O’Neill Slasher Competition Vest.  
Features: Easy front zip closure. 
100% UltraFlex construction. 
Segmented foam core. Strategic 
armhole fit. Not CE approved.
£99.95

PRICE 
BUSTER!

PRICE 
BUSTER!

O’BRIEN 
UNIVERSAL VEST
XC1222. Colour: Blue. Size: 30”- 52” chest. 
Open sides. Sturdy belts with slide-release buckles. 
Vests pack easily/securely in zippered storage bag. 
C E Approved.
£24.95

PRICE 
BUSTER!

#1 Vest Deal!
O’BRIEN TECH VEST
XC1136-1. Sizes XS-2XL. Neoprene outer for comfortable fit. 
O’Brien’s thinnest CGA vest. Zip closure and 
2 belts for security. Hinge point for maximum comfort. PWC ring. 

RRP £89.95

£69.95 
YOU SAVE £20!!

BOATWORLD
SKI VEST
Color: Blue.
Size: XC1280 XS/S
XC1280-1 M/ L
XC1280-2 XL/XXL. 
Fantastic quality at a great price.  
4 buckles for a good fit. 
Soft, flexible foam core. 
Sturdy nylon exterior for 
durability.
CE approved. 
Retroflective tape and 
safety whistle included.
£19.95

4 PACK 
SPECIAL 
OFFER
RRP £100
DEAL 
PRICE 
£85
XC1222-1

#1 Budget Vest Deal!

Ski Vests & Neo Vests

O’BRIEN
SKI VEST 
XC1153 
Color: Blue. 
Size: XS, S/M, L/XL, SL. 
Fantastic quality at 
a great price.  
4 buckles for a good fit. 
Soft, flexible foam core. 
Sturdy nylon exterior for durability. 
CE approved.

RRP £39.95 
DEAL PRICE £34.95

O’BRIEN 
FLEX VEST 
XC1154-1. 
Colour: Black/Grey /Green. 
Size: S, M, XL, XXL 
Neoprene outer for comfortable fit . 
Zip closure and 2 belts for security. 
Multiple hinge points on front & back 
for maximum comfort. CE approved.

was £70 
DEAL PRICE £59

PRICE 
BUSTER!

PRICE 
BUSTER!

S/M

XS, S/M L/XL & SL
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JOBE KIDS COMFORT 
BOATING VEST
XC185. CE approved 100 Newtons. 
Special kids design. Reflective 
panels for safety. Non-clog 
whistle. Crotch strap. 
Strong nylon outer cover 
and light weight foam.
Sizes XS-L 
£26
Junior Size 
£36

JOBE YOUTH 
NEOPRENE VEST
244917302. This vest provides 
great safety without having to 
compromise on comfort and 
freedom of movement. And 
that is what kids like, right? 
And grown-ups like to keep them 
safe. That’s why besides the looks, 
this vest is certified, equipped 
with PVC-foam and has a 
custom water drain system. 
50N ISO-certified (buoyancy 
aid). Soft PVC foam. 
Front zipper for fast entry. 
Soft & flexible neoprene 
fabric. 1.5” Adjustable 

webbing straps (2x). 
Strong YKK Buckles. 
Strong YKK Zipper. Water 
drainage system. Unisex fit. 
Sizes 2XL & 3XL
£49.90

TYPHOON 
LIFEJACKET
XC1021. 
UK designed and 
manufactured life jacket. 
Exceptional quality and 
attractively priced, this piece is 
suitable for experienced sailors 
to novices alike. Suitable for a 
whole range of activities from 
yacht sailing, to cruising the 
inland waterways to angling. 
150N buoyancy. Velcro closure. 
United moulders inflator. 
Single crotch strap. 
Manual option only.
One size fits all. Green.
£52.95

XCITE JOKER 
WATERSPORTS 
HELMET
XC1157-3. CE Certified watersports 
helmet. ABS Shell. EVA Foam Liner. 
Adjustable Chin strap. 
Adjustable inner rear 
on thumbwheel. 
Fantastic Joker Graphics. 
11 air vent design. 
Sizes: Small 48-52cm, 
Medium 52- 57cm, Large 57-61cm.
£18.95

JOBE BACK SUPPORT
XC206. Size: Universal. 
Fully adjustable torso back support. 
Helps to prevent back injuries and supports back.
£34.95

JOBE SPRAY 
LEG 
XC205-1. Neoprene 
calf and lower leg 
protection. 
Protects from forceful 
spray of the ski. 
Various sizes.

RRP £17.99 
SALE 
PRICE 
£9.99

JOBE KNEE 
SUPPORT 
BW819. Can help to 
keep you enjoying 
your sport when knees 
start to fail you. Size: 
Universal. Unique wrap 
around knee support. With 
strong Velcro support. 
Prevents injuries, and 
supports limb. M-L-XL

RRP £34.95 
OUR PRICE 
£19.95

#1 Helmet Deal!

Ski Vests, Neo Vests & Protection Gear 

XCITE HEAVY 
DUTY 
SOFTSHELL 
HELMET
XC1156. Size: S-M-L.
Ideal for use in clubs  
and recommended 
by BSWF for riders 
when Tubing.  
Note: This helmet is 
NOT CE approved 
or any other official body. 
It is designed to reduce the 
probability of injury when 
used properly.

£17.95

PRICE 
BUSTER!

O’NEILL REACTOR 
IMPACT VEST 
Colours : Black/Black. 
Stand out buy in our 
Neo Vest range. 
Soft outer shell makes 
for a great fit. 
Two Fully adjustable 
straps. CE Approved. 
XC333-1. Mens 
Sizes : M-L-XL-XXL. 
XC334. Ladies 
Sizes : 8-10-12

RRP £84.95 
LIMITED 
STOCK 
LEFT AT 
£64.95

AIRHEAD DOG 
BUOYANCY AID 
AIR180663770. 
The Airhead Dog Buoyancy Aid is 
a must if you are taking your best 
friend boating with you! Closed 
Sided DogVest. 3 adjustable body 
belts with side-release buckles. 
D-ring for leash attachment. 
Durable polyester fabric. 
Grab strap for easy recovery. 
Comes in 3 sizes based on the 
weight of the pet : 
XXS-XS - 3.5kg - 6.80kg (8-15lbs) 
S-M - 6.80kg - 23kg (15-50lbs) 
L-XL 23kg - 45kg (50-100lbs)

£14.95

NEW FOR 
2019

Mens Ladies

NEW FOR 
2019
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INFLATABLE SUP 
PRESSURE GAUGE
XC246 . The Inflatable SUP Pressure Gauge is designed to 
fit inline off your SUP Pump. Simply screw onto the pump’s 
threaded pipe at the handle and screw 
the hose onto the Pressure Gauge. 
Allows you to see exactly what 
pressure you are applying into 
your SUP! Attached to your 
Pump Handle makes it 
easy to read at any time.

£8.95

Inflatable SUP & SUP Accessories
BOATWORLD CHARGER 
11FT INFLATABLE SUP 
XC142-19. Comes complete with all you need to get on the water! Whether 

you want to tour the coastline,surf, fish, take on some whitewater,or simply a paddling workout, just throw 
this into the back of the car, or take it on holiday as sports luggage! This is a large stable board that performs 
well in small surf. Great also for exploring the coastline, rivers and canals. It will even make a good platform for 
other activities like fishing and yoga.
Designed for use by the whole family and mixed abilities from 
beginner upwards. With 312 litres of volume it can take a 
maximum payload of over 150kg.
• 335cm (11ft) long. 83cm ( 33”) wide.
• 15cm (6”) thick high pressure air deck drop stich 
construction makes it a very rigid, tough & robust
• 1 large tough fin box with removable fin for 
stable tracking and smooth surfing
• Large non slip EVA deck pad
• Comes complete with free 2 section lightweight 
adjustable aluminium paddle that floats
• D ring at back for leash attachment
• 4 more D rings at front for strapping down equipment 
comes with black shockcord
• A further 4 more D Rings for optional 
kayak seat and gear attachment
• Complete with built in carry handle
• 2 D rings on rail for adjustable shoulder strap attachment 
(shoulder strap supplied)
• Complete with rucksack/bag for 
transport and storage of board
• Tie up strap to wrap up SUP when 
rolled up for rucksack
• Free High Pressure 27.5psi Bravo SUP Pump  
ith adaptor and built in pressure gauge
• Free 10ft Surf leash with key pocket
• Complete with repair kit and valve spanner 
Recommended inflated pressure for 
Boatworld Charger Inflatable SUP 15-18 PSI (MAX). 
Weight of board, paddle, pump, bag, 
and repair kit complete 12kg. 
When packed away in rucksack size approx. 
83cm(33”) long x 36cm(14”) diameter.

£349.95

NEW FOR 
2019

BRAVO ADJUSTABLE SUP PADDLE 
XC344-1. Adjustable between 165cm(65”) and 215cm(84”). Simple “Twistlock” adjustment. Specially designed for SUP’s. Paddle floats. 
Made from strong lightweight aluminium. Breaks down into 3 sections for easy storage and transport. Comfortable rounded handle grip.
Swept back 
SUP paddle blade.

£39.95

AIRHEAD SUCTION CUP 
TIE DOWNS
AHSUP-A010. Thousands of uses! Suction cup 
activated / deactivated with mechanical lever. For 
smooth fiberglass surfaces. Versatile Duraflex wide 
gate spring hook. Heavy duty webbing. 2 per package.

£14.95

BOATWORLD 
SUP SEAT
XC143-2. Why not add 
a seat to your SUP 
for the ultimate 
SUP/Kayak crossover

£29.94

SUP STIRRUP 
PUMP
AQBSP.  This SUP Stirrup 
Pump is a great all round 
pump. Perfect for blowing 
up ISUP boards to 20 PSI. 
Not only can they be used 
for ISUP boards but also 
for inflatable boats and 
anything that has a Halkey 
Roberts Valve. 

£19.95

REPLACEMENT 
SUP FIN
AQSF. 
Replacement 
fin for all SUPs.
25x4x22

£14.95

AIRHEAD SUP LASHING TABS
AHSUP-A012 . For SUPs, boats, camping and much 
much more!! Strong Ez to use adhesive backing 
means these will stick to most surfaces. Great for at-
taching drybags, lines, straps,cords or PFD devices to. 
Dual gated and clipped hook design to lash to!

£6 for 4

AIRHEAD SUP YOUTH PADDLE 
AHSUP-P5. AIRHEAD’s lightweight 3-section Youth SUP paddle is the perfect companion for any stand up paddleboard. One-size-fits-all. 
Length adjusts from 52” to 74” 132 to 188 cm perfect for paddlers 43” to 65” tall. 100% aluminum shaft. 
Fiberglass reinforced ABS “duckfoot” blade. 
3-section, easy to stow.

£35
XCITE KAYAK / SUP PADDLE
XC143-1 . Transform your SUP into a Kayak with our Kayak paddle. Use as a Kayak paddle with dual blades or has a SUP paddle with T-Handle and blade.

£29.90

BOATWORLD 1.5LBS 
(0.7KG) SUP/KAYAK 
ANCHOR KIT
XC220-4. Designed and ideal for use with your SUP or 
Kayak. This anchor kit comes complete with PVC float 
and 7.6mts (25ft) of anchor line, which is attached to 
a red painted folding grapnel anchor at one end and a 
stainless steel 
snap hook at 
the other! To 
complete this 
great package, 
it all comes 
in a handy 
nylon storage 
bag with 
drawstring!

£14.95

AIRHEAD SUP FIBERGLASS PADDLE
AHSUP-P1. AIRHEAD’s lightweight 3-section SUP paddle is the perfect companion for any stand up paddleboard. This is truly a one-size-fits-all paddle. 
The length is easily adjustable from 160 to 210 cm. The paddle weighs less than 2 lbs. 3 oz. (992 gm). The shaft is 100% fiberglass, 
the “duck foot” shape blade is designed 
for maximum paddling efficiency 
and is fiberglass reinforced ABS.

£89.95

BOATWORLD SUPER HIGH PRESSURE PUMP
XC1299. Just dial in the pressure, 1-20 psi.  Plenty of pressure for inflatable tubes, boats & SUPs! 
Comes with 12 volt 20AMP socket conection & adaptor allowing 
connection to battery with alligator clips. Inflate SUPs up 
to 20 psi in minutes. Ideal for Inflatable SUPs, towables, 
boats and other drop stitch inflatables requiring high 
pressure. 2 stage high pressure inflation and deflation. 
Auto shut-off, just dial in the pressure from 1 to 20 PSI 
!! Interchangable Halkey Roberts Valve and Boston 
Valve adaptors.  The 
whole Inflatable SUP 
experience just got a 
lot easier!! 

SUPER 
LOW 
PRICE!! 
ONLY £99.95

#1 Pump - Just dial in the pressure!

AIRHEAD 
HEAVY DUTY LEASH
AHSUP-A007. Lightweight coiled leash stays out 
of your way while you’re paddling. Allows you full 
freedom of motion. Extends to 11 feet. 
2 in-line swivels keep the leash from tangling. 
2” wide padded calf strap provides all-day 
comfort. Recommended for surf and 
lake use, 
(not whitewater)

£24.90 
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EXTREME MIRROR
XC108. Size: 15.2cm x 50.8cm. Windshield frames 5mm to 28mm. 
Mounts above or below windshield. Multi-lens convex mirror. 
One stationary and two adjustable.
£149

ELLIPSE MIRROR
XC109. Size: 4” x 11” multi-lens mirror features one stationary 
and two adjustable lenses. Also has a ball and socket tension 
adjustment knob that will keep 
the mirror where you 
position it. CIPA's 
windshield frame 
bracket will mount 
to rectangular or 
round-top windshield 
frames from 3/8” to 11/4”.
£69.95

SUCTION CUP MIRROR
XC110. Size: 4” (10.2cm) x 8” (20.3cm) Fully adjustable 
mirror, stays in position. No holes to drill, no scratching.
£29.95

SAFETY MIRROR
XC111. Size: 10.2cm x 20.3cm Universal interior 
mirror. Mounts above or below windshield.
Fits frames from 1.1cm to 1.0 2.5cm thick.
£39.95

BOAT MIRROR
XC112. Size: 7.6cm x 20.3cm Universal. Fully 
adjustable. Convex lens for wide rear view.
£18.95

VISION 180˚MIRROR
XC108-1. The Ultimate Tournament boat mirror, fitted as standard 
by Mastercraft. Jumbo size of 181/2” x 51/2”  provides full 180˚ 
range of port to starboard rear view vision.
The Deluxe Windshield Mirror Bracket will fit virtually any boat 
windshield. It has a 
depth of 1 7/8 inches, 
which is about a 
half inch more than 
most marine brackets 
currently on the market. The 
Deluxe bracket also has the ability to tilt 
forward for storage when not in use, 
rather than removing the entire unit.
£229

Tow Force One for Wake, Ski & Tube

All-New Clamp

Boat Mirrors
A Boat mirror is an essential piece of equipment for your boat.
It allows the driver to keep their eye on all that is going on around them, 
whether that be towing a wakeboarder or skier or being aware of other 
approaching vessels.

We offer a full and extensive ranges of mirrors to fit every style of boat 
from a small run around to a top of the range Mastercraft

TOW FORCE ONE FUN SERIES 
Looking for a good time on the water or like to ride the edge and try to improve your performance? 
No matter what you’re looking for the TowForceOne FUN towbar is a musthave, if you like to wake, ski or tube. 
A towbar ensures increased comfort for everyone in and behind the boat. Better feedback and more constant 
response leads to less fatigue. TowForceOne will keep you going. Towbars like TowForceOne 
are saving fuel. Boaters using towbars experience improved course stabilty 
and steer ability when towing. Try it yourself and get the TowForceOne 
experience. A towbar has some additional benefits like: 
keeping the towline away from the propeller. saving space, while the 
towline is outside the boat. protection for your valuable outboardmotor.
Contact us for recommended engines on the following towbars:

NEW FOR 
2019

Scan to see the 
Tow Force One 
in action!

FUNX1 
£350

FUNX2 
£399

FUNX3 
£525

FUNX4 
£649
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XCITE MUSTANG PRO SERIES WAKEBOARD TOWER
XC103. The Xcite Mustang Pro series Tower has a swooped styling, thick and rigid tubing, ultra polished 
finish, and universal mounts. Constructed from 6061 T6 aircraft grade aluminium tubing, the Xcite 
Mustang Pro Tower has a swept back design that is incredibly rigid for a stable pull behind the boat. 
The tower sits on horizontal side bars following the lines of the windshield,this enables the Mustang 
tower to be one of the highest towers on the market,it’s a Wakeup call for all riders looking for Big Air! 
The Xcite Mustang Pro Tower can accommodate any boat between 76" and 108" in width, for a truly 
universal design that will fit almost any boat on the market. The Xcite Mustang Pro allows one person to 
quickly and easily fold this tower below windshield height for convenient storage in a standard garage. 
High quality 6061-T6 aluminium tubing results in a strong tower that is lightweight.  2" large diameter - flex 
reducing aluminium tubing.  Fits most boats from 
76-108" wide (No advanced measurements are 
needed).  72 inches front to back stance. Tower 
stands 55 inches from mounting points with a 12 
degree inward taper. Secure design creates for 
a silent tower that will not rattle, creek or moan 
in rough water. High quality polished finish for a 
durable coating that looks good. Fully collapsible 
below the windshield height in minutes. 

POLISHED £799  ANODISED £869

XCITE VERTIGO WAKEBOARD TOWER 
XC102. The Vertigo Towers are available in 2 sizes, 76”- 108” in width, and a new narrow width. 66-98” 
model, for a truly universal design. The Xcite Vertigo Tower has a swooped styling, thick and rigid 
tubing, ultra polished finish, and universal mounts. Constructed from 2” diameter 6061-T6 aircraft grade 
aluminium tubing, the Vertigo Tower has a swept back design that is incredibly rigid for a stable pull 
behind the boat. The Vertigo Tower offers a truly universal design that will fit almost any boat on the 
market. The Vertigo Tower allows one person to quickly and easily fold this tower below windshield 
height for convenient storage in a standard garage. 
Telescoping top section makes installation easy 
on any boat. High quality 6061-T6 aluminium tubing 
results in a strong tower that is lightweight. Secure 
design creates for a silent tower that will not 
rattle, creek or moan in rough water. High quality 
polished finish for a durable coating that looks good. 
Fully collapsible below the windshield height in 
minutes. Please note: Wakeboard racks and other 
accessories are sold separately.

POLISHED £550  ANODISED £625

1. You will enjoy your time on the water more with a properly installed wakeboard tower.  A 
wakeboard tower will make your time on the water much more fun.

2. A wakeboard tower installation will get your extra gear out of your boat, 
reducing your chance of passenger, or boat interior, damage.

3. A wakeboard tower will increase the value of your boat.

4. A wakeboard tower makes it easier to pull your skiers or 
wakeboarders out of the water.

5. Wakeboard towers look great on your boat!

Xcite Wakeboard towers boost riders to new heights, keep clutter out 
of the cockpit, and look cool. If your boat came bare, put one on now!

Xcite towers are the best buy on the market bar none. 
We use top-quality materials, such as 2” 6061-T6 aircraft grade aluminium and 
quick-release hand knobs. Installation is easy and will take 2 people less than 
an day to transform your Boat.
All fixing bolts are included, all you need is a decent tool kit.
Whatever your boat we have a tower to suit your needs 
at the best price anywhere, and that’s a price promise !!

Why install a Wakeboard Tower?

If people ask if you bought a new boat, just tell them you bought a new Xcite tower!

Wakeboard Towers

These booms are built to stay strong. For added safety they have a dual 
stainless steel cable system that runs all the way from the boom to 
the attachment point at the bow of the boat. There are no levers 
or moving parts on the boom clamps because moving parts 
can loosen, wear out and break. The boom clamps 
are extremely strong with heavy duty hardware 
to ensure they remain firmly mounted. Also the 
boom clamps come with a heavy duty safe 
airline quick release pin which makes it 
easy to attach and remove the booms. By 
purchasing a Barefoot International boom 
you are guaranteeing that you have the 
highest quality, strongest and without 
a doubt the safest boom.

TRAINING BOOM XCBFB £699

BOOM EXTENSION XCBFE £129

BAREFOOT INTERNATIONAL 
DELUXE UNIVERSAL CONTOUR BOOM & EXTENSION

INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*

#1 Lowest Price Wakeboard tower 
in UK & Europe!
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XCITE WAKEBOARD TOWER 
SPEAKER CANS
XC100. Xcite Wakeboard Tower Speaker Cans 
look great on your Xcite Wakeboard Tower! 
Simple to fit, just bolt. Fully adjustable. Xcite 
Wakeboard Tower Speaker Cans are in a bright 
polish finish to match your Xcite Wakeboard 
Tower. Sold as a pair. Priced as a pair! NB: 
Does not include speakers. Speak to us for 
advice on this.
£110 per pair

XCITE BIMINI TOP
XC104-1. Under tower bimini, the ultimate in sun shade for all 2” towers. 

Includes tensioning straps.
£249

XCITE ADJUSTABLE WATER SKI PYLON
XC193. High quality polished 2 inch diameter stainless steel pole and support arms. Comes complete with all 
fixings. Pylon adjusts telescopically in height between 34" to 58" (86cm to 147cm). Telescopic 
1 inch diameter support arms adjust between 33" to 57" (83.5cm to 144cm). Polished smooth rope head for less 
wear and tear. Stainless steel clip pins attach support arms to pole for quick and easy assembly. Coupled with 
main pylon screwed to base plate for easy mounting 
and dismounting. The Xcite Adjustable Water Ski 
Pylon is ideal for skiers, wakeboarders and towables. 
Designed to fit in open cockpits and through rear 
bench supports on most sports boats and ribs.

£199.95

XCITE 2.5” 
RACK ADAPTER 
CLAMP
XC 188.If your wakeboard tower 
is 21/2” dia this clamp allows you to adapt all our 
racks/mirrors/speakers to fit your tower

£24.95 each

XCITE WATERSKI RACK
XC189. A Waterski rack to fit your tower at a great 
price, will take 1pr of Combo skis or 2 Slalom skis. 

£149.95

XCITE COBRA 
WAKEBOARD RACK 
XC106. The Xcite Cobra Wakeboard Rack is the most 
versatile of our racks, adjusting to fit any angle of 
pipe. It holds two wakeboards and comes in a high 
polish finish. Bungee straps for securing boards 
Holds two boards. Billet aluminium construction. Fully 
adjustable. Fully polished assembly. Rubber inserts to 
protect your high end wakeboards. 

POLISHED £125 
ANODISED £145

XCITE KNEEBOARD / 
WAKEBOARD RACK
XC344. Ideal rack for the kneeboarder and 
wakeboarder. This rack will take one kneeboard and 
one wakeboard. Easy to install on any 2” diameter 
wakeboard tower. Billet aluminium construction. Fully 
adjustable. Fully polished assembly. Rubber inserts to 
protect your high end wakeboard or kneeboard.
Carry your boards in style with this Xcite Rack.
(Note for the kneeboard pair of fingers there is a clear 
gap of 115mm for the kneeboard)

£179

XCITE 2.5" 
SPEAKER 
CAN CLAMP
XC230. The Xcite 2.5" 
Speaker Can Clamp is the 
perfect answer to getting your 
Xcite Speakers to fit onto larger 2.5" diameter towers. 
Made from the same polished aluminium as all our 
Xcite Tower products to match perfectly!

£19.95 each

11/2” SHIM ADAPTER 
XC 1177. 11/2” shim adapter to allow 
this fitting to A Frames.

£9.99 each

XCITE ADJUSTABLE JETSKI/
BOAT SKI PYLON
XC193/1. Polished 2 inch diameter stainless steel pole 
and support arms. Comes complete with all fixings. 
Pylon adjusts telescopically in height between 21 
1/4” to 25 1/4” (54cm to 64cm). Fully adjustable bot-
tom fixing bracket on main pole to take up any fixing 
angle between horizontal and 80 Degrees. Telescopic 
1 inch diameter support arms adjust between 15 3/4” 
to 24” (40cm to 61cm). Integrated handle for rear fac-
ing observer with knurled grip. Polished smooth rope 
head for less wear and tear. Stainless steel clip pins 
attach support arms to pole for quick and easy as-
sembly. These clips and a single Allen Bolt to release 
main pole from bottom bracket, means the whole 
assembly can be detached/attached in a couple of 
minutes !! Space above support arm bracket for fixing 
Xcite Wakeboard Rack (not included). Rack fitting not 
recommended for kneeboarding or towing towables 
without mods. Contact us for details!!

£179.95

XCITE JETSKI/BOAT RACK POST
XC193-2. This high quality Xcite JetSki/Boat Rack Post has 
the following features: Polished 2 inch diameter stainless 
steel pole (bolted onto threaded insert). Comes complete 
with all fixings. 15 3/4” (40cm) tall. Fully adjustable bottom 
fixing bracket on main pole to take up any fixing angle 
between horizontal and 80 Degrees. Bottom bracket 
on pole secured by 4 s/s screws/bolts into deck. 
Designed for fixing Xcite Wakeboard Rack (not included). 
The Xcite JetSki/Boat Rack Post is ideal for rear decks 
of Jetskis with an Xcite Ski Pole fitted or cockpits/decks 
of boats where a Wakeboard Tower is not an option.  
Helps reduce clutter in/on the boat! 
NOTE Xcite Wakeboard Rack not included in this price - 
post only!!

£79.95

XCITE WAKESURFER /
WAKEBOARD RACK
XC343. Ideal rack for the wakesurfer and 
wakeboarder. This rack will take one wakesurfer 
and up to two wakeboards. Easy to install on any 
2” diameter wakeboard tower. Billet aluminium 
construction. Fully adjustable. Fully polished 
assembly. Rubber inserts to protect your high end 
wakeboards. Carry your boards in style with this 
Xcite Rack. (Note the centre pair of fingers have a 
clear gap of 55mm for the wakesurfer)

£179

XCITE WAKEBOARD TOWER 
MIRROR 
XC107. Wake up to a top notch mirror for all 2 inch and 
2.5 inch dia towers. Polished Aluminium Arms Center 
pivot allows you to position the mirror for the best 
viewing (Note: Most single arm mirrors don't work 
right on towers) Tournament Mirror 7 inch x 13 inch. 
Stainless Steel Fasteners  

POLISHED £79.95 
ANODISED £89.95

SPARE REPLACEMENT MIRROR  £23.95

Wakeboard Towers & Tower Accessories
XCITE BIMINI TOP
XC104. The Xcite Bimini top fits all of the Xcite towers. 
Bling up your tower and get some shade from the sun
(or the rain !) 
£169

#1 Best Selling 
Ski Pylon!



Check out our full range online: www.boatworld.co.uk
All prices are correct at time of going to press but may be subject to change due to currency fluctuations. E &OE. 

34 01246 453815

XCITE T TOP TOWER
XC105. Our Xcite T-Top Tower is made from 2” dia. 6061 anodised aluminium tube.
So be warned, it is going to make your boat striking to look at!! At 6’6” tall, the T-Top fits most centre 
console boats where the console is from 24”to 50” wide, providing some shelter from the elements 
and support for the person at the helm. Complete with built in grab handles, it also provides you 
with a place to store your fishing rods off the back! The black bimini canvas top is fade and stain 
resistant. Why not complete the 
package with one of our T-Bags to 
hold life jackets and other gear under 
it? When you are putting the boat 
away, the whole thing has a quick 
release knob enabling you to fold it 
down for easy storage. All fixings are 
stainless steel.
PLEASE NOTE THIS IS NOT 
DESIGNED FOR ATTACHING 
TOW ROPES TO.
£850

XCITE T TOP FISHING ROD HOLDERS
XC101. Xcite T Top Fishing Rod Holders are designed to fit to the 
Xcite T Top. Simple to fit. They are in the same bright anodised 
finish. Fully adjustable. Will fit tubing of a dia of 35-37mm. Xcite 
T Top Fishing Rod Holders look great and make your boat less 
cluttered with lines and hooks on deck!
£45

AIRHEAD T-BAG
PFD-T6. The Airhead T-Bags are specially designed storage packs that easily mount to most T-Tops 
and Bimini Tops. Can hold up to 6 lifejackets as pictured. Main zippered compartment + 2 smaller 
zippered front compartments. 3 mesh pockets. Zig zag stretch cord underneath for easy access to 
towels/ raingear. Made from 600 denier water resistant polyester pack cloth. 4 straps ensure you 
can mount on cross bars of T-Top/Bimini. Dimensions 37"wide x 20" deep x 6" high. 
Price does not include lifejackets.
£64.95

BOATWORLD UNIVERSAL 
T-TOP CENTRE CONSOLE BOAT COVER
XC1054. Our trailerable T-top Console Cover is secured to the underside of the fixed T-top 
structure and will enclose any size console, helm seat and T-top support combination with a 
maximum base perimeter (at the deck) of 18” or less. All console covers measure 48”W x 60”L x 
66”H. Features: Adjustable straps allow the cover to work with most console configurations.
Boats with smaller console and T-tops can also cover and protect the helm seat.
Heavy duty marine grade zipper allows for easy installation and removal.
£49.95

Pirate Boats of Pembrokeshire have been 
fitting the Xcite T Top Tower to their centre 
console boats for several years. We are 
delighted that this quality British Boat Builder 
has decided to use the Xcite T Top Tower in 
their range of accessories.
www.pirate-boats.com

BOATWORLD 
CENTRE CONSOLE COVER
100% ShoreGaurd Polyester 
(urethane coated polyester).
Mildew and water resistant. 
perfect for all weather usage.
6oz cloth.

Small Dimensions 
H 42” x W 36” x D 24”  
XC1172 £19.95

Medium Dimensions 
H 44” x W 40” x D 30” 
XC1172-1 £24.95

Large Dimensions H 45” x W 46” x D 30” XC1172-2  £29.95

T Top Towers & Tower Accessories
INTEREST 
FREE 
CREDIT   

available on any order 
over £150 in value*
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